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“La ciencia es más que un simple conjunto de conocimientos:
es una manera de pensar.”

Carl Sagan.
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Abstract

Optimization is a discipline that can be seen as a cornerstone of other areas, such as
Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science, or Operations Research, among others. Optimiz-
ation aims to find feasible, high-quality solutions to real-life problems. It has applications
in engineering, medicine, economy, logistics and many other fields.

Since there exist many optimization problems with practical interest, efficient tech-
niques to address them are necessary. A possible classification of the current approaches
can distinguish between exact and approximate methods. Exact methods are able to
obtain an optimal solution to a certain problem, but they usually require a large execution
time; thus, they are impracticable when the size of the problem is sufficiently large, as
it commonly occurs in real-life problems. Within the family of approximate techniques,
heuristic algorithms are able to find high-quality solutions in a reasonable amount of
time; however, they can not guarantee the optimality of the solution found, neither how
far is the provided solution to the optimum one.

The Order Batching Problem (OBP) is an NP-hard optimization problem, whose
objective is to minimize the total retrieving time of a set of orders received in a warehouse.
In order to achieve that, the main strategy is to group orders into batches, so that orders
from the same batch are retrieved in the same travel. There also exist different variants to
the original problem in which different objective functions are considered. For instance,
the minimization of the maximum retrieving time of each batch, the minimization of the
tardiness when orders has a certain due date, the minimization of the total retrieving time
when orders are received in an online way, etc.

In this Doctoral Thesis we propose several heuristic algorithms to address problems
related to the OBP. All the proposed algorithms make use of the Variable Neighborhood
Search (VNS) methodology in some of its most usual variants (Basic VNS or General VNS),
in a parallel implementation, or embedded in a multi-start strategy. These algorithms
have been tested in different variants of the OBP over several reference sets of instances.
The obtained results improve the current state of the art in all the OBP variants tackled.
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1. Introduction

In this document, we present a Doctoral Thesis developed in the area of optimization.
In particular, this Thesis is devoted to the resolution of several variants of an optimization
problem: the Order Batching Problem. In the first chapter of this document, the context of the
Thesis is defined. More specifically, we briefly introduce the concept of optimization problem,
as well as the family of problems that has been tackled in this Thesis. After that, the hypothesis
and objectives are presented.

1.1 Optimization problems

Optimization is a discipline that can be seen as a cornerstone of other areas, such
as Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science, or Operations Research [30]. Optimization
aims to find feasible solutions to real-life problems, coming from engineering, medicine,
economy, and many other scientific disciplines [13, 30].

As a research area, optimization has significantly risen in the last decades due to
the fact, among others, of the fast evolution of computers. The constant task of making
decisions involves choosing among several alternatives trying to get the best possible
decision.

A large amount of interesting problems in research and technological areas can be
modeled as optimization problems. It can be said that an optimization problem is a
problem which has several (in general, many) possible solutions and there is a clear
method to compare them [26]. The quality of each solution is evaluated by means of a
mathematical function, named in this context as objective function.

From a mathematical point of view, an Optimization Problem (OP) can be defined as
the minimization or maximization of the value of an objective function f (x), considering
a set of constraints [82]. More formally, a minimization optimization problem is defined
as [96]:
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OP =

{
Minimize f (x)

subject to x ∈ F

where F is the set of solutions that satisfies every constraint of the problem. Each x ∈ F is
called feasible solution. A feasible solution is optimum if and only if its objective function
value is the smallest (in aminimization problem) or the largest (in amaximization problem)
among all feasible solutions.

There exist an important family of optimization problems, denoted as Combinatorial
Optimization Problems (COP), where the variables of the solutions take integer numbers
[4, 82]. More formally, a COP = (F , f ) can be defined as the minimization or maximization
of f (x), being F the representation of the feasible solution space of the problem [7]:

COP =





X = {x1,x2, ...,xn}
D1,D2, ...,Dn

f : D1×D2× ...×Dn→ R+

F = {s = {(x1,v1), ...,(xn,vn)}|vi ∈ Di}

where each variable xi from the set X takes a value vi in the domain Di(i = 1, ...,n) in such
a way that the solution s ∈ S satisfies the restrictions of the problem.

Optimization problems can also be classified according to their computational com-
plexity [35], i.e., how hard it is for a computer to solve the problem. This taxonomy
establishes complexity classes, where each class contains a family of problems that shares
a certain attribute related to its complexity. For some problems, there exist algorithms
able to solve them in polynomial time; that is, there exist a polynomial function that relates
the size of the input to the algorithmwithmaximum time needed to solve the problem. We
denote this time as O(np), where p is the maximum exponent in the polynomial function.
All the problems that share this characteristic belong to class P.

Nevertheless, there exist a huge number of problems for which there is not known an
algorithm that solves them in a polynomial and exact way. However, for some problems in
this group it is possible to determine (in polynomial time) if a given value is a solution to
the problem. It is said that these problems belong to theNP class. Problems belonging to
P class also belong toNP, since it is possible to determine in polynomial time if a given
solution is a solution to the problem. Also inside theNP class, there exist problems for
which there is not known an algorithm that solves them in polynomial time. Notice that it
is not demonstrated that it does not exist. These problems are denominatedNP-complete,
and they are as difficult to solve as any other problem belonging to theNP class. Finally,
there exist a class of problems, the NP-hard, which, not necessarily belonging to the
NP class, they are, at least, as difficult to solve as the most difficult problems from the
NP class [17, 35]. In order for an optimization problem to be considered asNP-hard, it
should be polynomially reduced to a someNP-complete class problem.

Most of the real-world problems belong toNP-hard class, and the need of solving them
has motivated the development of efficient methods for finding high-quality solutions for
those problems, although without any guarantee of optimality. Methods that consider the
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speed of the search process as important as its quality are called heuristic methods. The
word heuristic seems to come from the Greek word heuriskein, which means “to find” or
“to discover”. The popularization of the heuristic concept in the research area is due to the
mathematician George Pólya, who used it for the first time in his book “How to solve it”
[85].

On the contrary of exact methods, those which find the optimum solution for the
considered problem [78, 82], heuristic methods provide good solutions, but not necessarily
the optimum ones. Additionally, these methods are usually unable to escape from local
optima. Given that peculiarity, metaheurisitcs emerged as a new and more complex class
of algorithms with the objective of improving the results of traditional heuristic methods.
The term metaheuristic was originally introduced by Glover in 1986 [39], whose intention
was to define a “high-level, master strategy that guides and modifies other heuristics to
explore solutions beyond local optimality” [39].

Thus, metaheuristics are considered as a family of approximate algorithms that intel-
ligently combines both, diversification and intensification strategies. On the one hand,
diversification consists in exploring different regions of the search space in order to
identify promising regions that hopefully contain high-quality solutions. On the other
hand, intensification consists in intensively exploring a limited but promising region of
the search space looking for improvements in the incumbent solution, and it is tradition-
ally related to local search methods. Metaheuristic algorithms have been successfully
used to solve many optimization problems, providing high quality solutions (without
guaranteeing optimality) in a reasonable computational time.

In this dissertation, we explore the use of metaheuristics in order to provide high
quality solutions for several optimization problems that belongs to the class of problems
denominated “Order Batching Problems”.

1.2 Optimization problems in a warehouse

Taking into consideration the definition given by the Cornell University1, supply chain
management is “the design, planning, execution, control, and monitoring of supply chain
activities with the objective of creating net value, building a competitive infrastructure,
leveraging worldwide logistics, synchronizing supply with demand, and measuring per-
formance globally”. One of the tasks related to these activities is logistics, which can
be defined as the management process which integrates the moves of goods (items) and
services from the source to the end customer.

In the middle of this process of moving goods from harvesting or manufacturing
products to the reception by a customer, there exist, in most cases, the need of storing
that goods in a warehouse. Warehousing primarily focuses on controlling the movement
and storage of materials within a warehouse and processing the associated transactions,
including shipping, receiving, and picking. Some of them are suitable to be modeled as
optimization problems [66].

On a strategic level, warehouse layout design is one of the most important decisions

1http://www.orie.cornell.edu/research/supply_chain.cfm

http://www.orie.cornell.edu/research/supply_chain.cfm
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to be made [36]. In fact, it is a key component of further optimization tasks and it has a
significant influence on the efficiency of the corresponding warehouse operations [47].
According to De Koster et al. [23] and Heragu [60], the design of the layout of a warehouse
depends on several factors, such as: length, width, and number of picking aisles; number
of cross aisles and its shape; number of racks; and the position of the input and output
gates in the warehouse. From the tactical point of view, the main decision is the storage
policy, that is, to decide where each product should be located. Finally, operational policies
refer to order picking process, i.e., the process of retrieving articles from their storage
locations in response to a specific customer request. We refer the reader to Gu et al. [46]
for a thorough review.

This Thesis is concerned with warehouse management at an operational level. Thus,
decisions regarding the layout of the warehouse and the location of the different items
are considered fixed throughout the process. We then focus on a typical warehouse layout
with rectangular shape and two crossing aisles, which is suitable for pallet manipulation.
In general, this problem can be parameterized in terms of the number of parallel aisles,
picking positions, levels of each picking position, and batch capacity.

1.3 Hypothesis and objectives

In this section, we formulate the hypothesis that serves as the basis of the research in
this Doctoral Thesis, as well as the main objective to achieve.

Hypothesis

Once we have identified the problem to be solved, an initial hypothesis must be
formulated before the research is developed. This hypothesis is an attempted proposal
that expects to formulate a solution to a problem. Thehypothesis represents a fundamental
element in the research process since it serves as a guide for it.

The hypothesis can be summarized in the following terms: the Order Batching Problem
and its variants areNP-hard optimization problems with practical interest in logistics,
where the time available to obtain high-quality solutions is very limited. Thus, the use of
heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms may improve the quality of the obtained solutions
in shorter time than the solutions currently used. In order to search for approximate
solutions, we propose the development of heuristic algorithms embedded in metaheuristic
frameworks. This scheme will allow us to escape from the local optima given by heuristic
procedures, obtaining thus high quality solutions, together with reasonable execution
times.

The starting point for this hypothesis, then, is that the combination of heuristic and
metaheuristic algorithms will favor obtaining better solutions than those achieved by
the state-of-the-art algorithms for problems that fall in the aforementioned family. In
particular, the use of Variable Neighborhood Search methodology (which is properly
described in Chapter 3) may allow us to achieve the objectives.
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Objectives

Themain goal of this Thesis is directly derived from the previously outlined hypothesis,
and it consists in developing algorithms to solve different variants of the Order Batching
Problem from a heuristic point of view. The heuristic algorithm will be embedded in
the metaheuristic framework that best fit to the problem. Particularly, the problems
considered are the Order Batching Problem (Section 2.3.1), the Min-Max Order Batching
Problem (Section 2.3.2), and the Order Batching and Sequencing Problem (Section 2.3.3).
This main objective can be divided into the following milestones:

Study the literature related to the problems. It is necessary to exhaustively
review those works focused on the problem, analyzing not only the current best
algorithm for each problem, but also the data instances used in the evaluation.
Design and develop heuristic algorithms for the problems. In this stage, one or
more algorithms are designed and developed for each problem, using the studied
metaheuristic techniques, including constructive and improvement algorithms.
Validation of the heuristic algorithms. Each proposed algorithm must be valid-
ated, in order to check the feasibility of the obtained solutions. Moreover, a deep
analysis on the algorithm will highlight the relevance of every component included,
as well as their contribution to the final results.
Experimental comparison. The results obtained by the proposed algorithms must
be compared with the state-of-the-art methods over a reference data set. This
comparison will highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each proposed procedure.
Submit the obtained results to revision processes by independent institutions.
The results derived from the research must be sent to journals and conferences of
renowned prestige for their possible publication.

1.4 Memory structure

This manuscript summarizes the research performed and it is structured as follows:

In Part I, we show the developed research, detailing the addressed problems, the
methodology used, and the results obtained for each of the problems, as well as the
conclusions derived from them.
• In Chapter 1, we introduce the dissertation outlining combinatorial optim-
ization problems in general, and the problems to be addressed in particular.
Hypothesis and objectives for this Thesis are also described.
• In Chapter 2, we present the family of problems to be solved, defining each of
them in deep detail. Additionally, other variants are sketched.
• In Chapter 3, we describe themethodology successfully applied to the previous
defined family of problems. Not only the main metaheuristic used is illustrated,
but also other techniques that lead the metaheuristic to achieve the obtained
results.
• In Chapter 4, we discuss the results obtained by the proposed algorithms for
each considered problem. Moreover, the main contributions made are also
highlighted in each section of the chapter.
• In Chapter 5, we finish the dissertation with the conclusions derived from the
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research, as well as the main contributions, presenting possible future lines of
work.

Part II contains the publications associated with this dissertation, with additional
information about the journal in which it was published.
As a part of the Appendix, Chapter A presents a summary of the dissertation in
Spanish language.



2. Order Batching Problem

In this chapter we briefly introduce the family of problems addressed in this Doctoral Thesis.
Then, we describe themain routing algorithms used in the state of the art to create paths, taking
into account not only exact methods but also metaheuristic and heuristic procedures. After
that, we focus our attention on the batching procedures used in this work for the considered
problems. Finally, other variants of the Order Batching Problem are described.

2.1 Introduction to Order Batching problems

The industry has found a very relevant issue in warehousing in the last few years, since
it is a key part of logistics and, by extension, of the supply chain management. Ware-
housing primarily focuses on controlling the movement and storage of materials within a
warehouse and processing the associated transactions, including shipping, receiving, and
picking. In this Doctoral Thesis, we deal with order picking operations, one of the most
important processes in a warehouse.

Among the previously presented operations, retrieving the items detailed in the orders
of the customers may consume up to 60% of the total time of all labor activities. This
fact can suppose more than half of the total operating costs [18, 24]. A typical warehouse
receives every day several orders from its customers. Each order consists of a list of one
or more items that have to be collected from the warehouse and shipped to a specific
customer. Thus, items must be retrieved by a warehouse operator called picker. Several
order picking strategies have been proposed in the literature. For instance, single-order
picking, batching and sort-after-pick, single-order picking with zoning, or batching with
zoning, among others. In particular, this Thesis is focused on situations where several
orders are grouped together into batches, satisfying a fixed capacity constraint. Then,
each batch is assigned to a picker, who retrieves all the items included in those orders
grouped into the corresponding batch in a single tour. This order-picking strategy is
usually known as order batching.
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According to De Koster et al. [21], it is possible to reduce the travel time up to 35%,
simply by properly designing the routes of the order pickers. Moreover, if the two decisions
concerning the order picking (i.e., batching and routing) are simultaneously considered,
the associated benefits can be substantially increased. This fact provides the motivation
for the study of the optimization problems known in the literature as the Order Batching
family of problems, where these decisions are combined. These problems basically consist
in grouping a set of orders into batches (with a capacity limit) and then, for each batch,
defining the route to collect the items within the corresponding orders. Despite of the
common characteristics, each particular variant of the Order Batching Problem focuses
on different aspects and therefore they have slightly different constraints and objective
functions.

2.2 Routing

The sequence of steps taken to collect all the items in the same batch by the picker is
determined by the routing algorithm. Additionally, it also helps to determine the time
needed to collect the orders. The specific route followed by the picker starts and finishes at
the same point, named depot, where the items are dropped once the picker has collected
them. The time employed in performing that route is known as retrieving time of a batch. It
is computed as the sum of the travel time plus the extraction time. The travel time is directly
the time employed by the picker to traverse those aisles that contain at least one item to
collect. The extraction time includes the time needed to localize the item, to extract it
from its picking location, and the associated time employed in accelerating/decelerating
the picking cart.

Computing the retrieving time for a batch can be considered a routing problem. In the
context of the Order Batching Problem, it is usually solved by using heuristic procedures,
but it has been also solved with metaheuristics and exact methods.

As it was presented in Chapter 1, exact algorithms are those which guarantee the
optimal solution for a problem. It is very usual that these methods require large execution
times. Although they provide the best solution of the search space, they usually take a huge
amount of time to be executed when the size of the instance is large. This drawback can
be avoided by using metaheuristics. However, this kind of algorithms do not guarantee the
optimality of the obtained solution. Nevertheless, and as far as we know, metaheuristics
does not provide an actual improvement with respect to heuristic approaches in the
context of planning the routes of a picker with the considered warehouse layout. Therefore,
heuristics are generally considered in practice to address the routing problem.

As it is customary in the related literature, we consider for this Doctoral Thesis a
warehouse structure with parallel aisles of equal length connected by two cross aisles (one
at the front and one at the back). These warehouses have a depot located in the front cross
aisle, which is the starting and ending point of the route. The depot is then the point
where the picker receives the information of the batch that he/she will collect next and
where the picker leaves the retrieved items after the route. In Figure 2.1, we illustrate
with an example the considered warehouse layout. In particular, the warehouse of the
presented example has 5 parallel aisles, 10 shelves with 6 picking locations each, 2 cross
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aisles, and a depot located at the left bottom corner. Additionally, we have represented
the position of several items to be retrieved with darkened tiles. Later, we will illustrate
several routes to collect these items over this warehouse.

Figure 2.1: Layout of a warehouse.

One of the oldest heuristic strategies for warehouse workers is the S-Shape or Traversal
strategy [44]. It consists in traversing an aisle that contains, at least, one item to be
collected from the front cross aisle to the back cross aisle (or the other way round). If the
number of parallel aisles is odd, the last aisle is traversed until the farthest item from the
front cross aisle. In Figure 2.2, we show an example of how a picker collects a set of items
grouped in the same batch, following the S-Shape strategy. This example is based on the
warehouse layout depicted in Figure 2.1. Notice that the last aisle is not fully traversed
since the number of parallel aisles is odd. The retrieving time is computed as the time
needed to perform this route and to collect all the required items.

Figure 2.2: Route obtained with a S-Shape strategy.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that each picking position has a length/width
equal to 1 in the example shown in Figure 2.2. Then, the picker traverses 6 units of length
when he/she goes from the front to the back cross aisles. Similarly, going from one parallel
aisle to the next one has an associated distance of 2 units of length. Notice that we do not
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consider the distance associated to the turn and the distance associated to leave/enter the
depot. Then, in this example, the length of the route followed by the picker to collect all
the items is 52 units.

The Largest Gap strategy [22] is based on the idea of avoiding traverse a part of the
aisles (named largest gap) by performing U-turns when the picker reaches the position
of the item where the largest gap distance starts/ends. More precisely, the length not
traversed (gap) is defined in a parallel aisle as the maximum of (i) the distance between
two consecutive items that must be collected within the aisle, (ii) the distance between
the front cross aisle and the nearest item to be collected in the parallel aisle, or (iii) the
distance between the back cross aisle and the nearest item to be collected in the parallel
aisle. In this routing strategy, the picker fully traverses both, the first and the last aisles
that contain required items. The rest of the parallel aisles are partially traversed since
the picker avoids to traverse the largest gap distance. Considering again the warehouse
example shown in Figure 2.1, we illustrate in Figure 2.3 the route conformed by this
strategy.

Figure 2.3: Route obtained with a Largest Gap strategy.

As it is presented in Figure 2.3, the first and the last aisles are fully traversed since they
contain required items (highlighted in gray). The second aisle is only entered and exited
from the back cross aisle (performing only one U-turn). Finally, the third and fourth aisles,
are entered and exited from the back cross aisle and from the front cross aisle (performing
two U-turns). In this case, the length of the route followed by the picker to collect all the
items is 50 units, which is better than the solution obtained with the S-Shape strategy (52
units of length) for this example.

Finally, among the most used routing heuristics for this problem, we can find another
one called Combined, introduced by Roodbergen and De Koster [88]. As its name states, it
is a combination of the two previously defined strategies: the S-Shape and the Largest
Gap. Specifically, this approach determines whether it is better to traverse an aisle with
the S-shape strategy or with the Largest Gap one. The original heuristic creates order
picking routes that visit every aisle that contains items exactly once. The aisles are visited
sequentially from left to right and then the picker returns to the depot. It performs a small
dynamic programming algorithm, consisting of choosing the best option between fully
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traversing the aisle (S-Shape) or entering and exiting from the same side (Largest Gap).
Menéndez et al. [73] introduced a variant of this strategy in which the picker can collect
items when returning to the depot. With this strategy, the picker always traverses the first
and the last aisle that have, at least, one item to collect. Then, the Combined strategy
labels with LG or SS each aisle, considering that an aisle will be labeled with LG when it is
better to be traversed with the Largest Gap strategy, and with SS when it is better to be
traversed with the S-Shape strategy. We refer the reader to Menéndez et al. [73] for a more
detailed description. In Figure 2.4, we illustrate the route devised with the Combined
strategy for the same warehouse introduced in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.4: Route obtained with a Combined strategy.

As it was aforementioned, the first and the last aisles are fully traversed. The second
aisle is only entered and exited from the back cross aisle (performing only one U-turn), as
in the Largest Gap strategy. Finally, the third and the fourth aisles are traversed as in the
S-Shape strategy. In this way, the length of the route followed by the picker to collect all
the items is 46 units, which is better than the routes obtained with S-Shape (52 units) and
Largest Gap (50 units) strategies for this example.

It is worthmentioning that it is not possible to determine the superiority of one strategy
over the others in all cases. In fact, it depends on the particular instance (warehouse
distribution and items to be collected). For example, in Figure 2.5 we show a different
configuration of items to be collected in the same warehouse. In this case, the S-Shape
strategy produces a routewith 42 units (see Figure 2.5a). Similarly, the Largest Gap strategy
obtains a relatively worse route of 50 units (see Figure 2.5b). Finally, the Combined strategy
produces an intermediate solution whose length is 46 units (see Figure 2.5c). Despite this
particular example, the Combined routing strategy usually produces better outcomes [2].

2.3 Batching

In the family of problems related to the Order Batching Problem, an item represents
an object that must be collected from a warehouse. An order is a list of items packed
together that must be retrieved by the same picker. Even though we have described several
routing strategies to collect all the items within a batch, the simplest idea to retrieve them
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(a) Route obtained with a S-Shape strategy.

(b) Route obtained with a Largest Gap strategy.

(c) Route obtained with a Combined strategy.

Figure 2.5: S-Shape, Largest Gap and Combined strategies for the same
configuration of items to be collected.
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is to follow a strict-order picking approach. In that case, each picker collects all the items
included in one order at a time, then another order is assigned to the picker and so on.
However, we focus our attention on a more advanced strategy: the order batching, where
several orders are put together into batches. Each batch is assigned to a picker, who can
retrieve the items of any order grouped into the assigned batch. Since several orders are
picked simultaneously, efficient routes can be conceived and travel times can be reduced.

In this Doctoral Thesis, we will center our attention in the order batching strategy,
where it is necessary to group all the orders into batches considering specific constraints,
such as the weight (i.e., the picker has a maximum load capacity and the total load of
each batch can not exceed it) or the number of items (i.e., the maximum capacity of the
picker cart is the number of items to put in it). Then, the objective will be to conform
batches in such a way that the objective function is minimized. It is important to notice
that there exists different variants of the Order Batching Problem, each of them with
its own objective function. In particular, we address in this dissertation three different
objective functions which correspond to three different optimization problems: the Order
Batching Problem (Section 2.3.1), the Min-Max Order Batching Problem (Section 2.3.2),
and the Order Batching and Sequencing Problem (Section 2.3.3).

2.3.1 Order Batching Problem

As it was aforementioned, according to De Koster et al. [21], when collecting customer
orders in a warehouse, the total travel time can be reduced up to 35% by simply properly
designing the routes of the pickers. Moreover, it can be substantially increased if the
two decisions regarding the order picking (i.e., batching and routing) are simultaneously
considered. Consequently, this circumstance provides the interest for the study of the
optimization problem known in the literature as the Order Batching Problem (OBP),
where these decisions are combined. The problem basically consists in grouping a set of
orders into batches and then, for each batch, defining the route to collect the items in
the corresponding orders. Therefore, the objective function is to find the configuration of
batches that minimizes the time needed to collect all of them. The OBP has been proved
to be NP-hard for instances with more than two orders per batch [31]; otherwise, it is
solvable in polynomial time. However, real-life warehouse instances usually have more
than two orders per batch. Therefore, the set of problems with practical interest falls into
theNP-hard category. As a consequence, it has been heuristically approached in the last
years [2, 73].

The First-Come First-Served (FCFS) strategy might be the first heuristic approach
implemented in warehouses to assign orders to batches. In particular, orders are sorted
according to their arrival time to the warehouse. Following this sorting, they are added
to the first batch while its capacity limit is not exceeded. The order that overtakes the
capacity of the first batch is then assigned to the second one, which means that the first
batch is ready to be collected. This logic is maintained until all orders are assigned to
a batch. This strategy has been widely used due to its simplicity. De Koster et al. [22]
presents a survey and a possible classification of those proposed methods. Among others,
they highlighted “seed methods” [37, 61, 81] and “saving methods” [89]. We refer the
reader to [22] for a detailed description.
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The first metaheuristic algorithm to remark is a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [62] developed
in [64]. The proposed method can deal with any warehouse layout. Specifically, they
consider to maximize a fitness function defined as:

Fitnessi = DistanceL−Distancei

where DistanceL is the longest travel distance among the current feasible solutions, while
Fitnessi and Distancei are the fitness value and travel distance of a feasible solution i.
The authors introduced a two-point crossover mechanism in which two chromosomes
(solutions) exchange two genes (parts of the solution) at random. To ensure the feasibility
of new solutions, they applied a fixing mechanism designed to move orders from over-
capacitated batches to other batches that are not completely full. The next step in the
algorithm consists in applying the mutation mechanism. It allows to swap two orders
from different batches at random. After that, the selection mechanism forms a matching
pool with feasible solutions added in proportion to its fitness value. Finally, the algorithm
applies a surviving mechanism in which the probability for a solution to be in the next
generation is basically determined by a formula that depends on its ranking in thematching
pool. In their work, they compare the proposed GA to the Gibson and Sharp [37] algorithm
and the well-known (FCFS) procedure. Although the execution times for large instances
were high, the results seemed to be promising.

Later, Albareda-Sambola et al. [2] proposed a Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND)
algorithm [75] that considered six different neighborhood structures. More precisely, the
algorithm builds a naïve solution that includes only one order per batch and improves
it by applying a local search within the first considered neighborhood. The next step is
to merge batches as long as the capacity constraint is not violated and there exist an
improvement. Finally, the algorihtm explores all the neighborhoods in a VND scheme.
In this case, the authors tested their algorihtm in four warehouses already used in the
literature with different configurations. They also considered the threemost used heuristic
strategies for the routing algorithm: S-Shape, Largest Gap and Combined. They showed
in the comparison of their algorithm with several procedures of the state of the art, such
as the FCFS or the Clarke and Wright method (C&W) [14], that their proposal was the best
algorithm. Besides, an ANOVA analysis was performed in order to know which parameters
are the most relevant among routing strategy, storage policy, and depot location within
the considered warehouses. In this analysis, the authors stated that the storage policy is
the most relevant factor, while the depot location is the less important. Routing strategy
becomes a relevant parameter when demand-based storage policy is not applied. In these
cases, Combined routing strategy emerged as the best routing algorithm.

More recently, Henn et al. [59] used two procedures to address the OBP. The first
approach was an Iterated Local Search (ILS) algorithm [70]. The algorithm starts with a
feasible solution provided by the FCFS procedure and applies a local search phase. After
that, it enters in a loop where the solution is perturbed and improved iteratively until there
is no possible improvement. The perturbation method chooses two batches at random
and swap a number of batches between them. The maximum number of batches to swap
is half the minimum number of orders of the two considered batches. If a batch exceeds
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the maximum capacity of the picker, the remaining orders are put together in a new
batch. The local search phase applies moves taking into account two neighborhoods. It
starts by applying swap moves until there is no possible improvement, and then it applies
shifts moves. This local search stops when there is no possible improvement among these
neighborhoods. The second method was a straightforward implementation of a Rank-
Based Ant System (RBAS) [15], a biologically inspired algorithm. It starts placing one order
per batch and merging them until the capacity constraint is not violated, as in Clarke and
Wright [14], computing the corresponding savings and pheromone intensity. If no further
improvement can be made following this scheme, the algorithm performs the same local
search as in the previously described ILS algorithm. This process is repeated for each of
the used ants. More details about the process of updating the pheromones is described
in the paper. Both algorithms, ILS and RBAS, were paired with the S-Shape and Largest
Gap routing methods. After a preliminary experiment where the authors configured their
algorithms, they compared them to the well-known FCFS and C&W methods, as well
as the Iterative Descent (ID) algorithm proposed by [31]. In the comparison, they used
the same warehouse configuration varying the total number of orders received and the
capacity constraint. ILS and RBAS came up as the best methods in the comparison, with
results that did not differ very much with respect to the quality of the best solutions found.
However, the ILS algorithm obtained solutions in only one third of the time required by
RBAS.

Henn andWäscher [58] improved previous results by proposing another two algorithms.
The first one is a classical implementation of a Tabu Search (TS) algorithm [40]. Initial
solutions are constructed bymeans of the FCFS rule and the C&Wmethod. The considered
neighborhoods covered not only swap and shifts moves as in [59], but also a nested
combination between them. This combination of neighborhoods emerged as the best
neighborhood to explore. In order to explore it, they suggested to use the Aspiration Plus
criterion [40] since it obtained better results than a Best Improvement strategy. Finally,
they coupled the algorithmwith both, S-Shape and Largest Gap routing algorithms. In that
case, the initial solution was constructed by means of the FCFS if the routing algorithm
used was the S-Shape or by means of the C&W if the selected routing strategy was the
Largest Gap. The second procedure is an Attribute-Based Hill Climber (ABHC) method
[95] with two genuine attribute sets. The first set describes any solution that assigns two
orders to the same batch. The second one describes those solutions that assign one order
to a specific batch. The authors also paired the ABHC algorithm with both, S-Shape and
Largest Gap strategy. However, the initial solution is always built by means of the FCFS.
The neighborhood explored is also the combination between swaps and shifts, while the
selected attribute set is the first one. Finally, TS and ABHC were compared with the ILS
developed in [59]. For this comparison, they used a set of instances that differ from those
in Henn et al. [59] in the number of orders and capacity of the picking device. They showed
in their results that ABHC obtains the best results, but it took more execution time than
the rest of the algorithms.

The most recent approach to tackle the OBP was presented in [80], where the author
proposed several Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulations inspired from
the grouping model used in [65]. More precisely, the difference among them relies on the
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idea of using different routing strategies to evaluate the solution. In particular, the author
used three different routing strategies, including the S-Shape. Additionally, the author
proposed an Iterated Local Search with a Tabu Thresholding method that considers three
different neighborhoods. An initial solution based on the savings algorithm is given to
the ILS. Then, it enters in a loop where a perturbation and an improvement phase are
applied until there is no improvement in the solution. The perturbation phase executes
one out of three procedures with equal probability: addition of a new batch selecting
one order at random and adding those orders that maximizes the savings costs within
the new batch; remove one batch, if possible, and distribute its orders among the rest
of the batches maximizing the savings; reassignment of orders at random. These three
procedures consider only feasible solutions. The local search phase takes into account one
nested combination of two previously mentioned neighborhoods: shifts and swaps. The
instances used for the comparison were divided into three groups. All of them differs not
only in the warehouse configuration (number and length of aisles, position of the depot,
number of pick locations per aisle, etc.), but also in the number of orders and capacity of
the picking cart. ILS with tabu thresholding appeared to be a good proposal in terms of
both, accuracy and efficiency.

2.3.2 Min-Max Order Batching Problem

The Min-Max Order Batching Problem (Min-Max OBP) was introduced by Gademann
et al. [32]. This problem considers wave picking operations, i.e., a predefined number of
batches is simultaneously collected by a group of pickers. These operations are applied
in the context of warehousing when the set of orders to retrieve is large and, thus, the
collecting time is important. It is assumed for the Min-Max OBP that each picker collects
just the items of the orders within one batch and all of the pickers start their routes at
the same time. The objective function of the problem is then to minimize the maximum
retrieving time of any of the batches.

Let n be the number of orders, m the number of batches, and b = d n
me the maximum

number of orders per batch. The number of orders that can be held into a batch is de-
termined by its capacity (i.e., it is assumed that the order weight/size/volume is one
unit).

Gademann et al. [32] developed a Branch & Bound (B&B) algorithm to exactly solve
the Min-Max OBP. It also considers the exact Ratliff and Rosenthal [86] routing algorithm.
The search tree of the algorithm consists of n levels, where n is the total number of orders.
Then, at level i the order i is selected to be added to a batch. More precisely, the list of
eligible batches is composed by those batches that accomplish two aspects: being non
empty but also not complete. They also add to this list, if possible, one empty batch. Thus,
the algorithm opens a branch for every eligible batch and adds the order i to each batch.
Finally, the optimal solution can only be found by evaluating all the nodes of the search
tree at the n level. In order to evaluate less nodes they computed an upper bound, UB,
and several lower bounds, LB. A node can be fathomed if LB≥UB, resulting then in a less
expensive evaluation with respect to the number of nodes explored.

TheUB is computed bymeans of a heuristic algorithm. It firstly constructs a completely
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random solution. Then, a local search procedure based on swap moves is applied in a first
improvement strategy. These swap moves are only applied when one of the orders belongs
to the batch that is giving the value of the objective function. Additionally, before starting
the B&B, they arrange the orders to be added to the solution in each step with an strategy
that consists in rearranging orders according to decreasing lead times for batches of size
two.

The four lower bounds considered in the algorithm are the following. The first one, LB1,
is based only on the lead time per batch for assigned batches. A node will be fathomed if
the lead time for the contemplated batch is higher than theUB. The second lower bound,
LB2, is based on the completion of a single batch. Given a batch, they estimated its lead
time completing it with the orders that add the lowest value to the batch, plus the LB1

value. LB3, the third lower bound, is based on the specific assignment at the current level.
In this case, it is computed considering LB1, the extraction time for the order i, and the
set of orders that add the less value as possible to the batch. Finally, LB4 is based on the
completion of all batches. It is computed similar to LB3 but for all the batches. The lower
bounds are computed in a specific ordering: first LB4, next LB3, then LB2, and lastly LB1.

The authors tested the algorithm over a set of instances with a maximum execution
time of 600 seconds. Part of the instances were self-generated, and the rest were obtained
from previous approaches in the state of the art [22]. They consisted of warehouses with
different configurations such as different number of aisles or different number of item
locations per aisle. For each warehouse, the number of orders and batches were modified,
too. The results presented indicate that the heuristic procedure gave solutions close to
the optimum value for the considered set of instances. They also proved that an exact
algorithm is not suitable for large instances (those with more than 24 orders).

2.3.3 Order Batching and Sequencing Problem

The third optimization problem tackled in this Thesis deals not only with batching
and routing strategies, but also with the ordering of batches. In particular, the Order
Batching and Sequencing Problem (OBSP) focus its attention on the fact that each order
has to be delivered before a determined due date, satisfying the time constraint imposed
by the customer. More precisely, if an order is not delivered on time, it has associated a
tardiness value (i.e., the extra time over the due date needed to collect an order). If an
order is collected before its due date, the tardiness associated to that order is zero. Notice
that the orders of a given batch have the same collecting time but some of them might
satisfy a determined due date constraint and others might not. Therefore, the aim of the
OBSP is to minimize the sum of the tardiness of all orders received in the warehouse.

This problem deals with three different problems: batching, sequencing, and routing.
The first one deals with the grouping of orders into batches; the second one, with the
ordering of the batches when collecting them; and the last one, as we have seen in Section
2.2, with the design of the corresponding routes to collect the batches.

The problem of minimizing the total tardiness of a set of independent jobs on a single
machine has been proved to be anNP-hard problem [25]. That problem can be understood
as a special case of the OBSP where the capacity of the picking device is equal to only
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one customer order. We then conclude that the OBSP is also aNP-hard problem, as it is
stated in [59]. Due to this fact, the OBSP has also been heuristically approached.

The OBSP has been recently studied in Henn and Schmid [57]. The authors used a
modified version of the ILS and the ABHC that they originally introduced in Henn et al.
[59] and Henn and Wäscher [58], respectively, to solve the OBP. The ILS algorithm firstly
constructs a feasible solution by means of the Earliest Due Date rule (EDD). The EDD
sorts all the orders according to their due dates in a non-increasing order. Then, the
orders are assigned to batches succesively according to this sequence taking into account
the capacity constraint. After the constructive phase, the solution is improved in a local
search procedure. Next, the algorithm enters in a loop in which it applies a perturbation
and an improvement phase iteratively. The perturbation and improvement phase are
the same as in the original algorithm developed for the OBP, but considering the new
objective function. After forty iterations without improving, the algorithm accepts the
current solution in any case. This is considered as a deterioration move. The ILS stops its
execution after performing ten of these deteriorations.

On the other hand, ABHC algorithm constructs solutions that contain a set of desired
attributes. Specifically, this algorithm considers two sets of attributes, the same ones as in
the algorithm developed for the OBP. ABHC starts by constructing a feasible solution also
with the EDD procedure and then improving it with a local search method. This solution is
improved by means of a complex local search strategy. In particular, it explores the set of
neighborhoods previously defined with a first improvement mechanism, selecting the best
solution among all the visited ones. If the selected solution improves upon (at least) one
attribute, it performs a new iteration, updating the set of attributes. The method finally
stops when no further improvement can be made in any of the considered attributes.

The authors compared these two algorithms by considering the relative improvement
with respect to the EDD method. They also introduced a huge set of instances similar to
the ones used in Henn and Wäscher [58]. The considered warehouse layout is exactly the
same, but considering different number of orders and capacity of the picking device. They
also added a new parameter used for this problem, the Modified Traffic Congestion Rate
(MTCR) [29], a rate that describes the tightness of the problem regarding the due dates
(the larger the value of the MTCR, the closer the due dates from one to another, and vice
versa). The results presented indicate that both approaches were similar when comparing
the quality of the solutions obtained. However, the execution time of the ILS was slightly
lower than the ABHC.

At the same time, Azadnia et al. [5] proposed a hybrid approach based on combining
different techniques. First of all, the algorithm starts by calculating associations between
orders within each batch with a Weighted Association Rule Mining procedure (MINWAL)
[11]. With this procedure, orders with similar due dates and similar items have larger
probabilities of being in the same batch. Next, a Binary Integer Clustering model is
applied to construct batches maximizing the associations among orders within each batch.
Afterwards, a GA identifies the most suitable travel path. Finally, the method applies
another GA for sequencing the constructed batches to minimize tardiness. Notice that
both GA have almost the same parameters, except for the population size. They also used
swap moves as a mutation strategy.
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Again, the authors determined the quality of the proposed algorithm by considering
the relative improvement with respect to the EDDmethod. Azadnia et al. [5] also proposed
a new set of instances in which they used different number of orders and capacity of the
picker, among other parameters. In that paper, the authors developed, first, a Genetic
Algorithm to search near-optimal solutions of order batching and batch sequencing and,
then, an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm that searches the shortest path for
each batch.

The last attempt to address this problem has been driven by Chen et al. [12] which
presented both, an exact and an approximate approaches. The first one is based on a
Non-linear Integer Optimization model. This model considers the OBSP with an unified
perspective, i.e., batching, sequencing, and routing together in an unique model. As the
authors described in the paper, this model can be only used for small instances. Therefore,
they proposed a heuristic method based on a hybridization between a GA and an ACO
procedures. The first one looks for near-optimal solutions for the order batching and
sequencing sub problems. Then, the evaluation of the solutions generated with the GA is
achieved with the second algorithm. Specifically, the ACO minimizes the total travel time
of each batch.

The authors used two objective functions to illustrate the quality of their proposals.
The former is the total distance traversed by the picker to collect all the items of each
batch. This value corresponds to the Order Batching Problem [31]. The latter is directly
the total tardiness associated to the batches (i.e., the objective function of the OBSP). The
authors compared their proposal with a two-stage GA developed in [94] for the variant
of the OBP. In particular, they compared the algorithms with respect to the EDD method.
Chen et al. [12] introduced a new set of instances defined in terms of the MTCR parameter
originally introduced in [57]. They only considered 12 instances derived from one type
of warehouse with just three aisles and a total of 12 picking locations. However, results
seemed to be promising.

2.4 Other variants of the Order Batching Problem

As far as we know, the previously presented problems can be considered the most
studied variants of the Order Batching Problem in the state of the art. However, there
are other variants of practical interest which have been studied in the literature such as:
online adaptions (Section 2.4.1), multiple pickers for the OBSP variant (Section 2.4.2), dif-
ferent warehouse structures (Section 2.4.4), or specific retrieving of orders in a warehouse
(Section 2.4.3).

2.4.1 Online Order Batching Problem

In addition to the OBP, there also exist dynamic extensions of the OBP where orders
arrive to the warehouse in real time. This kind of problems do not have a unique, strict
definition. Several variants have been proposed in the last few years. In particular, Rubrico
et al. [90] addressed the Online Rescheduling Order Batching Problem (OR-OBP), where
new orders are randomly added to the list of orders to be picked even while the static
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orders are being retrieved. In this variant, the objective function is to minimize the
total travel time, as in the OBP, assuming that static and dynamic orders have the same
priority. Additionally, a dynamic order can not be inserted into a batch that is already
being retrieved, although it could be inserted in a non-retrieved batch as long as the
capacity limit is not exceeded.

The authors proposed two algorithms to address this variant. The first one is a Steepest
Descent algorithm called Online Rescheduler 1 (OR1). The scheduler waits for orders to
arrive at the warehouse. When one order arrives, the procedure obtains the time needed
to collect it by means of the routing algorithm. Then, the order is assigned to the picker
that has the minimum collecting time. After that, OR1 creates a set of untraversed trips
without the new order. If this set is not empty, the new order is added to the list and it
applies a local search procedure to improve the scheduling of the set of orders. This local
search uses three types of moves. The first one transfers the items of a specific shelf to be
picked by one worker to another worker. The second is based on swapping items between
one shelf of one picker and another shelf of another picker. The last move is an extension
of the first one where it is not necessary to shift all the items of an entire shelf, but just a
part of it. The second online rescheduler, OR2, calculates the route for each new order
arriving to the warehouse. Then, it creates a list of untraversed trips and assigns each trip
to pickers using load-balancing techniques and a queue-minimization procedure similar
to the OR1.

The authors compared these two algorithms with a simple rescheduler algorithm, the
G66 Listing algorithm [45], and AS93 algorithm [3] through the same warehouse with
different configurations of dynamism and number of orders, among other parameters. The
results presented indicated that both, OR1 and OR2, outperform the rest of the algorithms,
while OR1 seemed to obtain better results than OR2.

Simultaneously, Henn [56] studied a slightly different variant, the Online Order Batch-
ing Problem (OOBP), where there exist only dynamic orders. The objective function for
the OOBP is to minimize the maximum amount of time that a picker must work to retrieve
the received orders.

In particular, the author divided the problem into two different parts. First of all, how
to schedule the orders to retrieve when they arrive to the warehouse. The author stated
that it is important to avoid situations in which an order arrives to the warehouse when a
picker has just started the route to retrieve a batch. Thus, a formula to schedule a batch
is presented. On the other hand, it is decisive to know which batch will be the next to
retrieve. This is known as “selection rules”, and the author proposed four of them. The
second part of the problem is the batching algorithm. It is crucial to recognize when it
is necessary to run a batching algorithm. This way, the author proposed three decision
points. Whenever a decision point is reached, the scheduler runs the batching algorithm.
In this case, the author made use of the ILS previuosly presented in [59], adapted to this
specific variant of the OBP.

In order to evaluate solutions, the author considered the S-Shape algorithm, as well as
the Largest Gap. The comparison was made in one warehouse varying parameters such as
the number of orders and the capacity of the picker. The author considered the FCFS and
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C&W algorithms to test the effectiveness of his algorithm. In that experiments, the author
expressed that it is more important to have a good batching algorithm rather than an
appropriate selection rule. Thus, ILS arose as the best batching algorithm for this variant.

More recently, Pérez-Rodríguez et al. [84] focused their attention on a variant of the
OR-OBP where, instead of minimizing the total travel time, the objective function is to
minimize the average travel time of any of the orders. In this case, only dynamic orders
are considered.

More specifically, they made use of an Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA)
[77, 69], which generalizes genetic algorithms by replacing the crossover and mutation
operators with learning and sampling from the probability distribution of the best in-
dividuals of the population at each iteration of the algorithm. The authors called their
algorithm OBCEDA. It starts by constructing a wide range of solutions at random. After
selecting a subset of the generated solutions, the algorithm establishes a probabilistic
model according to MIMICG

C (an adaptation of the MIMIC algorithm presented by De Bonet
et al. [20]) which describes the characteristics of the subset. After that, it selects the
best individuals, assigning them to the next generation. This process is repeated until it
reaches the maximum number of generations.

The authors coupled the algorithm with the the S-Shape routing strategy in order to
evaluate solutions, considering the same warehouse as in Henn et al. [59]. They compared
their proposal with a Genetic Algorithm and a Tabu Search method, concluding with the
superiority of OBCEDA over the GA. However, the differences between OBCEDA and Tabu
Search were not statistically significant.

2.4.2 OBSP with Multiple pickers

The aforementioned algorithms for the OBSP consider only one worker at the same
time to retrieve all the batches. Nevertheless, there exist a variant with more than one
worker retrieving items at the same time. This new variant is known as Order Batching
and Sequencing Problem with Multiple Pickers (OBSPMP). A solution to the OBSPMP can
be interpreted as a set of batches and the corresponding sequences (one for each order
picker). A warehouse operator collects the customer orders included in the first batch of
his/her sequence. After returning to the depot he/she collects the customer orders in the
second batch of his/her sequence and so on. The goal of this problem is to minimize the
total tardiness as in the OBSP.

Thus, Henn [55] proposed a Basic VNS and a VND methods with eight different neigh-
borhood structures for this variantwithmultiple pickers. The initial solution is constructed
bymeans of a similarmethod to the EDD, the Earliest Start Date (ESD). Since in this variant
we have several pickers, instead of assigning the next order to the same batch, the proced-
ure selects the best batch for the next order, i.e., that one that minimizes the tardiness
and meets the capacity constraint. After generating the initial solution, the algorithm
applies the VND scheme among the considered neighborhoods. These neighborhoods are
divided into two different classes: the first one is related to batches, while the second one
is related to orders. In the first class, there are four neighborhoods that apply shifts and
swaps between batches of the same and different order picker. Similarly, in the second
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class there are four neighborhoods that apply shifts and swaps between orders of the same
and different order pickers.

In order to evaluate the solutions, the authors considered the S-Shape and the Largest
Gap strategies for a rectangular warehouse as in [57]. Similarly, they varied different
parameters such as the number of orders, the capacity of the picker and the number of
pickers, among others. In the tests, the authors compared the VND schema with two
versions of their BVNS showing that the VND schema results in better perfomance.

2.4.3 Specific sequences of retrieving items

Sometimes, warehouses store fragile products, such as porcelain or wineglasses, break-
able or squishable food as eggs or tomatoes, or just products with different sizes, such as
mattresses. In these specific cases, it is crucial to retrieve them by following a concrete
sequence. For instance, eggs or wineglasses can not be put at the bottom of the cart, since
they could be broken by the rest of the products or, for the sake of balance, it is better to
put big mattresses at the bottom instead of at the top. Thus, Matusiak et al. [71] studied a
real warehouse where precedence is taken into account.

In particular, the authors considered a real warehouse with two block of aisles with
unidirectional aisles and seven drop-off locations. In this particular case of study, at most
three orders can be retrieved in a single batch. Each order has to be picked in a fixed
sequence, due to family grouping in the stores of the company.

They solved the problemwith a SimulatedAnnealing algorithmas a batching procedure.
In order to evaluate solutions, the authors used the A* algorithm [54]. This combination
of batching and routing algorithm saved the company up to 15.7% (or more than 5000
km during a three-month period) of retrieving distance compared with their previous
algorithm.

2.4.4 Other considerations

The most usual structure of warehouse found in the literature related to the OBP is
the one that has a defined number of parallel aisles with two traversal aisles, one at the
back and one at the front of the warehouse, with a depot that is located in a corner or the
center of either the front or the back aisle. However, there exist several structures not
studied in this Thesis, and rarely considered in the literature, that do not necessarily work
well with other warehouse structures resulting in new variants of the original problems.

As Karásek [67] pointed out, the layout of the warehouse is a key component of further
optimization tasks and has a significant influence on order-picking and traveling distances
in the warehouse. In particular, in [10] it was found that the layout design has more than
60% effect on the total travel time. In that sense, the author indicates that the Flying-V
and Fishbone design can offer 10%-20% of reduction in traveling time [48], while Inverted-V
or a more developed Flying-V design brings another 3% saving [49].

The author also added that the layout of a warehouse is of rectangular shape and
based on pallet manipulation, typically, while the aisles are usually narrow [6]. This fact
increases the space utilization with minimal costs, but the congestion among workers may
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increase, as well as the operational costs. Nonetheless, the layout design of a warehouse
mainly depends on a few factors such as: the number of blocks; length, width, and number
of picking aisles; the number and shape of cross aisles; the number of rack levels; and the
position of input and output gates in the warehouse [23, 60].





3. Methods

The aim of metaheuristics is to find high quality solutions in a reduced computing time.
In this chapter, we introduce key concepts such as “neighborhood” and “local search” to
understand basic ideas of metaheuristics (Section 3.1). Next, the main metaheuristic used in
this Thesis (Variable Neighborhood Search) is presented in Section 3.2. Finally, we outline in
Section 3.3 some other techniques that, coupled with Variable Neighborhood Search, leads the
developed algorithms to obtain good solutions compared with the state-of-the-art methods for
the Order Batching Problems.

3.1 Background

A key point when designing an algorithm for an optimization problem is the way
the solution for that problem is represented or encoded. This representation actually
determines not only the difficulty of solving a problem [35], but also the complexity of
some routines within the algorithm. Furthermore, the definition of the neighborhoods of
a given solution are strongly influenced by this encoding. As a result, it is not possible
to separate the neighborhoods of a solution and their equivalent representation in a
computer memory.

In order to explore the neighborhoods defined for a specific problem, there exists two
classical strategies: best improvement and first improvement. In the former, the associated
neighborhood is completely explored by a fully deterministic procedure, performing the
best associated move at each step. In the latter, the method tries to avoid the exploration
of the whole neighborhood by performing the first improving move encountered during
the exploration. In general, iterations performed in the first improvement strategy are
more efficient than those in the best improvement one, since the former only evaluates
a part of the neighborhood, while the latter explores it completely. Although the time
needed to perform a best improvement strategy is usually larger, we can not ensure that
the obtained improvement with this strategy is better than the one obtained with a first
improvement strategy. We refer the reader to [63] to deeply explore these ideas.
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Local search procedures are heuristic methods designed with the aim of reaching a
local optimum exploring neighborhoods in either, a first or a best improvement strategy.
Starting from a given feasible solution, these procedures explore a determined neighbor-
hood in an iterative way. In each iteration, the method replaces the current solution with
a new one if a neighbor solution improves the objective function. The search ends when
all neighbor solutions have an associated objective function worse than or equal to the
current one. The end of the search means that a local optimum has been found.

In optimization it is common to combine constructive methods with local search
procedures. The main inconvenient when looking for good solutions in this situation is
that, given a local optimum reached by the local search procedure, the algorithm is unable
to escape from it in order to obtain better solutions. Thus, this circumstance is frequently
overcome making use of metaheuristics.

Metaheuristics are general purpose algorithms that can be used to solve optimization
problems. These procedures can be viewed as general methods able to establish strategies
to guide other underlying heuristics beyond local optimality. Currently, there exist many
different metaheuristic techniques to solve optimization problems, but we focus our
attention in Variable Neighborhood Search, the cornerstone in which this Thesis is based
on.

3.2 Variable Neighborhood Search

In this section we introduce the metaheuristic Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS)
[75], which has been used as a methodological framework within this Thesis. VNS is
a metaheuristic which exploits the idea of neighborhood change in a systematic way,
both descending to a local optimum and escaping from the basin of attraction of the
corresponding local optimum. Unlike many other metaheuristics, the basic schemes of
VNS and its extensions are simple and require few parameters. The fact of providing high
quality solutions in simpler ways than other methods makes the methodology able to lead
towards a more efficient and sophisticated new implementations.

The methodology is based on three straightforward facts:

1. A local optimum with respect to one neighborhood structure is not necessarily so
for another,

2. A global optimum is a local optimum with respect to all possible neighborhood
structures, and

3. For many problems, local optimum with respect to one or several neighborhoods
are relatively close to each other.

This last observation is empirical and implies that a local optimumoften provides some
information about the global one. However, it is usually not known which information is
relevant to find the global optimum [38].

Following the idea of other general-purpose metaheuristics, a VNS algorithm tries to
find a good commitment between diversification and intensification. Thus, almost all its
variants have two different phases clearly distinguished: a phase in which the solution is
perturbed in order to reach a new point in the search space, and a local search phase in
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which the solution reach a local optimum. These ideas are depicted in Figure 3.1, where
the incumbent solution x is perturbed and improved successively in order to reach better
local optima exploring different neighborhoods Nk. In figures 3.1a and 3.1c we show the
intensification phase, where the solution reach a local optimum by applying a local search
procedure. On the other hand, in figures 3.1b and 3.1d we illustrate the process of escaping
of that local optimum by applying a diversification step. In these last two figures, we
do not show the process of exploring an entire neighborhood by successively applying
diversification and intensification procedures, but only the most suitable neighborhood
that leads the solution to a new area of the solution space, escaping from a local optimum.
The bigger the circles that surround the solution, the bigger the neighborhood.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.1: Finding local optima in a Variable Neighborhood Search scheme.

In Algorithm 1, we present the VNS schema. It usually receives three parameters: a
solution, S, the largest neighborhood to be visited, kmax, and the maximum allowed time,
tmax. The last parameter is sometimes replaced by the number of iterations instead of the
maximum allowed time. First, VNS initializes the neighborhood to be explored as the first
one (step 2). Then, it enters in a loop where the algorithm explores kmax neighborhoods
(steps 3-7). Inside the loop, the algorithm firstly perturbs the incumbent solution with the
Shakemethod to generate a new solution in the current neighborhood, k (step 4). After
that, the solution is improved with the Improvemethod (step 5). Finally, if there has been
an improvement, the incumbent solution is updated and the search restarts from the
first neighborhood. Otherwise, it continues with the next one (this fact is determined in
NeighborhoodChange procedure in step 6). The method ends when the maximum allowed
time (or the maximum number of iterations) is reached. Then, it returns the best solution
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found during the search process.

Algorithm 1 VNS(S,kmax, tmax)
1: repeat
2: k← 1
3: while k ≤ kmax do
4: S′← Shake(S,k)
5: S′′← Improve(S′)
6: NeighborhoodChange(S,S′′,k)
7: end while
8: t←CPUTime()
9: until t > tmax

10: return S

The general scheme of VNS described in Algorithm 1 has been widely extended with
many variations. These variations are mainly done in Shake and Improvemethods (steps 4
and 5, respectively). Depending on the approach, the Shake and Improve procedures are
used in different ways. Thus, in recent years, a large variety of VNS strategies have been
proposed. We would like to highlight the following ones:

Reduced VNS (RVNS): explores solutions at random in each neighborhood by per-
turbing the solutions with the Shake procedure (in this case there is not Improve
method). This implementation is particularly useful when the computational effort
to perform the local optimization is relatively large. RVNS is related to Monte-Carlo
method, although RVNS is more systematic [53]. Several implementations of this
variant can be found in the literature [52, 53, 76].
Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND): explores the neighborhood in a determin-
istic way by using several local search procedures (in this case there is not Shake
procedure). when the search reaches a local optimum, the neighborhood is changed
by using a different local search that will probably reach a different local optimum.
If an improvement is found in this negihborhood, the VND resorts the search to the
first neighborhood. Otherwise, the method continues the serach in the next neigh-
borhood. VND ends when it is not found any improvment in the set of considered
neighbrohoods. It is worth mentioning that the solution obtained using this variant
is a local optimum with respect to all considered neighborhoods. This variant has
been successfully applied in several occasions [8, 51].
Basic VNS (BVNS): combines stochastic and deterministic changes of neighborhoods.
The stochastic changes are carried out by the Shake procedure, while the determ-
inistic ones are performed by the Improve method. In this case, that last method
is a local search procedure which will obtain a local optimum with respect to the
neighborhood explored. Note that solution S′ in step 4 of Algorithm 1 is generated
at random in order to avoid cycling, which might occur if any deterministic rule
was applied. Frequently, a first improvement strategy is adopted in the local search
phase, but it can be replaced with a best improvement one. See [8, 51, 87] for some
successful results using BVNS.
General VNS (GVNS): also combines stochastic and deterministic changes of neigh-
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borhoods. The main difference between BVNS and GVNS is in the Improve procedure.
While BVNS explores just one neighborhood in a local search approach, GVNS make
use of a VND schema to reach a local optimum. This implementation has been
recently used in several problems with successful results [74, 91, 92].

Other examples of more complex variants are Skewed VNS (SVNS), Variable Neigh-
borhood Decomposition Search (VNDS), and Reactive VNS. Recently, the methodology
has been extended to tackle applications that require modern approaches, such as: multi-
objective optimization problems with Multi Objective VNS (MO-VNS) [27]; parallel imple-
mentations with techniques such as Parallel VNS (PVNS) [28], or change of the problem
formulation such as Variable Formulation Search (VFS) [83]. See [50] for a recent thorough
review. Other variants include a best improvement strategy during the local search phase
with different neighbors, in which the neighborhood to be selected depends on which one
gives the best solution so far. As a method to control the change of neighborhood process,
it is customary to change the k← 1 of step 2 in Algorithm 1 to k← kinit , and k← k+1 while
changing the neighborhood to k← k+ kstep, being kinit and kstep two new parameters of the
algorithm.

3.3 Other techniques

In the previous section we have presented the main metaheuristic used in this Thesis.
Despite of the strength of VNS, this methodology has been combined with other tech-
niques in order to build more powerful methods. Since VNS is extraordinarily versat-
ile, it hybridizes remarkably well with other procedures, such as constructive methods,
metaheuristic-based local searches, or parallelization in different ways. Therefore, we
have recurred to other heuristics and techniques to make VNS more powerful. First of all,
we have embedded BVNS and GVNS in a multi start Elite Candidate List methodology to
construct high-quality but diverse initial solutions to address the Order Batching Problem.
We have also made use of a parallel version of GVNS to tackle the Min-Max Order Batching
Problem. Finally, we have applied an Ejection Chain strategy as an advanced improvement
method in a GVNS algorithm for the Order Batching and Sequencing Problem. They are
all being described in the next lines.

Elite Candidate List

We have seen in Section 3.2 that VNS receives an initial solution as a parameter.
Usually, the better the given solution, the better the local optimum obtained with this
methodology. Thus, it is important to obtain good initial solutions before starting a VNS
strategy.

The procedure to construct high-quality but diverse initial solutions that we have
chosen starts by considering a naïve solution. Then, this solution is improved with a local
search procedure. Obviously, if we improve this naïve solution with a deterministic local
search, based on either the first or the best improvement strategy, we will always obtain
the same local optimum. In order to produce different solutions, we improve the naïve
solution by considering an Elite Candidate List (ECL) within the local search method. This
strategy was originally introduced in the context of Tabu Search [38]. It first builds a
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Master List (ML) by examining all feasible moves that improve the current solution. Then,
the ECL is constructed with those moves in ML that improve a given value of threshold th.
The original proposal of Glover and Laguna [38] performed the best available move in the
ECL at each iteration, until the current best move falls below the th value. At that point, a
new ML is constructed repeating this process as far as the solution is constructed. Since
the ML is not rebuilt at each iteration, and due to the increasing lack of moves, it could
obtain not so high quality solutions. In our design, the ML is rebuilt at each iteration and
the quality of the solution is improved by randomly selecting an improving move whose
associated value ranges from th to the best one. We consequently use this strategy in a
multi start approach, obtaining diverse but high-quality solutions at each iteration.

We have made use of Elite Candidate List as a constructive method in the context of
Order Batching Problem (see Section 2.3.1 for a more detailed description of the problem).
Let S be a solution to an optimization problem whose objective function value is denoted
by f (S) (computed as the sum of routes needed to collect all the orders). ML contains all
the feasible solutions S′ obtained by applying an improving move to S whose objective
function value, f (S′), is better than f (S).

The ECL is then constructed as a subset of the best solutions in ML. More formally:

ECL = {S ∈ML : f (S)< th}

where th is the threshold parameter computed as:

th = Imin +α ∗ (Imax− Imin)

and Imax and Imin are the values of the objective function associated to the improving
moves that produces the maximum and minimum decrement in the objective function,
respectively. The parameter α ∈ [0,1] controls the size of the ECL. In other words, if α = 0
then ECL only contains the best solution. On the other hand, if α = 1, ECL = ML.

In Algorithm 2 we show the pseudo-code of this procedure. The initial naïve solution,
where each order is placed in a different batch, is constructed in Step 1. Then, in Step 3, we
construct the Master List (ML) with those moves which produce better feasible solutions
(notice that a move is considered feasible when it drives to a new solution where the
capacity constraint is not violated). Steps 4, 5, and 6 compute the values Imax, Imin, and th,
respectively. Elite Candidate List (ECL) is built by selecting a subset of the best elements in
ML (step 7). A solution is randomly selected from the ECL (step 8). This method performs
iterations until no further improvements are available.

Parallel VNS

Nowadays, as a result of the evolution of computer architectures, modern computers
are able to execute different programs simultaneously, since they have several processors.
Computer scientists have been using this capability to increase the performance of their
programs. This fact is particularly effective in the case of heuristics andmetaheuristics (see
[1] and [93]). However, to make the most of the multi-processor architecture, algorithms
must be redesigned to be adapted to the specific architecture.
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Algorithm 2 InitSolution(α)
1: S← NaiveSolution()
2: while T hereAreImprovingMoves(S) do
3: ML←ConstructMasterList(S)
4: Imax← max

S∈ML
f (S)

5: Imin← min
S∈ML

f (S)

6: th = Imin +α ∗ (Imax− Imin)

7: ECL←ConstructEliteCandidateList(ML, th)
8: S← GetAtRandom(ECL)
9: end while
10: return S

There exists several parallelization technologies that are suitable for implementing
parallel algorithms (threads, OpenMP, CUDA, etc.). We refer the reader to [16], [33], [79]
for some tutorials on parallel programming. In this Thesis, we focus on the use of threads.
In programming languages, a thread is defined as a fragment of code that is independently
executed in a processor. Pthreads and Java threads are considered the most representative
tools. In particular, Pthreads (POSIX threads) were defined in the mid 90s as an effort
to provide a unified set of C library routines in order to make multi-threaded programs
portable. Java threads is a version of Pthreads for Java programming language and it offers
the advantages of the portability inherent in Java programs. In addition, Java threads can
be easily used to tackle task parallel applications. Therefore, we select this technology to
implement our parallel algorithms.

The parallelization of ametaheuristic must be intended to either reduce the computing
time of the sequential algorithm or to explore a wider portion of the search space [34]. The
first step in parallelization is to identify which parts of the sequential algorithm can be
redesigned to be executed in parallel efficiently. In this paper we investigate an efficient
parallelization of the VNS methodology. See [34], [19], [28] for some successful examples.

As far as we know, the first attempt to parallelize VNS was presented in García-López
et al. [34]. Specifically, the authors proposed three different approaches: Synchronous
Parallel VNS (SPVNS), Replicated Parallel VNS (RPVNS), and Replicated Shaking VNS
(RSVNS). The idea behind the first approach, SPVNS, is to parallelize the local search
method of a sequential VNS with the goal of reducing the computational time. This is
mainly because the local search method is usually the most time-consuming part of the
VNS algorithm. More precisely, SPVNS splits the execution of the local search in several
threads. The second approach, RPVNS, explores a wider portion of the solution space by
using a multi-start strategy. Specifically, RPVNS executes several VNS methods in parallel,
each one in a different thread. The last variant, RSVNS, follows a classical master-slave
scheme. In particular, the master executes the VNS, and each slave executes the shake
and local search methods.

Later, Crainic et al. [19] proposed a new parallel VNS approach called Cooperative
Neighborhood VNS (CNVNS), which also uses the master-slave scheme. CNVNS considers
the cooperative exploration of different neighborhoods by different threads. The master
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is responsible for maintaining, updating and communicating the current overall best
solution. It also initiates and terminates the algorithm executed in each thread. Each
slave performs the exploration of a different neighborhood and communicates its local
best solution to the master process. Then, the master communicates the best solution
found to the slaves every time it is updated, making the slaves to continue the search from
the new best solution.

This Thesis focuses on the Replicated Shaking VNS (RSVNS) methodology to re-design
the previously described General VNS as a parallel procedure in the context of the Min-
Max Order Batching Problem (see Section 2.3.2 for a detailed description of the problem).
This methodology allows the search to explore simultaneously p solutions (where p is
the number of threads) in the current neighborhood. Therefore, in a single iteration,
this variant is able to explore p solutions while the sequential version explores only one.
Notice that if p processors are available, the computing time of the parallel and sequential
versions should be similar, since the objective of RSVNS is not to reduce the computing
time, but to explore a wider portion of the solution space.

In Figure 3.2 we graphically show the proposed parallel procedure. In particular, the
algorithm starts from an initial solution, S, which becomes the current best solution. The
algorithm then creates p threads, where each one perturbs the current solution S with the
shake procedure, generating a new solution S′i in the current neighborhood. It is important
to remark that for each neighborhood, instead of generating only one solution (as the
sequential implementation does), we generate p different shaken solutions, increasing
the explored portion of the solution space.
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Figure 3.2: Replicated Shaking VNS.

Then, each solution is improved with a VND procedure, resulting in p local optima
S′′i (with 1≤ i≤ p). The algorithm program waits until all the threads have finished the
search with a barrier synchronization method. Then, the best solution, S′′, among them
is selected. Finally, the algorithm executes the NeighborhoodChange procedure, which
basically determines whether to perform a new parallel iteration (k < kmax) or not (k = kmax),
returning the best solution found during the search. Notice that this procedure is executed
in the master thread (i.e., it is the only part of the VNS procedure not executed in parallel).
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Ejection Chain

Ejection Chain is a generic methodology based on the idea of generating a set of
consecutive moves [43]. This set of consecutive moves are interrelated steps that drive
from one solution to another, in such a way that the selected element/s in one step are
“ejected from” their current state to be into a different one. Usually, amove at a specific step
is influenced by the step immediately before it and, in some cases, a cascading sequence
of operations may be triggered representing a domino effect.

This methodology has been proved to work well in several optimization problems,
such as the Traveling Salesman Problem, as well as the Quadratic Assignment Problem
and Vehicle Routing Problem [41]. Also, Laguna et al. [68] made use of an Ejection Chain
approach coupled with a Tabu Search procedure for Multilevel Generalized Assignment
Problems, demonstrating that Ejection Chains, even of “small depth”, produce highly
effective results in this context.

We have made use of the Ejection Chain methodology as an advanced improvement
strategy in the context of Order Batching and Sequencing Problem (see Section 2.3.3
for a detailed description of the problem). In this special case, we have experimentally
tested that, when there exist a certain tardiness in a particular batch, a good strategy
to reduce or even eliminate the tardiness of that batch is to move one or more orders
from the batch that has associated this tardiness penalty to another batch. Notice that
reducing the tardiness of a particular batch does not necessarily guarantee an improvement
in the objective function of the solution, since other batches could acquire a tardiness
penalty after the move. Additionally, the solution might fall in an infeasible state due to
exceeding the capacity of a singular batch. To avoid this drawback, an option is to perform
a chain of moves. In this case, these moves should start from the batch that exceeds the
capacity constraint in each iteration of the algorithm. The corresponding move ends when
feasibility is again guaranteed.
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This chapter is devoted to show a summary of the results for every optimization problem
described in this dissertation, along with a brief discussion about the obtained results for each
one. The results are summarized regarding the problem solved. Thus, we illustrate in Section
4.1 the results for the OBP, the results of the Min-Max OBP are shown in Section 4.2, while in
Section 4.3 we present the results for the OBSP. The results presented here are extracted from
the publications attached in Part II of this Thesis.

4.1 Results on the Order Batching Problem

As we have mentioned before, one of the addressed problems in this Doctoral Thesis
is the Order Batching Problem. In particular, the results for the OBP have been published
in two different papers: a preliminary one in a non-JCR journal [72] and another one that
extends and improves previous results in a JCR journal [73].

In the first work related to the Order Batching Problem [72], included in Chapter 6,
we propose a heurisitic algorithm embedded in a General VNS (GVNS) schema, which
is executed for a maximum predefined number of iterations. Specifically, the maximum
number of iterations, as well as the kmax value, is set according to a preliminary experiment,
considering a good balance between CPU time and improvement obtained.

The algorithm starts with a random solution. The perturbation phase consists in swap-
ping k times two orders from different batches, at random, in such a way that each swap
results in a feasible solution. On the other hand, the VND makes use of two neighborhood
structures: the first one is based on insertion moves, where any order can be inserted in a
different batch; the second one, however, is based on swapping two orders from different
batches. In this case, the moves are performed in a deterministic way.

The set of instances considered for this first work is a subset of the AAMD set [2]. Spe-
cifically, we use the warehouse labeled as Warehouse 1 to perform all the experimentation,
which has a total number of 600 instances. We compare our GVNS implementation with
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one of the state-of-the-art algorithms, the one in [2], called “Exchange”.

The results for this experiment are summarized in Table 4.1, where the average value
of the objective function (Avg.), average deviation from the best value (Dev. (%)), average
execution time (CPUt (ms)), and number of best solutions found (#Best) is shown for each
algorithm. Although there are only these two algorithms in the table, the comparison is
also made against other algorithms such as seed and saving methods. We refer the reader
to [72] for a detailed description of them.

Algorithm Avg. Dev. (%) CPUt (ms) #Best

GVNS 9811.92 0.55 248.55 335
Exchange 9876.96 1.12 421.12 134

Table 4.1: Comparison of GVNS and Exchange algorithms for Warehouse 1 of AAMD
set.

According to the results in Table 4.1, GVNS outperforms the state-of-the-art method,
since it obtains an average deviation of 0.55% to the best knownvalues, where the Exchange
method obtains a deviation of 1.12% in almost double of computing time. The number of
best values obtained by each algorithm are also remarkable, since GVNS is able to match
335 best known values, meanwhile Exchange matches 134. These results are supported
by statistical tests. In particular, we performed the Wilcoxon test, where the p-value was
less than 0.001 indicating that the differences between the algorithms are statistically
significant.

A second work related to this problem [73], included in Chapter 7, was published ded-
icated to improve previous results, as well as to propose a new efficient routing algorithm.
The proposed algorithm is a Multi Start VNS where, after constructing the initial solution,
a BVNS reaches a local optima that can be eventually improved by a GVNS scheme that
considers a second objective function.

This time, the initial solution is built taking into account that, at first, each order is
placed in a different batch. After that, a local search procedure enhance this solution. If
the local search is deterministic, we will always obtain the same solution. Thus, in order
to obtain diverse solutions, the local search procedure is based on the Elite Candidate List
(ECL) strategy, originally introduced in the context of Tabu Search [38]. In this case, we
perform a feasible, random insert move among the best ones that improve the value of
the objective value.

After an initial solution is constructed, a Basic VNS (BVNS) is applied. For the sake of
diversification, the perturbation step is carried out by a combined neighborhood defined
by insert and swap moves, at random. The improvement phase explores a nested neigh-
borhood based on insert and swap moves in a deterministic way.

Finally, a post-optimization strategy is executed if the solution obtained by the BVNS
can be improved. For this procedure, we consider an alternative objective function: the
reduction of the number of batches. While there is enough space to do that, four neigh-
borhoods based on both, insert and swap moves, can be explored in order to reduce the
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number of batches. If the retrieving time is improved with this strategy, the solution is
accepted; otherwise it is discarded.

In addition to the proposed algorithm, we introduce an alternative routing algorithm
based on the Combined strategy. Originally, Combined algorithm produce solutions where
the picker must go from one side to the opposite of the warehouse retrieving all the items,
returning to the depot without picking more of them. This algorithm can be substantially
improved if the picker retrieves items when returning to the depot.

The group of instances used for this problem considers different warehouses, de-
pending on the set. The first set, taken from [2] (AAMD set), contemplates four different
warehouse layouts. The second one, taken from [58] (Henn set), focuses on a specific
warehouse layout. The computational experimentation has been performed over the total
group of instances for this second work.

In this second work, the MS-VNS was compared against three different state-of-the-art
algorithms over the two aforementioned instance sets, dividing the results into three tables.
In particular, the selected algorithms were the VND procedure developed in Albareda-
Sambola et al. [2], the ABHC algorithm from [58] (considering two versions, one coupled
with the S-Shape routing strategy, ABHC+SS, and the other one coupled with the Largest
Gap, ABHC+LG), and the ILST method from Öncan [80] (also considering two versions,
one coupled with the S-Shape, ILST+SS, and the other one coupled with the Midpoint,
ILST+MP).

The comparisons are split into three experiments. The first two experiments are
devoted to compare the VND, ABHC+SS, ABHC+LG, and our proposal, MS-VNS, over the
first two sets of instances. Specifically, we show in Table 4.2, for each warehouse, the
average deviation from the best of the experiment (Dev. (%)), the number of best results
achieved by the algorithm (#Best), and its average execution time in seconds (CPUt (s)).
For the sake of clarity we also include the average result across the four kind of warehouses.
In this table, we show that our method systematically produces better outcomes than the
competitors in all warehouses, not only in terms of deviation (0.13% versus more than
3.00% for the rest of the algorithms), but also in terms of number of best solution found
(70 out of 80 versus less than or equal to 5). However, the VND method is considerably
faster than the others. Thus, we ran our algorithm for the same time as VND (6 seconds
on average), concluding that our implementation also outperforms the VND method,
improving the average quality in almost 1.00%. These results were supported by the
Friedman test, where MS-VNS ranked first (1.15), VND in second place (2.68), and, finally,
the two ABHC with 2.94 (ABHC+LG) and 3.24 (ABHC+SS) values.

In Table 4.3 we illustrate the same metrics than above with the results for the same
four algorithms over the Henn set. In this case, we separate the results by warehouse type
and the average summary. Similar to the results of Table 4.2, these ones shows again
the superiority of our method. Specifically, it achieves the smallest average deviation
0.19% and the largest number of best solutions found (56 out of 64), which are better
than those obtained by the rest of the algorithms. Again, if we focus on execution time,
we can see that VND is much faster than the MS-VNS. Thus, we ran our algorithm for
the same execution time (0.5 seconds). In that time, our method outperforms the VND
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Algorithm W1 W2 W3 W4 Total

Dev. (%)

VND 1.95 2.41 5.89 2.48 3.18
ABHC+SS 6.79 6.50 1.45 11.28 6.51
ABHC+LG 0.58 1.88 23.54 8.21 8.55
MS-VNS 0.10 0.01 0.02 0.38 0.13

#Best

VND 0 1 0 1 2
ABHC+SS 1 0 2 0 3
ABHC+LG 4 1 0 0 5
MS-VNS 15 18 18 19 70

CPUt (s)

VND 0.85 2.98 10.64 9.42 5.97
ABHC+SS 381.01 377.41 440.00 352.22 387.66
ABHC+LG 413.43 581.21 693.47 602.10 572.55
MS-VNS 113.36 286.98 787.18 200.72 347.06

Table 4.2: Best methods on AAMD set.

in all instances, improving the quality in 5.8%. MS-VNS is also able to obtain better
results than those achieved by ABHC+SS in that time, defeating it in 46 out of 64 instances.
After running the Friedman test, we confirm the superiority of our proposal over the
others, since it ranks in first position with a value of 1.13. The rest of the values are 2.44
(ABHC+SS), 2.92 (VND), and 3.52 (ABHC+LG).

Algorithm ABC1 ABC2 Ran1 Ran2 Total

Dev. (%)

VND 9.60 8.66 8.35 7.32 8.48
ABHC+SS 5.00 9.93 2.00 8.10 6.26
ABHC+LG 18.02 8.44 12.05 14.43 13.23
MS-VNS 0.05 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.19

#Best

VND 0 0 0 0 0
ABHC+SS 1 0 7 0 8
ABHC+LG 0 0 0 0 0
MS-VNS 15 16 9 16 56

CPUt (s)

VND 0.44 0.46 0.59 0.72 0.55
ABHC+SS 10.45 12.30 14.71 12.18 12.41
ABHC+LG 41.19 43.24 75.18 47.96 51.89
MS-VNS 39.38 37.69 47.51 50.68 43.81

Table 4.3: Best methods on Henn set.

We finally compare our method with the ILST presented in Öncan [80]. In Table 4.4 we
show the deviation (Dev. (%)) and average execution time (CPUt (s)) for the comparison of
ILST coupled with the S-Shape routing strategy (ILST+SS), ILST coupled with theMidpoint
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routing (ILST+MP), and the MS-VNS over two sets of instances (ABC and Random). On
average, our algorithm is able to defeat the ILST since it achieves the lowest deviation and
execution time. These results are confirmed with a Friedman test, given a rank value of
1.05 to the MS-VNS, 2.20 to the ILST+SS, and 2.75 to the ILST+MP.

ILST+SS ILST+MP MS-VNS
Dev. (%) CPUt (s) Dev. (%) CPUt (s) Dev. (%) CPUt (s)

ABC 8.73 74.58 9.50 75.72 0.04 33.70
Random 6.39 81.61 16.56 80.13 0.01 43.80

Table 4.4: Comparison with Iterated Local Search with Tabu Thresholding [80] on
200 ABC and 200 Random instances.

4.2 Results on the Min-Max Order Batching Problem

The second problem to be discussed is the Min-Max Order Batching Problem (Min-
Max OBP). We have published the results in a JCR journal [74] included in Chapter 8, in
which we propose a parallel implementation of the General Variable Neighborhood Search
metaheuristic (GVNS).

The algorithm starts with a constructive method that iteratively selects in a greedy
manner the best order that minimizes the retrieving time of the current batch. Once
the batch is filled, it is added to the solution and the constructive procedure performs a
new iteration. The Shake strategy of the GVNS is inspired in the Ejection Chain strategy
proposed by Glover [42]. It selects three random batches and the batch that presents the
largest retrieving time. The procedure, then, selects one order from each batch, removing
it from the current batch and inserting it in a different batch, in such a way that all the
orders are in a different batch and all the batches keep the same number of orders as
before the move.

On the other hand, the VND procedure to reach local optima is based on two different
swap moves. The first one, Swap1, is the same as the one presented in Section 4.1 for the
OBP results. The second one (Swap2), however, is based on two consecutive swap moves.
These neighborhoods are explored in different ways: while Swap1 explores the neighbor-
hood in a best improvement approach, Swap2 explores it in a first improvement manner.
The idea of looking for local optima using different techniques resides in using a cache to
speed up the search. While this cache is easy to maintain for the first neighborhood, it
requires a large effort to keep it updated for the second neighborhood.

The objective function value of the Min-Max OBP consists in minimizing a maximum
value. Consequently, there may be many different solutions with the same objective
function value, since it is only determined by the batch with the largest retrieving time.
Thus, it is not possible to improve the value of the objective function if we do not include
that batch in the move we want to perform. If we extend the meaning of “improving” to
every move that locally decreases the total retrieving time for the batches involved in the
move, we should be able to perform a wider variety of moves that would lead to better
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solutions.

All of these ideas are put together in a parallel implementation in order to explore a
larger portion of the search solution space. We make use of a Replicated Shaking VNS
scheme to obtain p different solutions, replicating the Shake and VND procedures. After
these p threads are executed, the algorithm selects the best solution, which will be the
entry to the NeighborhoodChange method.

In this work, the comparison is made over two sets of instances, which are a subset of
AAMD set and a subset named HW set with similar features to the Henn set. In particular,
the AAMD set contains 80 groups of 30 similar instances, while the HW set has 64 groups of
40 similar instances. Since we observed that there were no differences using the complete
sets compared to using a subset of them, we then used 432 instances: one instance per
group in each subset, considering three different number of batches.

The proposed RSVNS algorithm is compared against two state-of-the-art algorithms.
The first one is the heuristic algorithm described in Gademann et al. [32], denoted as
Heur-Gademann et al., while the second one is the exact procedure proposed in the
same paper, denoted as B&B-Gademann et al. In order to have a fair comparison, the
heuristic methods has been executed for a similar computing time. On the other hand,
the exact method has been executed for a maximum computing time of 600 seconds, as
suggested by the authors. Results in Table 4.5 are split into two main groups, since we
have considered two routing strategies. Specifically, we test the performance of the three
compared methods (Heur-Gademann et al., B&B-Gademann et al., and RSVNS) by joining
them with a heuristic and exact routing strategies (Combined and Ratliff and Rosenthal
methods, respectively). Note that we do not report the optimal value when using the
combined strategy, since it does not guarantee the optimal route.

The first conclusion that we can extract by analyzing these results is that our proposal
outperforms the state of the art. RSVNS is able to obtain a deviation value of 0.17%
and 0.14% when coupling the algorithm with the Combined strategy and the Ratliff and
Rosenthal, respectively. On average, the exact method (B&B-Gademann et al.) is 1%
above this value, requiring more than four times the computing time of RSVNS.

Considering the number of best solutions found, RSVNS achieves 374 (Combined) and
369 (Ratliff and Rosenthal) out of 432, when the B&B-Gademann et al. is only able to
obtain 172 and 141. If we consider the number of optima, only evaluated in the instances
of the exact routing algorithm (Ratliff and Rosenthal), B&B-Gademann et al. finds the
largest number of optimal solutions (84 versus 50, in the case of RSVNS, and versus 48, in
the case of the Heuristic), as expected. Although the proposed RSVNS is able to obtain
369 out of 432 best solutions, some of them could also be optimal, but we cannot certify it
because the exact procedure was not able to solve them in the allowed computing time.

We confirmed these results by conducting the Friedman statistical test, which ranks
the algorithm according to their quality. In this case, the proposed RSVNS is ranked 1.46
and 1.42 when coupling it with the Combined strategy and the Ratliff and Rosenthal,
respectively, while the ranks for the B&B is 2.17 and 2.18, and for the Heuristic method
is 2.37 and 2.40. A Wilcoxon test was also ran, resulting in a p-value less than 0.001,
confirming that there were statistical differences among the algorithms.
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Combined routing strategy

Instances Algorithm Time (s) Dev. (%) #Best #Opt

AAMD Heur - Gademann et al. 113.68 1.27 80 -
(240) B&B - Gademann et al. 473.31 1.17 95 -

RSVNS 134.78 0.18 211 -

HW Heur - Gademann et al. 0.95 1.38 49 -
(192) B&B - Gademann et al. 509.09 0.73 77 -

RSVNS 2.70 0.15 163 -

Total Heur - Gademann et al. 64.07 1.13 129 -
(432) B&B - Gademann et al. 489.21 0.98 172 -

RSVNS 76.08 0.17 374 -

Ratliff & Rosenthal routing strategy

Instances Algorithm Time (s) Dev. (%) #Best #Opt

AAMD Heur - Gademann et al. 198.03 1.34 69 38
(240) B&B - Gademann et al. 479.42 1.27 83 51

RSVNS 227.53 0.16 205 39

HW Heur - Gademann et al. 9.18 1.15 32 10
(192) B&B - Gademann et al. 512.31 0.97 58 33

RSVNS 11.48 0.11 164 11

Total Heur - Gademann et al. 114.10 1.26 101 48
(432) B&B - Gademann et al. 494.04 1.13 141 84

RSVNS 131.50 0.14 369 50

Table 4.5: Comparison of our best proposal with the algorithms in the state of the
art, considering the Combined and the Ratliff & Rosenthal routing strategies.
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4.3 Results on the Order Batching and Sequencing Problem

As in the Order Batching Problem of Section 4.1, we have two works for the Order
Batching and Sequencing Problem (OBSP). In the first one [9], included in Chapter 9, we
proposed a heuristic algorithm embedded in a GVNS scheme, and is published under an
IEEE conference. The algorithm runs for a maximum allowed time of 100 ms× the number
of batches, while the kmax value is set according to a preliminary experiment.

The initial solution is constructed by means of the Earliest Due Date (EDD) algorithm,
in which all the orders are sorted according to their due dates, in such a way that orders
with a closer due date come first. Next, orders are successively assigned to batches fol-
lowing this organization and ensuring that the capacity constraint is not violated. The
perturbation phase is based on k random Swap moves, while the VND explores two dif-
ferent neighborhoods consisting of Insert and Swap moves within a first improvement
strategy.

The set of instances considered for this work is a subset of the one described in Henn
and Schmid [57], HS set. This set contains 4800 instances grouped in 96 subsets with 50
instances each. In particular, we have made use of one instance per subset, resulting in a
total of 96 instances. We compared our GVNS with the Iterated Local Search from Henn
and Schmid [57], dividing the comparison in two experiments, depending on the routing
algorithm: S-Shape and Largest Gap.

The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 4.6, where we show the
tardiness value (Tardiness), the execution time (CPU t (s)), the deviation from the EDD
algorithm (Dev. (%)), the number of best solutions found (#Best), and the number of times
the algorithm gets a zero value (#Zeros).

S-Shape Largest Gap
Algorithm ILS GVNS ILS GVNS
Tardiness 15654 15697 13952 13622
CPU t (s) 9.26 8.60 111.21 97.31
Dev. (%) 53.50% 53.13% 49.44% 50.00%
#Best 74 75 69 86
#Zeros 11 11 14 14

Table 4.6: Best methods on set HS with the S-Shape and Largest Gap routing
strategies.

Taking into account the S-Shape routing strategy, there exist no significant differences.
While the ILS performs better in terms of deviation from the EDD (53.50% versus 53.13%),
the GVNS is able to obtain a higher number of best solutions (74 versus 75). We also
performed aWilcoxon test to confirm this observation, obtaining a p-value of 0.981, which
indicates that there are no significant differences between the two algorithms.

However, if we consider the Largest Gap strategy, it seems that the differences are
larger. The deviation from the EDD achieved by the GVNS (50.00%) is larger than the
one achieved by the ILS (49.44%). Additionally, GVNS is able to achieve 86 best values
(out of 96), while ILS is only able to achieve 69. In order to confirm the superiority of our
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proposal, we performed a Wilcoxon test. The obtained p-value of less than 0.001 indicates
that there are significant differences between the algorithms.

A second work related to this problem, included in Chapter 10, has been submitted to a
JCR journal and it is currently in press. This work is devoted to improve the aforementioned
results. In this case, the perturbation phase is the same as in the previous algorithm,
while for the VND we added a new strategy to improve the solutions obtained based on
the ideas of Ejection Chain [43]. This more aggressive strategy explores a wider portion of
the search space even entering the unfeasibility region.

In particular, this algorithm tries to improve the current solution by selecting only
those batches that contain, at least, one order with an associated tardiness. For those
batches, the procedure only focuses on orders without a tardiness value, since they could
be retrieved later (but before its due date) without affecting the objective function. Indeed,
the move of these orders to a different batch could positively affect to those that currently
have an associated tardiness, since the picker should retrieve less orders in a single trip
(which usually implies the reduction of the retrieving time).

Thus, the algorithm is finally configured as follows. The perturbation phase performs
k random Swap moves, while the VND process to improve the solution is constructed by
Insert and Swap moves, together with the Ejection Chain strategy. The kmax is set up to
15, while the maximum allowed execution time is 100 ms multiplied by the number of
orders in the instance. In this case, the batching algorithm is coupled with the Combined
routing strategy.

The set of instances used to perform comparisons is the complete HS set, containing
4800 instances. We compare our proposal with the Iterated Local Search (ILS) proposed by
Henn and Schmid [57]. In that paper, the ILS is coupled with the S-Shape and Largest Gap
routing algorithms, deriving in the execution of 2400 instances with ILS + S-Shape and
2400 with ILS + Largest Gap. In order to make a fair comparison, we also split the total set
of instances, comparing, on the one hand, our GVNS with the ILS + S-Shape (ILS1) over
2400 instances, and, on the other hand, our GVNS with the ILS + Largest Gap (ILS2) over
the rest of the instances. The results of this comparison are shown in Table 4.7, where we
can see the average tardiness expressed in minutes (Tar. (min)), the average improvement
respect to the EDD algorithm (Imp. (%)), and the average computing time expressed in
seconds (CPU t. (s)).

Algorithm Tar. (min) Imp. (%) CPU t. (s)

GVNS 35.7 65.0 3.6
ILS1 57.0 52.0 4.9

GVNS 47.6 60.7 3.8
ILS2 68.2 51.1 54.3

Table 4.7: Average tardiness, improvement and execution time for the first group of
2400 instances (top) and the second group of 2400 instances (bottom).

The main conclusion that we can extract by analyzing these results is that the new
proposed algorithm outperforms the previous method of the state of the art. Specifically,
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GVNS is able to obtain better results in both set of instances, S-Shape and Largest Gap
ones, obtaining an improvement of 65.0% and 60.7%, respectively, while the ILS algorithm
achieves an improvement of 52.0% and 51.1%, respectively. It is also remarkably that
our proposal obtains these results in a shorter amount of time. Additionally, our method
obtains the best results in 2320 instances (out of 2400) in the S-Shape subset, while the
ILS1 is only able to produce 695 of them. Similarly, GVNS accomplish 2227 best results
(out of 2400) in the Largest Gap subset, when ILS2 obtains 803 best results. A Wilcoxon
test confirmed these results, obtaining a p-value less than 0.001, indicating that there
exist significant differences between the two algorithms.



5. Conclusions and future work

In this chapter, we provide the conclusions and main contributions derived during the
research performed in this dissertation, regarding the Order Batching Problem and its family
of problems. In particular, the conclusions presented are divided for each one of the considered
problems. Finally, the chapter ends with the future lines of research.

5.1 General conclusions

NP-hard problems represent one of the most remarkable challenges for the computa-
tional world in both, the theoretical point of view and the technological one. The optimal
resolution of these problems are an insuperable barrier when the size of the problem is
big enough.

The increasingly appearance of problems with practical interest has driven the de-
velopment of efficient techniques to address them. Some of them allow to find optimal
solutions when the size of the problem is not too large (exact algorithms). Nevertheless,
it is not possible to find the optimal solution in a reasonable computing time for most
of the real life problems making use of exact algorithms. Thus, there exist the need of
using other approaches that, although they do not guarantee optimal solutions, obtain
high-quality solutions in a reasonable amount of time (heuristic algorithms).

In this dissertation, we have proposed heuristic algorithms to obtain solutions for
the Order Batching family of problems. Specifically, Variable Neighborhood Search has
been proved as an efficient metaheuristic to embed these algorithms in order to obtain
high-quality solutions for this family of problems. It is important to remark that we
have used this methodology (i) being a crucial piece of a multi-start strategy, (ii) in a
parallel implementation, and (iii) alongwith another well-knownmetaheuristic to improve
solutions.
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5.2 Conclusions on the Order Batching Problem

The Order Batching Problem (OBP) has been studied following the Variable Neighbor-
hood Search methodology. In the first work, we make use of the General VNS scheme.
After performing several tests for a specific warehouse configuration, the results shown
that our algorithm outperformed previous state-of-the-art methods.

In the second work, we improved the solutions obtained in the first work by embedding
the two VNS algorithms in a multi-start strategy. In particular, the algorithm starts by
constructing diverse, high-quality solutions based on an Elite Candidate List that make
use of a local search procedure. This initial solution is then improved with a Basic VNS
where the considered moves in the shake and improvement methods explore a nested
exploration of two different neighborhoods. This solution can be further improved by
a post-optimization strategy based on the General VNS methodology that relies on an
alternative objective function. Furthermore, we also propose a new routing strategy
based on the ideas of the Combined one. We performed extensive computational tests
considering different warehouse layouts over a large set of instances. Supported by the
obtained results, our proposal emerged as the best algorithm for the Order Batching
Problem.

With these two works we provided an extensive study of the Order Batching Problem.
We started our research by developing a classical implementation of the General VNS
methodology that shown to be effective to address this problem. After that, we evolved that
implementation embedding a Basic VNS in amulti-start strategy, along with a competitive
constructive procedure that runs before it as well as a post-optimization process that
improve the already high-quality solution obtained. Not only we developed a state-of-the-
art batching algorithm, but also we proposed a new routing strategy.

We have been testing about the compromise between diversification and intensification
within the VNS methodology. As a result of extensive experimentation, we have been able
to determine the benefits of this combination. We have investigated how to improve as
much as possible the results for the OBP, and it seemed that VNS in isolation is not able to
obtain good enough results, but in combination with other algorithms it is able to obtain
the best outcomes. We are convinced that this approach can be beneficial for problems
related to the OBP, such as the one that considers another different warehouse layout
with two or more crossing aisles.

Two papers derived from the research on the OBP has been published: General Variable
Neighborhood Search applied to the picking process in a warehouse [72] for the first work,
and Variable Neighborhood Search strategies for the Order Batching Problem [73] for the
second one, included in chapters 6 and 7 of Part II, respectively.

5.3 Conclusions on the Min-Max Order Batching Problem

As well as for the OBP, our studies around the Min-Max Order Batching Problem has
been driven following the VNS methodology. The goal of this work was also to develop an
algorithm that emerges as the new state-of-the-art for this problem. We can say that we
achieved this goal after analyzing the results obtained by our proposed algorithm.
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In particular, we made use of a General VNS scheme embedded in a parallel strategy
to explore a wider portion of the search space. In order to speed up the exploration, we
introduced a novel scheme for calculating the value of the objective function based on a
matrix of retrieving times, that reduced the computing time by a factor of 2 compared to a
regular implementation.

Given the results obtained after applying these proposed mechanisms, we believe that
our findings can be translated to other variants of this family of problems. In particular,
the best improvement strategy with the cache has been found as an exceptional approach
in order to reduce execution time while, at the same time, we obtain local optima.

The research on the Min-Max OBP is presented in the paper Parallel variable neighbor-
hood search for the minâĂŞmax order batching problem [74], included in Chapter 8 of Part
II.

5.4 Conclusions on the Order Batching and Sequencing Problem

We have carried out two scientific works on the Order Batching and Sequencing Prob-
lem. In the first one, a General VNS methodology is applied in order to obtain competitive
solutions. In the second one, however, we included an advanced local search procedure
within a VND schema to improve the obtained solutions.

We can consider these two works as the evolution from a naïve starting point to
a more elaborated algorithm that emerges as the best method for this problem in the
literature. We make use of two neighborhoods already explored in previous works for
other problems of this family, integrating them in a VND procedure with an advance local
search procedure which allows the algorithm to explore beyond local optimality reached
by classical neighborhoods.

Given the positive results obtained with our method, we note the possibility of apply-
ing the presented strategies to other variants of this problem, which are already in the
literature. For example, considering multiple pickers simultaneously.

The research on theOBSP is presented in the paperAnalgorithm for batching, sequencing
and picking operations in a warehouse [9] and General Variable Neighborhood Search for the
Order Batching and Sequencing Problem, included in chapters 9 and 10, respectively.

5.5 Main contributions

This section is devoted to summarize the publications based on the developed work
during this Doctoral Thesis. As we aforementioned in previous sections, several articles
have been published:

“General Variable Neighborhood Search applied to the picking process in a ware-
house”. Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, Abraham Duarte, Antonio Alonso-
Ayuso, and Elisenda Molina. Electronic Notes in Discrete Mathematics, 47, 77–84,
2015 (Chapter 6).
“Variable Neighborhood Search strategies for the Order Batching Problem”. Borja
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Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, Antonio Alonso-Ayuso, ElisendaMolina, and Abraham
Duarte. Computers & Operations Research, 78, 500–512, 2016 (Chapter 7).
“Parallel Variable Neighborhood Search for the Min-Max Order Batching Problem”.
Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, Jesús Sánchez-Oro, and Abraham Duarte. In-
ternational Transactions in Operational Research, 24(3), 635–662, 2016 (Chapter
8).
“An algorithm for batching, sequencing and picking operations in a warehouse”.
Manuel Bustillo, Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, and Abraham Duarte. Interen-
ational Conference on Industrial Engineering and Systems Management (IESM), IEEE
Conference, ISBN: 978-2-9600-5326-5, 842–849, 2015 (Chapter 9).
“General Variable Neighborhood Search for the Order Batching and Sequencing
Problem”. Borja Menéndez, Manuel Bustillo, Eduardo G. Pardo, and AbrahamDuarte.
Submitted to European Journal of Operations Research (Chapter 10).

In addition to the works previously referenced, several partial results have been pub-
lished in national and international conferences:

International conferences:
• “An algorithm for batching, sequencing and picking operations in a warehouse”.
Manuel Bustillo, Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, and Abraham Duarte.
International Conference on Industrial Engineering and Systems Management
(IESM, Oct. 2015).
• “Review of several optimization problems in a warehouse when orders are
grouped into batches”. Eduardo G. Pardo, Borja Menéndez, and Abraham
Duarte. 15th EU/ME Workshop (EU/MEeting, Sep. 2015).
• “General Variable Neighborhood Search applied to the picking process in a
warehouse”. Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, Abraham Duarte, Antonio
Alonso-Ayuso, and Elisenda Molina. 3rd International Conference on Variable
Neighborhood Search (Oct. 2014).

National conferences:
• “Búsqueda de Vecindad Variable General aplicada al proceso de recogida de
productos en almacenes”. Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, and Abraham
Duarte. II Jornadas sobre Algoritmos Evolutivos y Metaheurísticas (JAEM-CAEPIA,
Nov. 2015).
• “Un algoritmo para empaquetado, secuenciación y operaciones de recogida en
un almacén”. Borja Menéndez, Manuel Bustillo, Eduardo G. Pardo, and Abra-
ham Duarte. 3er Workshop sobre Metaheurísticas Inteligentes en la Planificación
Logística (MIPL-CAEPIA, Nov. 2015).
• “Metaheuristics applied to the Order Batching Problem”. Borja Menéndez,
Eduardo G. Pardo, Antonio Alonso-Ayuso, Elisenda Molina, and Abraham
Duarte. XXXV Congreso nacional de Estadística e Investigación Operativa (SEIO,
May 2015).
• “Búsqueda de Vecindad Variable Básica para la minimización del tiempo máx-
imo en el Problemadel Empaquetamiento dePedidos”. BorjaMenéndez, Eduardo
G. Pardo, and Abraham Duarte. X Congreso Español de Metaheurísticas, Algorit-
mos Evolutivos y Bioinspirados (MAEB, Feb. 2015).
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5.6 Future work

During the development of a Doctoral Thesis, it is quite common to identify opened
work lines which could be an alternative as a start point for future research. Thus, we
propose the following future works:

Since these problems are certainly practical, it could be of interest to run the pro-
posed algorithms in real warehouses and compare their solutions to real life ones.
As wementioned in Section 2.4, there exist more variants than the ones presented in
this Thesis. Therefore, it is of great interest to address an online version of the Order
Batching Problem, where rescheduling is as challenging as the first scheduling. Since
the OBSP with multiple pickers is already in the literature, it could be interesting to
tackle this problem, too.
Regarding the online version and its literature, it is critical to propose a framework
of comparison. Since each of the papers found in the literature considers a slightly
different version, it is of great importance to join effort in defining the problem.
Despite the justified interest of using a trajectory-based metaheuristic in order to
obtain approximated solutions to each of the Order Batching problems, it could be
compelling to study the advantages, if any, of using population-basedmetaheuristics
for this family of problems.
Algorithmically speaking, the hybridization of metaheuristics with exact methods,
such as in Primal-Dual VNS or VN Branching, might give higher quality solutions
or even the optimal ones. This technique, which is known as “matheuristics”, is an
area which is increasing in operations research in recent years.
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1 Introduction

In the last few years, warehousing has become a very important issue for the
industry, specially as a part of the supply chain. Among others, the success
of warehousing depends on the picking process (i.e., the way that items are
retrieved from the warehouse). This process may consume up to 60% of the
total time of all labor activities in the warehouse [5], which can suppose more
than half of the total operating cost. When dealing with the picking process
of items in a warehouse it is possible to identify two different optimization
problems: the batching of a set of orders and the routing to collect them.
The objective of both problems is to minimize the total time needed by one
operator to collect all the items in a set of orders. In this paper we focus our
attention in the Order Batching Problem (OBP) and we propose an algorithm
based on the Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) methodology to address
it.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
problem and the associated literature. In Section 3, we propose a General
VNS (GVNS) algorithm to tackle the problem. Computational experiments
and the associated conclusions are presented in sections 4 and 5 respectively.

2 Order Batching Problem

An item represents an object that must be collected from a warehouse. An
order is a list of items packed together that must be retrieved by the same
picker. Given a set of orders received in a warehouse at the same time, there
are two basic order-picking strategies: strict-order picking and order batching.
In the first one, each picker collects all the items included in one order, then
another order is assigned to the picker and so on. In the second one, several
orders are put together into batches. Each batch is assigned to a picker, who
can retrieve the items of any order grouped into the assigned batch. Since
several orders are picked simultaneously, efficient routes can be conceived and
travel times can be reduced.

1 This research has been partially supported by the Ministerio de Economı́a y Competitivi-
dad of Spain (Grant No. TIN2012-35632-C02-02) and Comunidad de Madrid (Grant No.
S2013/ICE-2894).
2 Email:borja.menendez@urjc.es
3 Email:eduardo.pardo@urjc.es
4 Email:abraham.duarte@urjc.es
5 Email:antonio.alonso@urjc.es
6 Email:emolina@est-econ.uc3m.es
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(a) Warehouse layout. (b) Combined.

Fig. 1. Warehouse layout and routing strategy.

In this paper, we will center our attention in the order batching strategy,
where it is necessary to group all the orders into batches considering the weight
constraint (i.e., the picker has a maximum load capacity and the total load of
each batch can not exceed it). The objective of the paper will be to conform
the batches with the aim of minimizing the total time needed to collect them.
It is important to notice that the routing problem associated to the picking
process will not be tackled in this paper since it has been widely studied in the
literature (see [4,11] for a review). Therefore we will make use of an efficient
routing algorithm previously available.

There exist different variants of the OBP. In particular, we consider the
variant with only one operator working at the same time and where the ware-
house has parallel aisles of equal length. The aisles are connected by crossing
aisles at the front and the back of each aisle. With this layout, it is possible to
perform routes from both ends of the aisle. Additionally, the depot where the
warehouse operator must drop the collected items is the starting and ending
point for all routes. This depot can be located either in one of the corners of
the warehouse or in the center of one of the cross aisles. Figure 1a illustrates
a warehouse layout with 5 parallel aisles, 2 cross aisles and a depot at the left
bottom corner.

The routes followed by the picker are usually determined by routing strate-
gies. Although some routing schemes have been proved to be optimal, there are
some tours that seem to reduce the number of in-aisle congestion like traversal
or largest gap ([3]). These tours are prevalent in practice, since pickers seem
to accept only straightforward and non-confusing routing schemes.

In particular, in this paper we will use a combination of the two previously
mentioned strategies (traversal and largest gap). This strategy is named com-
bined (see Figure 1b) and it was proposed by Roodbergen and De Koster
[11]. The combined strategy make use of ideas from both: an aisle is either
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entered and crossed (traversal) or entered and left from the same side of the
aisle (largest gap). The criteria used to know whether an aisle is fully tra-
versed or not is to check pairs of adjacent aisles (where the term “adjacent”
is only referred to aisles which have at least one item to collect). The option
to choose is selected taking into account which one gives the shortest route
when combined with the best option for the next aisle.

The OBP has been proved to be NP-hard if the number of orders per
batch is greater than two [7]. In this sense, several heuristic methods have
been developed to tackle the problem. According to De Koster et al. [3], most
order batching heuristics can be classified into one of these three categories:

• Basic methods are simple constructive methods, as First-Come-First-
Served. This strategy adds orders to batches in the sequence they arrive.
New batches are added to the list when an order can not be added to the
current batch. These methods are not very effective.

• Seed methods, introduced by Elsayed [6], generate batches sequentially.
These methods produce solutions in two different steps: (i) an initial order
(the so-called “seed”) is chosen and selected for the new batch. (ii) Or-
ders are sequentially added to the batch following a proximity to the seed
criterion, as long as the picker capacity is not exceeded [3].

• Saving methods are inspired in the Clark and Wright savings algorithm
[2]. These methods start with one batch per order and then they combine
pairs of batches. There are two different variants: Clark and Wright I,
make use of the original savings matrix during the whole process; Clark and
Wright II updates the savings matrix each time two batches are combined.

However, there are other heuristic approaches that do not fit into the
previous categories: Hsu et al. [9] and Tsai et al. [12], respectively, presented
a Genetic Algorithm each one for this problem. Later, Albareda-Sambola et
al. [1] proposed a Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND) method which is,
as far as we know, the best method in the literature for the OBP.

3 General Variable Neighborhood Search

Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) is a metaheuristic based on systematic
changes of neighborhood (Mladenovic and Hansen [10]). This idea helps to
escape from local optima. There are different schemes based on this method-
ology. Specifically we have selected the General VNS (GVNS) one to address
the OBP.

The proposed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. It starts with a feasi-
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ble solution, f , provided by a constructive algorithm (in this case it is a random
solution). There are two more parameters that configures the algorithm: max-
iter is the maximum number of iterations and kmax is the maximum number
of neighborhoods to be explored. In each iteration, the solution is randomly
perturbed by the Shake procedure with size k (step 5) obtaining a new solu-
tion, f ′, and then a local search procedure based on a Variable Neighborhood
Descent (VND) algorithm is applied to f ′, obtaining an improved solution f ′′

(step 6). If f ′′ is better than f (step 7), f is updated with f ′′ as the best
solution found until the moment and k is set to 1 (step 11), otherwise, k is
incremented. This process is repeated until kmax is reached (step 13).

Notice that we do not report the pseudo-codes of the Shake nor the VND
procedures, since they follow their classical implementation (see Hansen and
Mladenovic [8]). In particular, the Shake procedure applies a random per-
turbation to the solution within the k-th neighborhood. This perturbation
consists of swapping k times, two orders from different batches, at random,
in such a way that each swap results in a feasible solution. VND is based on
changes of neighborhood structures in a deterministic way. Specifically, the
procedure included in step 6 of Algorithm 1 uses two neighborhood structures:
(i) all the feasible solutions reachable by the insertion of any order in a dif-
ferent batch and (ii) all the feasible solutions reachable by the swap of two
orders from different batches.

Algorithm 1 GVNS algorithm

1: procedure GVNS(f,maxiter, kmax)
2: for i ← 0; i < maxiter; i ← i+ 1 do
3: k ← 1
4: repeat
5: f ′ ← Shake(f, k)
6: f ′′ ← V ND(f ′)
7: if f ′′ < f then
8: f ← f ′′

9: k ← 1
10: else
11: k ← k + 1
12: end if
13: until k ≥ kmax

14: end for
15: return f
16: end procedure
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4 Computational experiments

In this section we present the experiments performed to empirically compare
our proposal with previous algorithms in the state of the art. Particularly, we
have selected the best previous algorithm for the OBP (see Albareda-Sambola
et al. [1]). In order to have a fair comparison between the algorithms we
have used a subset of 600 test cases proposed in their paper. For further
information we refer the reader to the description of Warehouse 1 in Section
5.1 of that paper.

From the whole data set we selected 20 representative instances in order
to adjust the parameters of our GVNS. According with the obtained results,
variables kmax and maxiter were set to 5, since larger values would increase
the CPU time and the improvement obtained in the results is negligible.

In Table 1 we report the results obtained by our GVNS and by the re-
sults obtained by the best method proposed in Albareda-Sambola et al. [1]
which is named “Exchange”. We present the average of the value of the ob-
jective function (Avg.), the average of the deviation to the best known value
(Dev.(%)), the average of the CPU execution time (CPUt) in milliseconds and
the number of best solutions found (#Best). Both methods were implemented
in Java 6 and were run in the same computer (Intel Core i7 with 3.4 GHz and
4 GB of RAM with Linux Mint Debian Edition 64 bit OS). Additionally, both
algorithms used the same routing strategy previously mentioned (Combined).

Results in Table 1 are divided in groups taking the number of orders of each
instance into account. In particular we divided our experiment in 5 groups of
50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 orders with 120 instances per group. Finally, we also
show the results over the whole data set (see row Global) considering all the
instances together. According to the results in Table 1, GVNS outperforms
the state of the art in almost all the subsets in terms of Dev.(%) and #Best
in shorter time. The only exception is the set formed by instances of 50
orders, where the Exchange method performs slightly better. If we consider
the whole data set, the GVNS obtains a deviation of 0.55% to the best known
values, meanwhile Exchange obtains a deviation of 1.12% in almost double
of the CPU time than GVNS. The number of best values obtained by each
algorithm are also remarkable, since GVNS is able to match 335 best know
values, meanwhile Exchange matches 134.

To conclude the experiments we have carried out statistical tests to confirm
that the differences obtained by our algorithm are statistically significant. In
particular, we performed the Wilcoxon test for each group of instances sepa-
rately and also for all the instances together. The p-value obtained by all the
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Table 1
Comparison of GVNS and Exchange algorithms.

Avg. Dev. (%) CPUt (ms) #Best

50 orders
GVNS 3510.21 1.50 33.90 43

Exchange 3501.24 1.42 11.42 45

100 orders
GVNS 6625.09 0.64 96.83 52

Exchange 6656.01 1.11 79.92 31

150 orders
GVNS 9849.93 0.33 205.98 68

Exchange 9918.03 1.06 250.17 22

200 orders
GVNS 12934.16 0.18 358.82 84

Exchange 13041.03 1.02 584.25 18

250 orders
GVNS 16140.21 0.08 547.21 88

Exchange 16268.48 0.95 1179.83 18

Global
GVNS 9811.92 0.55 248.55 335

Exchange 9876.96 1.12 421.12 134

subsets separately was 0.000 indicating that there are significant differences
between the evaluated algorithms except for the 50 orders per instance subset,
where the obtained p-value was 0.743 (curiously, it is the only subset where
Exchange slightly outperforms GVNS). Finally, if we consider all the instances
together, the p-value was again 0.000, indicating that the differences between
the algorithms are statistically significant.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we dealt with the Order Batching Problem in a parallel aisle
warehouse with two cross-aisles at the front and at back of the warehouse. In
particular we proposed a General VNS algorithm to deal with the problem. We
experimentally compared our proposal with the best previous algorithm in the
state of the art over a referred set of instances. The results indicated that our
algorithm outperforms previous methods in the state of the art. Additionally,
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we confirmed that the differences were statistically significant.
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a b s t r a c t

The Order Batching Problem is an optimization problem belonging to the operational management
aspect of a warehouse. It consists of grouping the orders received in a warehouse (each order is com-
posed by a list of items to be collected) in a set of batches in such a way that the time needed to collect all
the orders is minimized. Each batch has to be collected by a single picker without exceeding a capacity
limit. In this paper we propose several strategies based on the Variable Neighborhood Search metho-
dology to tackle the problem. Our approach outperforms, in terms of quality and computing time, pre-
vious attempts in the state of the art. These results are confirmed by non-parametric statistical tests.
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1. Introduction

The industry has found a very important issue in warehousing
in the last few years, since it is a key part of the supply chain
management. Warehousing primarily focuses on controlling the
movement and storage of materials within a warehouse and pro-
cessing the associated transactions, including shipping, receiving,
and picking. Several policies have been proposed in the literature
directed towards the improvement of warehouse operations. Some
of them are suitable to be modeled as optimization problems [26].
On a strategic level, warehouse layout design is one of the most
important decisions to be made (see Ghiani et al. [13]). It is a key
component of further optimization tasks and it has a significant
impact on order-picking and traveling distances in the warehouse
[18]. From the tactical point of view, the main decision is the
storage policy, that is, to decide where each product should be
located. Traditional storage policies are random policy, demand-
based storage, and class-based storage, among others. Finally,
operational policies refer to order picking, i.e., the process of
retrieving articles from their storage locations in response to a
specific customer request. We refer the reader to Gu et al. [17] for a
thorough review.

In this paper we deal with order picking operations, one of the
most important processes in a warehouse. The cost of this process
may constitute more than 50% of the total operating costs [3,7]. A
warehouse receives every day several orders from its customers.
Each order consists of a list of one or more items that have to be
retrieved from the warehouse and shipped to a specific customer.
Thus, items must be collected by a warehouse operator (picker).
Several order picking strategies have been proposed in the litera-
ture. For instance, single-order picking, batching and sort-after-
pick, single-order picking with zoning, or batching with zoning,
among others. In particular, we focus on situations where several
orders are put together into batches, satisfying a fixed capacity
constraint. Then, each batch is assigned to a picker, who retrieves
all the items included in those orders grouped into the corre-
sponding batch in a single tour. This order-picking strategy is
usually known as order batching.

According to De Koster et al. [5], it is possible to reduce the
travel time up to 35%, simply by properly designing the routes of
the order pickers. Moreover, if the two decisions concerning the
order picking (i.e., batching and routing) are simultaneously con-
sidered, the associated benefits can be substantially increased. This
fact provides the motivation for the study of the optimization
problem known in the literature as the Order Batching Problem
(OBP), where these decisions are combined. It basically consists in
grouping a set of orders into batches (with a capacity limit) and
then, for each batch, defining the route to collect the corre-
sponding orders. Therefore, the objective function looks for the
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configuration of batches that minimizes the time needed to collect
all of them. The OBP has been proved to be NP�hard for general
instances [10]. Nonetheless, it is solvable in polynomial time if
each batch does not contain more than two orders [10]. Unfortu-
nately, real warehouse instances do not usually fall into this
category. Consequently, it has been heuristically approached in the
last years [1,28].

The First-Come First-Served (FCFS) strategy might be the first
heuristic approach implemented in warehouses to assign orders to
batches. In particular, orders are sorted according to their arrival
time to the warehouse. Following this sorting, they are added to
the first batch while its capacity limit is not exceeded. The order
that overtakes the capacity of the first batch is then assigned to the
second one, which means that the first batch is ready to be col-
lected. This logic is maintained until all orders are assigned to a
batch. This strategy has been widely used due to its simplicity. In
De Koster et al. [4] it is possible to find a survey of those methods
where the authors proposed a classification. Among others, they
highlighted “seed methods” [14,24,31] and “saving methods” [37].
We refer the reader to De Koster et al. [4] for a detailed
description.

The first metaheuristic algorithm applied to the problem was
described in Hsu et al. [25]. The authors proposed a Genetic
Algorithm in order to deal with the Order Batching Problem for
different batch structures and warehouse layouts.

Later, Albareda-Sambola et al. [1] proposed an algorithm based
on the Variable Neighborhood Search methodology. Specifically,
they proposed several neighborhoods in a Variable Neighborhood
Descent (VND) scheme. In order to provide an initial solution to
their method, they constructed a naïve solution where each order
was assigned to a different batch and then the number of batches
was reduced by joining batches. Once the batches were con-
formed, they applied VND, using three well-known routing stra-
tegies (S-Shape [16], Largest Gap [4], and Combined [35]) to
evaluate the solution.

Henn et al. [22] proposed an Iterated Local Search and a Rank-
Based Ant System algorithms to tackle the Order Batching Pro-
blem. Next, Henn and Wäscher [21] improved previous results by
introducing two additional algorithms. The first one was a classical
Tabu Search and the second one, an Attribute-Based Hill Climber.
These authors also considered the Largest Gap and S-Shape rout-
ing methods to evaluate the solutions produced by their
algorithms.

As far as we know, the most recent approach to tackle the
problem was carried out by Öncan [30], where the author pro-
posed an Iterated Local Search algorithmwith a Tabu Thresholding
method as the local search procedure. The initial solution for the
algorithm was constructed with the savings algorithm by De
Koster et al. [4]. The author considered S-Shape [16], Return [19],
and Midpoint [19] routing strategies. He also proposed several
Mixed Integer Linear Programming formulations for the OBP with
these three routing strategies.

As it was aforementioned, the OBP is usually divided into two
main subproblems: (i) batching and (ii) routing. In this paper we
propose several strategies based on Variable Neighborhood Search
(VNS) methodology to tackle the batching and, additionally, a new
algorithm to tackle the routing. In Section 2 we visit the problem
description in detail. In Section 3 we describe our procedure based
on a Multi-Start VNS, whose main search strategies are a rando-
mized procedure oriented to construct high quality but diverse
solutions (Section 3.1), a Basic VNS to configure the corresponding
batches (Section 3.2), and a post-optimization strategy based on a
General VNS whose objective is to reduce the number of batches
(Section 3.3). The routing strategy is described in Section 4. Finally,
we experimentally compare our proposal with the current state of

the art in Section 5 and present the most relevant findings in
Section 6.

2. Problem description

The layout design of the warehouse is a key component of
further optimization tasks and it has a significant influence on
order-picking and traveling distances in the warehouse [18].
According to De Koster et al. [6] and Heragu [23], the design of the
layout of a warehouse depends on several factors, such as length,
width, and number of picking aisles; number of cross aisles and its
shape; number of racks; and the position of the input and output
gates in the warehouse. This paper is concerned with warehouse
management at an operational level. Thus, decisions regarding the
layout of the warehouse and the location of the different items are
considered fixed throughout the process. We then focus on a
typical warehouse layout with rectangular shape and two crossing
aisles, which is suitable for pallet manipulation. In general, this
problem can be parameterized in terms of the number of parallel
aisles, picking positions, levels of each picking position, and batch
capacity.

In Fig. 1 we show an example of this kind of warehouse layout,
with rectangular shape and two main cross (horizontal) aisles, one
at the front and another at the back of the warehouse. In this
example the main parameters are set to 5 parallel (vertical) aisles
with equal length and 9 picking positions per aisle at each side. For
the sake of simplicity we consider that each picking position has
only one level. In this figure it is also depicted a depot (located in
the front aisle), which represents the input–output gate.

In this paper we focus on the order batching strategy where the
main objective consists in minimizing the time needed to collect
all the orders. This problem is traditionally divided into two dif-
ferent sub-problems: on one hand, grouping the orders into fea-
sible batches (i.e., the sum of the weight of the items cannot
exceed a capacity limit) and, on the other hand, finding the itin-
erary that a picker must follow to collect the items.

From a theoretical point of view, the OBP can be formulated as
follows [10]. Let O¼ f1;2;…;ng be the set of customer orders, C the
maximum allowed capacity for each batch, and cj the capacity
(weight, size, etc.) associated to order jAO. Let aij be a binary
variable that takes on the value 1 if order j is included in batch i;
otherwise this variable is set to 0. We denote with B as the set of
all feasible batches, i.e., those where the capacity constraint is not

Fig. 1. Warehouse layout with rectangular shape and parallel aisles.
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violated. In mathematical terms:X
jAO

cj � aijrC 8 iAB

Let di be the length of the picking route, which strongly
depends on the routing strategy used in the resolution of the
problem (see Section 4). If we define a binary decision variable xi
(with iAB), that establishes whether batch i is selected (xi¼1) or
not (xi¼0), then the OBP problem can be formulated as follows:

min
X
iAB

di � xi

subject toX
iAB

aij � xi ¼ 1 8 jAO

xiAf0;1g 8 iAB

where the constraints ensure that a set of batches is selected in a
way that each order is included in exactly one of the chosen bat-
ches. It is worth mentioning that the number of feasible batches
(i.e., the amount of binary variables) grows exponentially with the
number of orders.

In Fig. 2 we show an example of a set of 4 orders,1

fO1;O2;O3;O4g, received in a warehouse of vegetables, where each
order contains, respectively, 3 items (apples, cherries, and carrots),
2 items (bananas and garlics), 3 items (corns, grapes, and water-
melons), and 4 items (pears, oranges, tomatoes, and strawberries).
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all the items have the
same weight and it is equal to 1 (i.e., the weight of each order is
equal to the number of items in it). Without loss of generality, we
indicate the weight of an order with the cardinality set notation.
For instance jO1 j ¼ 3, jO2 j ¼ 2, jO3 j ¼ 3, and jO4 j ¼ 4 in the
example depicted in Fig. 2.

Let us also consider that all batches have the same maximum
capacity C which is equal to 6. Each picker then can collect on a
single trip any number of orders (grouped on a single batch)
whose summed weight is lower than or equal to 6. In Fig. 3a we
present a possible configuration of batches. Specifically, the solu-
tion consists of 3 batches2 with B1 ¼ fO1;O2g, B2 ¼ fO3g and
B3 ¼ fO4g. Although this configuration is feasible (i.e., the summed
weight of each batch is lower than 6), the batches have some space
wasted. The free space of a batch Bi is denoted as Bi . Specifically, B1
has assigned orders whose summed weight is 5, leaving some free
space (B1 ¼ 1 unit). However, that free space cannot be occupied
by another order since it would exceed the maximum capacity
allowed. A similar situation occurs in the case of batches B2 and B3.
In Fig. 3b we show a possible itinerary followed by the picker and

composed by 3 closed routes. Each route starts from the depot,
collects a set of items (from the orders packed in a single batch),
and returns to the depot. For example, the route represented by the
continuous line drives the picker to collect items belonging to orders
O1 and O2 exclusively (batch B1). Notice that the problem constraints
forbid to collect an item of an order in a different batch (O3 or O4) but
does not specify a sequence to collect the items of O1 and O2.

We assume that each picking position has a length/width equal to
1. Then, the picker traverses 9 units of length when he/she goes from
the front to the back aisle. Similarly, going from one parallel aisle to
the next one has an associated distance of 2 units of length. There-
fore, ignoring the separation between shelves, the length of the route
followed by the picker to collect B1 (continuous line) is 46 units.
Similarly, the length of the routes depicted to collect B2 (dotted line)
and B3 (dashed line) are 32 and 38 units respectively. Thus, the
objective function value associated to this solution is 116 units.

In Fig. 4a we depict a different batch configuration over the
orders presented in Fig. 2. In this case, there are only two batches
(fB0

1;B
0
2g) where B0

1 ¼ fO2;O4g and B0
2 ¼ fO1;O3g. This configuration is

also feasible since the maximum capacity is not exceeded. In Fig. 4b
we show two possible routes to collect the items within the two
batches. In this case, the length of this two routes is 52 (continuous
line) and 42 (dotted line) units, respectively. Therefore the value of
the objective function for this solution is 94. Considering that we
are facing with a minimization optimization problem, the solution
presented in Fig. 4 is better than the one presented in Fig. 3.

3. Two-stage Variable Neighborhood Search

Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) [29] is a metaheuristic
which exploits the idea of neighborhood change in a systematic
way, both descending to a local optimum or escaping from the
basin of that local optimum. Unlike many other metaheuristics, the
basic schemes of VNS and its extensions are simple and require
few and, sometimes, no parameters. The fact of providing high
quality solutions in simpler ways than other methods makes the
methodology able to lead towards a more efficient and sophisti-
cated new implementations.

In recent years, a large variety of VNS strategies have been
proposed. We would like to highlight: Variable Neighborhood
Descent (VND) explores the neighborhood in a deterministic way
by using several local search procedures (in this case there is not
shaking procedure); Reduced VNS (RVNS) explores solutions at
random in each neighborhood by perturbing the solutions with
the shaking procedure (in this case there is no local search pro-
cedure); Basic VNS (BVNS) combines deterministic and random
exploration of the neighborhoods (by considering both, shaking
and local search procedures). Other examples of more complex
variants are Skewed VNS (SVNS), General VNS (GVNS), Variable
Neighborhood Decomposition Search (VNSD), and Reactive VNS.
Recently, the methodology has been extended to tackle

O

Apples

Cherries

Carrots

O

Bananas

Garlics

O

Corns

Grapes

Watermelon

O

Pears

Oranges

Tomatoes

Strawberries

Weight = 3 Weight = 2 Weight = 3 Weight = 4

1 2 3 4

Fig. 2. Example of a set of orders.

1 We denote an order with Oj instead of j to clarify the meaning of the corre-
sponding variable.

2 We denote a batch with Bi instead of i to clarify the meaning of the corre-
sponding variable.
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applications that require modern approaches, such as multi-
objective optimization problems [9], parallel implementations
[8], or change of the problem formulation [32]. See Hansen et al.
[20] for a recent thorough review. We refer the reader to the
previous recent and successful applications of different variants of
VNS to hard optimization problems.

As it is well documented in the literature, a multi-start strategy
can overcome situations where the problem presents a solution
space with a steep landscape [27] since, in each iteration, the algo-
rithm starts the search from a different but high-quality solution.

Algorithm 1. MS-VNS(cons, iters, kmax, α).

1: Sbest’∅
2: for iAf1…consg do
3: S’InitSolutionðαÞ
4: S0’BVNSðS; kmax; itersÞ
5: S″’GVNSðS0Þ
6: if f ðS″Þo f ðSbestÞ then
7: Sbest’S″

8: end if
9: end for
10: return Sbest

In Algorithm 1 we show the pseudo-code of the proposed Multi-
Start VNS (MS-VNS) for the Order Batching Problem. Each iteration
starts by generating a different initial solution S (step 3) with the
method described in Section 3.1. Then, that solution is improved
with a Basic VNS (step 4) described in Section 3.2. Next, a post-
optimization strategy based on General VNS is applied to this
solution to improve it (step 5). The MS-VNS method tests whether
the incumbent solution improves upon the current best solution
(step 6) or not. After performing the established number of
iterations, this method returns the best found solution (step 10).

3.1. Initial solutions

The procedure to construct high-quality but diverse initial
solutions starts by considering a naïve solution, where each order
is placed in a different batch. Then, this solution is improved with
a local search procedure. Obviously, if we improve this naïve
solution with a deterministic local search, based on either the first
or the best improvement strategy, we will always obtain the same
local optimum. In order to produce different solutions, we improve
the naïve solution by considering an Elite Candidate List (ECL)

Fig. 3. Example of a set of batches from the orders in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Another different example of a set of batches from the orders in Fig. 2.
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within the local search method. This strategy was originally
introduced in the context of Tabu Search [15]. It first builds a
Master List (ML) by examining all feasible moves that improve the
current solution (i.e., removing an order from its current batch and
including it in a different one with enough free space). Then, the
ECL is constructed by the solutions obtained with those moves in
ML that improve a given value of threshold th. The original pro-
posal of Glover and Laguna [15] performed the best available move
in the ECL (even deteriorating the quality of the current solution).
In our design, the quality of the solution is improved by randomly
selecting an improving move whose associated value ranges from
th to the best one.

Let S be a solution to the OBP whose objective function value is
denoted by f(S) (computed as the sum of routes needed to collect
all the orders). ML contains all the feasible solutions S0 obtained by
applying an improving move (considering only those insert moves
defined in Section 3.2) to S whose objective function value, f ðS0Þ, is
better than f(S).

The ECL is then constructed as a subset of the best solutions in
ML. More formally:

ECL¼ fSAML : f ðSÞothg
where th is the threshold parameter computed as:

th¼ Iminþα � ðImax� IminÞ
and Imax and Imin are the values of the objective function associated
to the improving moves that produces the maximum and mini-
mum decrement in the objective function, respectively. The
parameter αA ½0;1� controls the size of the ECL. In other words, if
α¼0 then ECL only contains the best solution. On the other hand,
if α¼1, ECL¼ML.

In Algorithm 2 we show the pseudo-code of this procedure. The
initial naïve solution, where each order is placed in a different
batch, is constructed in Step 1. Then, in Step 3, we construct the
Master List (ML) with those moves which produce better feasible
solutions (notice that a move is considered feasible when it drives
to a new solution where the capacity constraint is not violated).
Steps 4, 5, and 6 compute the values Imax, Imin, and th, respectively.
Elite Candidate List (ECL) is built by selecting a subset of the best
elements in ML (step 7). A solution is randomly selected from the
ECL (step 8). This method performs iterations until no further
improvements are available.

Algorithm 2. InitSolution(α).

1: S’NaiveSolutionðÞ
2: while ThereAreImprovingMoves(S) do
3: ML’ConstructMasterListðSÞ
4: Imax’maxSAMLf ðSÞ
5: Imin’minSAMLf ðSÞ
6: th¼ Iminþα � ðImax� IminÞ
7: ECL’ConstructEliteCandidateListðML; thÞ
8: S’GetAtRandomðECLÞ
9: end while
10: return S

3.2. Basic Variable Neighborhood Search for batching configuration

In this paper we propose the use of the Basic VNS (BVNS)
schema as the batching strategy. The pseudo-code of this algo-
rithm is depicted in Algorithm 3. It receives a solution, S, the lar-
gest neighborhood to be visited, kmax, and the maximum allowed
time, tmax, as input parameters. In our case, we redefine tmax as the
maximum number of iterations. BVNS perturbs the incumbent
solution with the shake method to generate a new solution in the
current neighborhood (step 4). Then, the solution is improved

with a local search method (step 5). Finally, if there has been an
improvement, the incumbent solution is updated and the search
restarts from the first neighborhood. Otherwise, it continues with
the next one (this fact is determined in NeighborhoodChange pro-
cedure in step 6). The method ends when the maximum allowed
time is reached. Then, it returns the best solution found during the
search process.

Algorithm 3. BVNS (S, kmax, tmax).

1: repeat
2: k’1
3: while krkmax do
4: S0’ShakeðS; kÞ
5: S″’ImproveðS0Þ
6: NeighborhoodChangeðS; S″; kÞ
7: end while
8: t’CPUTimeðÞ
9: until t4tmax

10: return S

The general schema presented in Algorithm 3 is then custo-
mized for the OBP. Specifically, given a solution composed by q
batches (i.e., S¼ fB1;B2;…;Bqg), the insert move, denoted by
InsertðOi;Bj;BkÞ, produces a new solution S0 where the order Oi is
removed from its current batch (Bj) and included in Bk. As it was
previously mentioned only feasible moves are considered. Then, Oi

is admitted in Bk if and only if Bk has enough free space (i.e.,
jOi jrBk ). The set of solutions reachable from S by applying an
insert move is then denoted by NI(S).

We introduce an additional move, denoted by SwapðOi;

Bj;Ol;BkÞ, that produces a new solution S0 where the order Oi is
removed from its current bath (Bj) and included in Bk. Simulta-
neously, the order Ol is removed from its current batch (Bk) and
included in Bj. Again, only feasible moves are considered. Then, an
order Oi is admitted in a batch Bk (respectively, Ol in Bj) if and only
if each batch has enough free space (i.e., jOi jrBk þjOl j and
jOl jrBj þjOi j ). The set of solutions reachable from S by applying
a swap move is then denote by NS(S).

The shake procedure (step 4 of Algorithm 3) makes a random
perturbation to the solution within the k-th neighborhood. This
perturbation consists of a combination of k moves selected at
random among the feasible moves that can be performed in the
neighborhood. In this case, we consider a combined neighborhood
defined by insert and swap moves. The shake procedure is an
efficient strategy to get out from a basin of attraction. Given a
solution S and the k-th neighborhood Nk(S), it usually generates, at
random, a solution S0ANkðSÞ. In the OBP, we define Nk(S) as the set
of solutions that can be reached by applying k consecutive times
either swap or insert moves. In order to favor the diversification of
the search process, the corresponding move is chosen at random.
Notice that our method only considers feasible moves, discarding
those random selections that drive to an unfeasible solution.

The Improve method explores a neighborhood in search for
either the first or the best improving move. At the end of the
process it is guaranteed that the best solution found is a local
optimum with respect to the considered neighborhood. In this
paper, we propose a local search strategy based on a nested
exploration of NI(S) and NS(S). Therefore, in each iteration of the
local search the best possible move is performed in the composed
neighborhood (i.e., selecting either the best insert or swap avail-
able move). It performs iterations until no further improvement
is found in the composed neighborhood, returning the best solu-
tion found, which is a local optimum with respect to both
neighborhoods.
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3.3. Post-optimization strategy based on an alternative objective
function

As it is well documented in the related bibliography, there is a
strong correlation between the number of formed batches and the
total travel time [4]. We have experimentally observed that, in
general, the smaller the number of batches, the shorter the time
needed to collect them. Then, once the method gets stuck in a local
optimum, we can determine whether the number of batches can
be reduced or not. Given a solution to the OBP with q batches (i.e.,
S¼ fB1;B2;…;Bqg), the total wasted space, W, is computed as:

W ¼
Xq
i ¼ 1

Bi

If WoC (being C the maximum capacity of a batch), it is not
possible to reduce the number of batches since there is no enough
free space to redistribute the orders in such a way that a batch gets
empty. Otherwise, there is an opportunity to reduce the number of
batches. In fact, this reduction can be estimated as:

λ¼ W
C

� �

being λ the number of batches that can be eventually reduced.
Therefore, if λ¼0, no further reduction in the number of batches is
possible.

The local optimum returned by the method proposed in Section
3.2 might have batches with enough wasted space to eliminate, at
least, one of them. With the aim of performing a reduction in the
number of batches, we propose the use of an alternative for-
mulation to escape from basins of attraction. As it is documented
in Pardo et al. [32], the use of alternative formulations (i.e., by
using different objective functions) within a VNS schema might be
helpful when the search process gets stuck. In particular, this
alternative objective function is the number of full batches (i.e.,
batches without wasted space). Therefore, those moves able to
increase the number of full batches are considered as improving
moves, even if the original objective function is deteriorated.

The reduction of the number of batches has some similarities
with the well-known bin packing problem [12]. This NP�hard
problem [11] can be efficiently solved by using advanced meta-
heuristics [2]. However, both problems are not completely
equivalent since, in the OBP context, we look for eliminating only
the batch with the lowest number of orders by redistributing them
among the other batches and maintaining, as much as possible,
the orders already included in the other batches. On the contrary,
the bin packing problem adapted to the context of OBP would
maximize the number of full batches, ignoring the orders that each
batch had. In addition, this is an experimental fact not a theoretical
one. Indeed, we have observed that in some instances of the OBP it
is better to have a larger number of batches (with a smaller per-
centage of occupation), than a smaller number of full batches [4].
Therefore, we propose a problem-specific procedure to minimize
the alternative objective function instead of using previous
methods for the bin packing problem.

We maximize the alternative objective function with a General
Variable Neighborhood Search (GVNS). The pseudo-code of this
procedure is equal to the BVNS presented in Algorithm 3 but
changing the local search with a VND.

We have experimentally observed that it is difficult to navigate
through the search space of the OBP by only performing smooth
moves. Therefore, in some situations, insert and swap moves
together with perturbations are unlikely able to escape from a
depth basin of attraction. We propose two additional moves,
denominated Swap2 and Swap3, to perform more aggressive
changes in the current solution. In order to reduce the size of the

search space, we only focus on the batch with the largest wasted
space, B⋆. The four moves are intended to redistribute the orders
in B⋆ among the rest of the batches in such a way that we increase
the number of full batches.

The first neighborhood, N1ðSÞ, is based on feasible insert moves
that try to reduce the number of orders in B⋆ by eliminating the
wasted space of a different batch. More precisely, this neighbor-
hood contains solutions generated by removing one order OiAB⋆

and inserting it in a batch Bk such that the size of Oi is equal to Bk .
In mathematical terms:

N1ðSÞ ¼ fS0’InsertðOi;Bj;BkÞ : jOi j ¼ Bk g
The second neighborhood, N2ðSÞ, is based on feasible swap

moves that eliminate the wasted space of a batch. In particular,
swapping OiABj with OlABk is defined as:

N2ðSÞ ¼ fS0’SwapðOi;Bj;Ol;BkÞ : jOi j ¼ Bk þjOl j g
The third neighborhood is based on a more complex move,

denoted as Swap2, that considers two orders fOi;Oi0 gAB⋆ and
swaps them with a different one OlABk. This move is only per-
formed if Oi and Oi0 completely cover the wasted space of Bk (i.e.,
Bk ) when removing Ol. Notice that the previous fact guarantees
that there is enough space in B⋆ to allocate Ol. The neighborhood
N3ðSÞ is then defined as:

N3ðSÞ ¼ fS0’Swap2ðOi;Oi0 ;Bj;Ol;BkÞ : jOi j þ jOi0 j ¼ Bk þjOl j g
The fourth neighborhood, N4ðSÞ, is based on a move denomi-

nated Swap3. Specifically, given the orders OiAB⋆;OmABn, and
OlABk, this move removes Oi and Om from their corresponding
batches, inserting them in Bk. Simultaneously, the order OlABk is
moved to B⋆. The neighborhood N4ðSÞ is defined as:

N4ðSÞ ¼ fS0 ¼ Swap3ðOi;B
⋆;Om;Bn;Ol;BkÞ :

jOi j þ jOm j ¼ Bk þjOl j4 jOl joB⋆ þjOi j g

These neighborhoods are explored with a Variable Neighbor-
hood Descent procedure. As it is customary, neighborhoods are
explored from the smallest and fastest to evaluate (N1) to the
largest (N4). Specifically, VND starts by obtaining a local optimum
with respect to the first neighborhood. Then, instead of aban-
doning the search (as a local search procedure), it resorts to the
following neighborhood searching for an improvement. If so, the
search starts again by considering N1. Otherwise, the VND explores
the next neighborhood. The method ends when it does not find an
improving solution in N4, returning the best solution found.

Once we obtain a local optimum with respect to the alternative
objective function, the aforementioned GVNS perturbs the corre-
sponding local optimum with a shake procedure. We propose a
more elaborated shake procedure where, instead of augmenting
the size of the perturbation with the same move operator, we use
different move operators. In particular, kmax is equal to 4, and the
sequence of feasible perturbations is: Insert (k¼1), Swap (k¼2),
Swap2 (k¼3), and Swap3 (k¼4). The neighborhood change
operator changes from k to kþ1 if and only if there are no feasible
moves in k. Once a perturbation is actually performed, k is set to
1 to test whether there are new available feasible moves in k¼1.
The GVNS method ends when it overtakes the maximum allowed
time or, alternately, when there are no feasible moves for the
secondary objective function.

4. Routing algorithm for the Order Batching Problem

As it was aforementioned, finding a solution to the Order
Batching Problem implies to solve two different sub-problems: a
batching problem, which consists of grouping the orders into
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batches; and a routing problem, which determines the route fol-
lowed by the picker to collect the items (belonging to one or more
orders and packed in a single batch). Therefore, the routing actu-
ally determines the value (quality) of a solution.

The routing problem in warehouses with parallel aisles has
been intensively studied in the last years. In fact, Ratliff and
Rosenthal [34] proposed an optimal procedure based on dynamic
programming for rectangular warehouses without intermediate
cross aisles. This algorithm requires a linear number of computa-
tions with respect to the number of parallel aisles. This procedure
can also be used in more complex warehouses (with intermediate
cross aisles) but its efficiency decreases. Unfortunately, this algo-
rithm is barely used in practice since the proposed itineraries
could imply illogical routes for human pickers, as stated in Peter-
sen [33] and Hall [19]. In other words, these routes might be hard
to follow for human pickers, since they could imply to move for-
ward and backward in the same crossing aisle.

Heuristic routing procedures are usually preferred in real
situations since the identification of non-confusing routes for
(human) pickers is even more important than either, the optim-
ality of the corresponding routes or the efficiency of the algorithm
[33]. See Hall [19], Petersen [33] and Roodbergen and Petersen
[36] for a thorough review. Perhaps, the three most used routing
strategies in the related literature are S-Shape [16], Largest Gap
[4], and Combined strategies [35].

The S-Shape or Traversal strategy (Fig. 5a) leads to a route in
which the visited aisles (i.e., those that contain at least an item
that must be picked) are totally traversed. The remaining aisles are
skipped. Thus, aisles are visited in the shape of an S. In this route,
the picker starts from the depot and then enters to the left-most
(or, alternatively, the right-most) aisle containing items (which-
ever is the closest). The picker then enters an aisle from one end
and leaves the aisle from the other end. Notice that if the items are
located in an odd number of aisles, the last one is only traversed
from the front cross aisle to the farthest item. Once the picker
collects the last item, he/she returns to the depot.

In the Largest Gap strategy (Fig. 5b) the picker enters and exits
to each visited aisle from the same end with the exception of the
first and last aisle, which are completely traversed from front to
back and back to front, respectively. As in the previous strategy,
aisles that do not contain items to retrieve are skipped. This
strategy is based on the “gap concept”, which is defined in this
context as: the distance between any two adjacent pick locations
with items that must be retrieved; the distance between the first
pick location and the front aisle; or the distance between the last
pick location and the back aisle. Therefore, the Largest Gap is the
maximum of these gaps and represents the portion of the aisle
that the picker does not traverse. If the Largest Gap is between two
adjacent pick locations, the picker performs a return route from

both ends of the aisle. Otherwise, a return route from either the
front or back aisles is used.

The third routing method is usually denominated as Combined
strategy [35], which can be considered as a combination of S-
Shape and Largest Gap methods. The original heuristic creates
order picking routes that visit every aisle that contains items
exactly once. The aisles are visited sequentially from left to right
and then the picker returns to the depot. It performs a small
dynamic programming algorithm, consisting of choosing the best
option between fully traversing the aisle (S-Shape) or enter and
exit from the same side (Largest Gap).

We propose an alternative routing algorithm based on the
Combined strategy. In particular, this new procedure starts by
considering the solution found by the Largest Gap method. In
Fig. 6 we show an example of this initial solution.

The procedure then determines whether it is convenient to
traverse an isolated aisle with the Largest Gap or the S-Shape
strategy. Considering again the example depicted in Fig. 6, we show
in Fig. 7 the distances that the picker would cover if the aisles were
traversed with either strategy. Since the warehouse layout is rec-
tangular, traversing an aisle with the S-Shape strategy has always
the same associated traveling distance and it is equal to 15. On the
other hand, the length of the route when traversing the aisle with
the Largest Gap strongly depends on the item distribution. For
example, it is better to traverse the second aisle (a2) with the Largest
Gap strategy (14 vs. 15), while the third aisle (a3) is better to be
traversed with the S-Shape strategy (18 vs. 15). In general, our
routing procedure labels as LG all those aisles better to be traversed
with the Largest Gap strategy (i.e., a2, a4, a7, and a10). The remaining
aisles are labeled as SS (i.e., a3, a5, a6, a8, and a9). Notice that the first
and last aisles are mandatory labeled as SS (a1 and a11).

In a first simple approach, the routing algorithm should route
again the aisles labeled as SS to be traversed by the S-Shape
strategy. However, this option is not always available since it could
produce even infeasible solutions. For example, the aisle a3
depicted in Fig. 6 is recommended to be traversed with the S-
Shape strategy (see Fig. 7). Although this would be the ideal
situation, this change is not possible since the next aisle (a4)
requires to collect items starting from the back aisle, but the picker
would be located at the front aisle. Thus, it is not possible to collect
the items of aisle a3 with the S-Shape strategy.

In general, the aisles that might produce this problem are those
that require to collect items starting from the back aisle (aisles
a2; a4, and a7 in Fig. 6). We denote them as “critical aisles”. Then, if
a solution has not “critical aisles”, there would be no problem in
routing again SS aisles with the S-Shape strategy. Additionally, if
there are an even number of aisles labeled as SS between any two
pairs of “critical aisles”, the SS aisles can also be routed again with
the S-Shape strategy without generating any infeasible solution.

Fig. 5. S-Shape (a) and Largest Gap (b) routing strategies.
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The logic behind this strategy resides on the fact that traversing an
even number of aisles with the S-Shape method does not change
the crossing aisle (front or back) in which the picker is located. For
example, In Fig. 8a we show an example with two critical aisles (a4
and a7 in Fig. 6), where there are 2 aisles labeled as SS (a5 and a6).
In Fig. 8b we show how aisles a5 and a6 can be routed again with
the S-Shape strategy without generating an infeasible solution.

On the other hand, if the number of SS aisles between two
“critical aisles” is odd, it is not possible to route them again with
the S-Shape strategy (the picker would be located in the opposite
crossing aisle). In this situation, the routing method decides
whether it is better to relabel an aisle from LG to SS or, alter-
natively, to relabel an aisle from SS to LG (in order to obtain an
even number of SS aisles between two critical aisles). We evaluate
both alternatives and select the one that minimizes the total travel
time. For example, the solution shown in Fig. 6 has 1 SS aisle
between a2 and a4. Therefore, it is not possible to route them again
directly. In Fig. 9a we show the corresponding solution when a LG
aisle is transformed into SS and in Fig. 9b we depict the solution
when an SS aisle is transformed into LG. Considering only the
involved aisles (a2, a3, and a4), the partial solution depicted in
Fig. 9a is better since the route has a length of 40 while the route
depicted in Fig. 9b has a length of 42, not taking into account the
time needed to go from an aisle to the next.

For the sake of completeness, we depict in Fig. 10 the final
routing obtained with our proposed method. The total length of
this route is 146, which compares favorably with the distance
obtained by classical methods. Specifically, S-Shape, Largest Gap,
and classical Combined strategies obtain, respectively, 165, 158,
and 160 (these values are obtained not taking into account the
time needed to go from an aisle to the next).

5. Experimental results

In this section we present the experiments performed to
empirically study the influence of the proposed strategies and
then to compare our best variant with the best algorithms

identified in the state of the art (Albareda-Sambola et al. [1], Henn
and Wäscher [21], and Öncan [30]). We have implemented our
algorithms in Java 6 and they were run on an Intel QuadCore with
2.5 GHz and 6 GB of RAM with Xubuntu 14.04 64 bit OS.

We describe in this section the instances we used for the
experiments (Section 5.1); our preliminary experiments to con-
figure our algorithm and to illustrate the performance of the
proposed strategies (Section 5.2); and the final experiments to
compare the best methods in the state of the art with our best
proposal (Section 5.3).

5.1. Description of the instances

We have considered two sets of instances previously used in
this optimization problem. All of them are available at the website
http://www.optsicom.es/obp/. We have divided the description of
each set of instances in three different parts: warehouse layout,
item distribution, and customer orders.

Set HW [21]. This set contains 2560 instances whose main
features are:

� Warehouse layout: It consists of 900 storage locations, where
each one stores a different article (item). The warehouse has 10
aisles with 90 storage locations each (45 on either side of each
aisle). The length of each storage location is set to 1 length unit
(LU). When the picker leaves an aisle, it is assumed that he/she
moves 1 LU (from either the first or the last storage location to
the cross aisle). Finally, the picker spends 5 LUs to move from
the current aisle to the next one. The depot is located 1.5 LUs
away from the first storage location in the leftmost aisle.

� Item distribution: There are two different scenarios: (1) ABC
distribution and (2) random distribution. In the first one, items
can be grouped into three classes. The first one contains very
demanding items (Class A), where 10% of the articles represent
52% of the demand. The second class contains items with
medium demand (Class B), where another 30% of the articles
accounts for 36% of the demand. Finally, Class C contains items
with low demand and represents the final 60% of the articles
that represents 12% of the demand. Articles of Class A are stored
in the first aisle, articles of Class B in the second, third and
fourth aisles, and articles of Class C in the remaining 6 aisles.
Notice that items are randomly located within a demand class.
In the second scenario, items are randomly distributed among
the storage locations.

Fig. 7. Distances of traversing an aisle with Largest Gap or S-Shape strategies.

Fig. 6. First step in the proposed routing algorithm.
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� Customer orders: This set of instances considers 4 different sizes of
orders (n¼ f40;60;80;100g), where the number of items per
order is uniformly distributed in f5;6;…;25g. The capacity of the
picking device C (defined as the maximum number of items which
can be assigned to a batch) has been fixed to 30, 45, 60 and 75.

Set AAMD [1]. This set contains 2400 instances whose main
features are:

� Warehouse layout: It considers four different warehouses: W1,
W2, W3, and W4. The first one has 4 parallel aisles with 60
storage locations (30 per side) and a total aisle length of 50 m.
The distance between two consecutive aisles is 4.3 m and the
picker speed is set to 0.6 m/s. W2 contains 10 aisles (20 storage
locations on each side) with a length of 10 m. The separation
between aisles is 2.4 m and the picker speed is also 0.6 m/s. The
third warehouse has 25 aisles (25 storage locations per side) of

length 50 m. The distance between two consecutive aisles is
5 m, and the picker speed 2 m/s. Finally, W4 has 12 aisles (16
storage locations per side) of 80 m length. The distance between
two consecutive aisles is 15 m and the picker speed is 1 m/s.

� Item distribution: This set of instances also considers an ABC
distribution and a random distribution. In this case, Class A
contains 20% of the articles representing 80% of the demand.
Class B) contains 20% of the articles representing 10% of
the demand. Finally, Class C contains the remaining 60% of
the articles that represents 10% of the demand. Items belonging
to each class are assigned to aisles according to this perce-
ntages. The random distribution is equivalent to the
aforementioned one.

� Customer orders: The order size for W1, W2, W3, and W4 is
respectively Uð1;7Þ, Uð2;10Þ, Uð5;25Þ, and Uð1;36Þ, where U
indicates a uniform distribution. The weight of each item is set
to 1 for W1, W2, and W3. In the fourth warehouse, W4, the

Fig. 9. Odd number of SS aisles between two critical aisles.

Fig. 8. Even number of SS aisles between two critical aisles. (a) Initial routing. (b) Final routing.
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weight is randomly generated according to a uniform distribu-
tion Uð1;3Þ. Finally, the capacity of the picking device C is set to
12, 24, 150, and 80 for each warehouse, respectively.

The number of instances of each set is really huge (totalizing
4960 instances). We have empirically tested that there are no
significant differences between using the whole dataset or a
representative subset. In particular, the set HW contains 64 groups
of 40 similar instances. Similarly, the set AAMD has 80 groups of
30 similar instances. Therefore, we propose to use only one
instance per group to ease future comparisons, reducing the ori-
ginal dataset from 4960 to 144.

We have divided our experimentation into two different parts:
preliminary experimentation and final experimentation. The pre-
liminary experiments were performed to show the merit of the
proposed search strategies. We consider a representative subset of
10% of the whole set of instances, with different properties.

5.2. Preliminary experimentation

In the first preliminary experiment we test the influence of the
size of the Elite Candidate List, ECL (see Section 3.1), by consider-
ing three different values of α. In particular, given the set of all
available improving moves, ML, the size of the ECL is determined
as jECLj ¼ α � jMLj þ1 with α¼ f0:01;0:05;0:10g. We increase the
size of the ECL in one unit to guarantee the local optimality of the
improved solution (i.e., if the ML contains, at least, one improving
move, it is always applied independently of the value of α). We
additionally test how the number of restarts affects in the quality
of the obtained solution and the computing time by considering
three different values (cons¼ f1;50;100g). We report in Table 1, for
each pair of values, the average percentage deviation, Dev. (%),
computed for each instance and each variant, as the difference
between the value obtained with the corresponding variant and
the best solution found in this experiment, divided by the best
solution found in this experiment. We also report the computing
time in seconds, CPUt (s).

Given a number of constructions, α does not substantially
affects the performance of the method since small values of α
implies to perform a move close to the best improving one and
large values of α represents moves close to the first improving one.
Therefore, we experimentally test that it is not possible to estab-
lish the superiority of one strategy over the other. On the other
hand, when we increase the number of restarts, the quality is also
improved. However, α¼0.01 drives to a marginal improvement.

This fact can be partially explained by the fact that this value of α
does not allow the method to generate different solutions. In
particular, if the number of improving moves is less than 100, the
ECL contains only 1 available move. Considering that the execution
times with different values of α and the same number of con-
structions are very similar, we then select α¼0.05 since it obtains
the best values for more than one restart.

The second preliminary experiment is devoted to test the
influence of the kmax parameter in the performance of the BVNS
described in Section 3.2. In order to adjust this value to each
specific problem, it is set as a percentage of the number of orders
in a particular instance (kmax ¼ f0:50n;0:75n;1:00ng, being n the
number of orders).

It is expected that the larger the value of kmax, the larger the
computing time and, hopefully, the lower the objective function
value. In Table 2 we show the average deviation and the com-
puting time for the three different values of kmax. In the table it is
shown that kmax ¼ 1:00n obtains the best results in terms of quality
but using the highest computing time. On the other hand, kmax ¼
0:50n is the fastest BVNS variant but it produces lower quality
results. Then, we select kmax ¼ 0:75n by the trade off between
quality and computing time.

The next experiment is devoted to evaluate the relevance of the
post-optimization strategy performed by a GVNS procedure (see
Section 3.3). Fig. 11 illustrates the evolution of the original objec-
tive function (sum of the length of the routes) and the alternative
objective function (number of full batches) on a representative
instance. At the beginning of the process, the local optimal solu-
tion (ensured by the BVNS) contains 9 full batches (first iteration)
with a value of the original objective function of 12 300. The GVNS

Fig. 10. Final routing.

Table 1
Results for the constructive phase.

α Cons Dev. (%) CPUt (s)

0.01 1 2.97 0.14
50 1.12 6.40
100 1.02 12.22

0.05 1 3.58 0.16
50 0.69 6.61
100 0.38 12.50

0.10 1 3.78 0.14
50 0.72 5.96
100 0.57 11.82
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procedure then increases the number of full batches (from 9 to 17)
in the following 9 iterations. These moves, in general, considerably
deteriorates the quality of the objective function (from 12 300 to
12 428). In the ninth iteration, the GVNS gets stuck, and shakes the
current solution to escape from a local optimum with respect to
the alternative objective function. After that, the post-optimization
method is able again to produce better outcomes. This process is
repeated until the 22nd iteration, where the original objective
function value is dramatically improved (from 12 714 to 12 167).
This reduction is explained by the fact that a batch is totally
emptied by redistributing its orders among the remaining batches.
At the end of the process, the solution has improved in a 2.83%
(from 12 300 to 11 961) and the number of full batches has been
increased from 9 to 22. Notice that this post-optimization process
cannot be further applied since the solution has 23 batches,
meaning that the GVNS has reached the maximum number of full
batches.

5.3. Final experimentation

In this section, we undertake a comparative analysis among our
MS-VNS procedure and the current best algorithms for the Order
Batching Problem: a Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND), an
Attribute-Based Hill Climbing (ABHC), and an Iterated Local Search
with Tabu Thresholding (ILST), [1,21,30], respectively. We consider
two versions of the Ant-Based Hill Climbing: ABHC with the S-
Shape routing strategy (ABHCþSS) and ABHC with the Largest Gap
routing strategy (ABHCþLG) since there are no significant differ-
ences between them. The source code of VND, ABHCþSS, and
ABHCþLG was kindly provided by the authors. Then, these algo-
rithms have been executed in the same conditions as ours. How-
ever, we could not obtain the source code of ILST (to guarantee the
same hardware conditions). We have re-implemented it but,
unfortunately, our version produces significantly worse solutions
than those published in Öncan [30]. Therefore, we have taken the
results from the original source. For this reason, we first compare
the MS-VNS with the best methods proposed in Albareda-Sambola
et al. [1], Henn and Wäscher [21] (executed in the same computer)
and then with the method presented in Öncan [30].

Table 3 compares the performance of VND, ABHCþSS,
ABHCþLG, and MS-VNS on the whole set of Albareda-Sambola
et al. [1] (with 80 instances). We report on each main row the
average deviation with respect to the best-known solution, Dev.

(%), the number of times that each method matches the best
known solution, #Best, and the computing time in seconds,
CPUt (s). We show these results on each warehouse (W1, W2, W3,
and W4) and a summary on column Total. In this table, we show
that our method systematically produces better outcomes than the
competitors in all warehouses. In particular, the total average
deviation is 0.13% which compares favorably to its competitors
(3.18%, 6.51%, and 8.55%). According to the number of best solu-
tions found, the analysis is similar. Specifically, our method obtains
the best solution in 70 instances (out of 80). The computing time
of ABHCþSS, ABHCþLG, and MS-VNS are similar (about 350 s on
average). However, the VND method is considerably faster than
the others. We have conducted an additional experiment to test
the performance of our method in a short-time horizon. In parti-
cular, we executed MS-VNS for the same time as VND (6 s on
average). Our method outperforms VND on 60 instances (out of
80), improving the average quality in 0.94%.

We applied the non-parametric test of Friedman for multiple
correlated samples to the best solutions obtained by each of the
4 methods. This test computes, for each instance, the rank value of
each method according to solution quality (where rank 1 is
assigned to the best method and rank 4 to the worst one). Then, it
calculates the average rank values of each method across all the
instances solved. If the averages differ greatly, the associated p-
value or significance will be small. The resulting p-value is lower
than 0.001. If we consider a level of significance of 0.05, it clearly
indicates that there are statistically significant differences among
the 4 methods tested. The rank values produced by this test are
1.15 (MS-VNS), 2.68 (VND), 2.94 (ABHCþLG), and 3.24 (ABHCþSS).

In Table 4 we report the results of the same four methods on
the whole set of Henn and Wäscher [21] (with 64 instances). We
show in this table the same statistics. We separate again the
results by warehouse type (ABC1, ABC2, Ran1, and Ran2) and the
summary on column Total. This experiment shows again the
superiority of our method in this benchmark. Specifically, it
achieves the smallest average deviation 0.19% and the largest
number of best solutions found (56 out of 64), which are better
than those obtained by VND (8.48% and 0), ABHþSS (6.26% and 8),
and ABHCþLG (13.23% and 0). As in the previous experiment MS-
VNS, ABHCþSS, and ABHCþLG runs for much more time than
VND. Then, we execute our method the same time than VND (i.e.,
about 0.5 s). In that time our method outperforms the VND in all
instances, improving the quality in 5.8%. Notice that in the same
0.5 s our method is also able to obtain better results than
ABHCþSS (defeating it in 46 instances out of 64).

We confirm the superiority of our method by applying the non-
parametric test of Friedman. The corresponding p-value is lower
than 0.001, indicating that there are statistically significant dif-
ferences among the four methods tested. The associated rank

Table 2
Results for the BVNS phase.

kmax 0:50n 0:75n 1:00n

Dev. (%) 0.19 0.06 0.01
CPUt (s) 267.02 314.41 364.46

Fig. 11. Alternative and original objective function.

Table 3
Best methods on Albareda-Sambola et al. [1] set.

Statistics Algorithm W1 W2 W3 W4 Total

Dev. (%) VND 1.95 2.41 5.89 2.48 3.18
ABHCþSS 6.79 6.50 1.45 11.28 6.51
ABHCþLG 0.58 1.88 23.54 8.21 8.55
MS-VNS 0.10 0.01 0.02 0.38 0.13

#Best VND 0 1 0 1 2
ABHCþSS 1 0 2 0 3
ABHCþLG 4 1 0 0 5
MS-VNS 15 18 18 19 70

CPUt (s) VND 0.85 2.98 10.64 9.42 5.97
ABHCþSS 381.01 377.41 440.00 352.22 387.66
ABHCþLG 413.43 581.21 693.47 602.10 572.55
MS-VNS 113.36 286.98 787.18 200.72 347.06
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values are 1.13 (MS-VNS), 2.44 (ABHCþSS), 2.92 (VND), and 3.52
(ABHCþLG).

We finally compare our method with the Iterated Local Search
with Tabu Thresholding, ILST, presented in Öncan [30]. The author
considers three different routing strategies: S-Shape, Midpoint,
and Return. Experimental results reported in Öncan [30] show that
the third routing strategy is not competitive. Therefore, we only
include in our comparison the ILST coupled with the S-Shape
(ILSTþSS) and Midpoint (ILSTþMP).

As it was aforementioned, we do not have the source code of
these procedures. Then, we have directly used the results reported
in Öncan [30]. The computer used to execute ILSTþSS and
ILSTþMP is a QuadCore, 3.16 GHz with 32 GB RAM, while our
computer is an Intel QuadCore, 2.5 GHz with 6 GB RAM. In any
case, the computing time in this experiment must be considered
as an indicative value.

The set of instances used in Öncan [30] is a subset of Henn and
Wäscher [21]. In particular, it contains two different warehouses,
ABC1 and Ran1, where the number of orders n ranges from 20 to
100 with increment of 20, and picker capacities C have values of
30, 45, 60, and 75.

In Table 5 we show the experimental results on the first
warehouse, with an ABC distribution and 200 instances. We report
for each pair (number of orders, picker capacity) the average
percentage deviation (Dev. (%)) and the computing time (CPUt (s))
for the three considered methods. These results are averaged over
10 instances. Attending to the average results, our method con-
sistently produces better outcomes. In particular, the average
percentage deviation is 0.04% in 33.7 s, while ILSTþSS and
ILSTþMP obtain a deviation of, respectively, 8.73% (in 73.58 s) and
9.50% (in 75.72 s). If we analyze the results by considering the 20
problem scenarios (number of batches and picker capacity) our
method also improve the results of the competitors in 19 of those
configurations (highlighted with bold fonts). According to the CPU
time, our method is the fastest in 11 configurations, while ILSTþSS
and ILSTþMP are the fastest in 4 and 5 problem scenarios,
respectively. We test whether there are statistically significant
differences among the three compared methods or not. The
resulting p-value is lower than 0.001 and the rank values are 1.05
(MS-VNS), 2.45 (ILSTþSS), and 2.50 (ILSþMP), confirming the
competitiveness of our method.

Experimental results on the second warehouse are reported in
Table 6. Our method obtains better average percentage deviation
in 19 out 20 different scenarios (highlighted with bold fonts),
being the fastest algorithm in 10 of them. When considering this
complete benchmark, the average percentage deviation is 0.01% in
43.80 s, while ILSTþSS and ILSTþMP obtain, respectively, 6.39% in
81.61 s and 16.66% in 80.13 s. The associated test of Friedman has a

p-value lower than 0.001, and the rank values are 1.05 (MS-VNS),
2.20 (ILSTþSS), and 2.75 (ILSTþMP).

To detect the differences among our method and the best
previous methods (VND [1], ABHCþSS [21], and ILSTþSS [30]), we
also conducted a test of Wilcoxon. Let Rþ be the sum of ranks for
the functions on which our method outperforms the competitor,
and R� be the sum of ranks for the opposite. Ranks corresponding
to zero differences are split evenly among the sums. If minfRþ ;R� g
is lower than or equal to the critical value, Wilcoxon's test detects

Table 5
Comparison with Iterated Local Search with Tabu Thresholding [30] on 200 ABC
instances.

Configuration ILSTþSS ILSTþMP MS-VNS

n C Dev. (%) CPUt (s) Dev. (%) CPUt (s) Dev. (%) CPUt (s)

20 30 17.28 1.00 6.71 1.60 0.00 0.79
45 3.68 1.30 3.24 1.20 0.00 1.83
60 9.09 1.10 14.21 1.50 0.00 2.72
75 4.38 1.20 14.13 1.50 0.00 3.10

40 30 9.38 9.40 0.00 11.50 0.73 2.90
45 7.09 8.70 7.56 11.90 0.00 7.26
60 3.19 7.70 9.25 7.40 0.00 12.62
75 3.53 7.80 13.54 9.80 0.00 18.39

60 30 12.05 18.60 2.13 18.20 0.00 7.88
45 9.10 16.50 8.95 19.40 0.00 18.24
60 7.69 20.80 13.10 20.60 0.00 34.40
75 7.21 19.30 16.91 17.10 0.00 44.11

80 30 13.91 52.00 3.75 59.80 0.00 16.20
45 7.65 67.40 5.75 55.40 0.00 35.00
60 9.29 58.20 12.62 74.60 0.00 57.98
75 9.48 69.80 16.07 69.10 0.00 79.89

100 30 11.37 287.40 4.74 291.80 0.00 28.27
45 10.73 278.70 9.25 286.40 0.00 53.74
60 11.22 269.60 13.54 256.60 0.00 99.25
75 7.26 295.10 14.54 299.00 0.00 149.46

Average 8.73 74.58 9.50 75.72 0.04 33.70

Table 6
Comparison with Iterated Local Search with Tabu Thresholding [30] on 200 random
instances.

Configuration ILSTþSS ILSTþMP MS-VNS

n C Dev. (%) CPUt (s) Dev. (%) CPUt (s) Dev. (%) CPUt (s)

20 30 17.19 1.80 12.40 1.00 0.00 0.95
45 0.00 1.00 7.91 1.20 0.15 2.37
60 5.61 1.80 21.22 1.30 0.00 4.30
75 2.18 1.30 23.68 1.70 0.00 4.13

40 30 5.87 8.90 4.14 9.10 0.00 3.71
45 6.15 9.60 14.78 12.50 0.00 8.58
60 2.56 11.70 18.82 11.40 0.00 17.15
75 2.37 9.90 23.77 12.80 0.00 26.48

60 30 7.98 16.50 5.76 24.60 0.00 9.54
45 5.63 20.60 14.97 21.40 0.00 26.37
60 5.65 17.50 20.91 22.80 0.00 48.16
75 6.64 18.80 27.37 23.40 0.00 51.47

80 30 11.45 74.60 9.28 73.60 0.00 18.31
45 6.16 74.30 13.75 68.70 0.00 46.68
60 6.32 63.40 20.37 69.40 0.00 76.82
75 6.79 51.20 25.15 62.10 0.00 102.33

100 30 9.21 331.70 7.18 284.60 0.00 32.03
45 6.94 316.30 14.71 279.20 0.00 75.10
60 8.21 322.80 22.21 291.10 0.00 134.07
75 4.95 278.50 22.84 330.60 0.00 187.57

Average 6.39 81.61 16.56 80.13 0.01 43.80

Table 4
Best methods on Henn and Wäscher [21] set.

Statistics Algorithm ABC1 ABC2 Ran1 Ran2 Total

Dev. (%) VND 9.60 8.66 8.35 7.32 8.48
ABHCþSS 5.00 9.93 2.00 8.10 6.26
ABHCþLG 18.02 8.44 12.05 14.43 13.23
MS-VNS 0.05 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.19

#Best VND 0 0 0 0 0
ABHCþSS 1 0 7 0 8
ABHCþLG 0 0 0 0 0
MS-VNS 15 16 9 16 56

CPUt (s) VND 0.44 0.46 0.59 0.72 0.55
ABHCþSS 10.45 12.30 14.71 12.18 12.41
ABHCþLG 41.19 43.24 75.18 47.96 51.89
MS-VNS 39.38 37.69 47.51 50.68 43.81
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significant differences between the algorithms, which means that
an algorithm outperforms its opponent.

In Table 7 we summarize the results of this statistical test with
a level of significance 0.05, where the values of Rþ (associated to
our method) and R� (associated to the competitors) of the test are
specified in the second and third columns. The fourth column
reports the p-value associated to each experiment and the last
column indicates whether the test of Wilcoxon found statistical
differences between these algorithms or not. In particular, if
minfRþ ;R� g is lower than or equal to the critical value [38] in this
experiment, this test detects that an algorithm outperforms its
opponent. In particular, if this fact occurs and, simultaneously,
R� ¼minfRþ ;R� g, then MS-VNS is better than the competitor.
Notice that the confidence of the test is always determined by the
p-value. These results complement the ones reported in previous
tables. Specifically, the test of Wilcoxon again confirms the
superiority of MS-VNS over VND, ABHCþSS, and ILSTþSS.

6. Conclusions

Our goal was to develop a state-of-the-art solution method for
the Order Batching Problem. We accomplished this goal with an
implementation of a two-stage Variable Neighborhood Search that
computational experiments show to be superior to the solution
methods reported in the literature. We developed a number of
mechanisms that we believe can be helpful in similar problem
settings. Specifically, we propose a procedure to construct high-
quality but diverse initial solutions based on an Elite Candidate List
(ECL) within the local search method. The initial solution is then
improved with a Basic Variable Neighborhood Search where the
shake and the improvement methods consider a nested explora-
tion of two different neighborhoods, returning a local optimum
with respect to both of them. Finally, the local optimum is further
improved with a post-optimization strategy based on a General
Variable Neighborhood Search that relies on an alternative
objective function. We additionally proposed a new routing
strategy based on the ideas of the Combined strategy. We per-
formed an extensive computational testing over a large set of
instances, considering different warehouse layouts. Experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the best
methods identified in the state of the art. We also conducted
statistical tests to confirm the significance of the obtained results.
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Abstract

Warehousing is a key part of supply chain management. It primarily focuses on controlling the movement
and storage of materials within a warehouse and processing the associated transactions, including shipping,
receiving, and picking. From the tactical point of view, the main decision is the storage policy, that is, to decide
where each product should be located. Every day a warehouse receives several orders from its customers. Each
order consists of a list of one or more items that have to be retrieved from the warehouse and shipped to a
specific customer. Thus, items must be collected by a warehouse operator. We focus on situations in which
several orders are put together into batches, satisfying a fixed capacity constraint. Then, each batch is assigned
to an operator, who retrieves all the items included in those orders grouped into the corresponding batch in
a single tour. The objective is then to minimize the maximum retrieving time for any batch. In this paper, we
propose a parallel variable neighborhood search algorithm to tackle the so-called min–max order batching
problem. We additionally compare this parallel procedure with the best previous approach. Computational
results show the superiority of our proposal, confirmed with statistical tests.

Keywords: min–max order batching problem; parallel variable neighborhood search; general variable neighborhood search

1. Introduction

Warehouse management systems have become an essential part of the supply chain strategy. They
mainly focus on moving and storing materials within a warehouse by performing different transac-
tions (including shipping, receiving, and picking). The success of a warehouse management system
strongly depends on how customer orders (containing a set of goods or items) are retrieved. This
picking process may consume up to 60% of the total time of all labor activities in the warehouse
(Drury, 1988), which can assume more than half of the total operating costs. It consists of taking
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and collecting articles (items) in a specified quantity before shipment to satisfy the orders of the
customers.

As it is well documented in the literature, reducing the travel time of picking operations improves
order picking productivity. This is why batch strategies are used in warehouses and it is also one of
the aims that makes companies invest into conveyor systems. Travel time can easily account up to
50% or even more of the time spent on order picking tours. Note that other time-consuming activities
might include searching items, acceleration and deceleration of the picking cart, approximation to
the shelves, etc. By combining orders into a single batch, the time spent traveling is greatly reduced.
The smaller the order, the better the opportunity to combine multiple orders into a single batch.

Given a set of orders received in the warehouse, there are two basic order-picking strategies:
“strict-order picking” and “order batching.” In the first strategy, each picker collects all the items
included in one order. Once he/she finishes, the picker continues with the second order and so on.
In the order batching strategy, several orders are put together into batches. Then, each batch is
assigned to a picker, who can retrieve the items of any order grouped into the assigned batch, and
satisfy a capacity constraint (fixed by a maximum number of orders).

From an optimization point of view, we can identify two different problems: how to group orders
into batches (batching) and how to design the corresponding routes to collect them (routing). Ac-
cording to De Koster et al. (1999a), if both problems (i.e., batching and routing) are simultaneously
considered, the associated benefits can be considerably increased, reducing travel time more than
35%.

In this paper, we deal with an optimization problem that involves these two main actions: (a)
grouping the orders into feasible batches and (b) retrieving the items in each order from their
location, satisfying some constraints. In particular, the optimization problem addressed in this
paper is known as min–max order batching problem (OBP), where the specific aim is to minimize
the maximum retrieving time for all the generated batches.

We propose sequential and parallel algorithms based on the variable neighborhood search (VNS)
methodology to address it. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
provide a literature review of the state of the art. In Section 3, we describe the problem. In Section
4, we present different strategies based on VNS to tackle the problem. The parallel VNS algorithm
designed to address the min–max OBP is described in Section 5. The computational experiments
and associated conclusions are presented in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2. Literature review

The aforementioned problems have been approached using different models. The OBP is probably
the most studied variant. It consists of distributing the orders among an unconstrained number of
batches such that the sum of the time of the picking tours (one per batch) is minimized. The OBP has
been proved to be NP-hard for general instances, but it is solvable in polynomial time if each batch
does not contain more than two orders (Gademann and Velde, 2005). Unfortunately, real warehouse
instances do not usually fall into this category. Therefore, the OBP has been heuristically approached
in the past years. For the sake of clarity, we restrict our revision to modern heuristic procedures. In
particular, Hsu et al. (2005) proposed a genetic algorithm for the OBP considering any warehouse
layout. Later, Albareda-Sambola et al. (2009) proposed a variable neighborhood descent (VND)
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algorithm that considered six different neighborhood structures. Henn et al. (2010) proposed two
procedures. The first approach is an iterated local search (ILS) algorithm that consists of a local
search procedure, which considers two neighborhoods, and a complex perturbation procedure.
The second method is a straightforward implementation of a rank-based ant system. Henn and
Wäscher (2012) improved previous results by proposing two metaheuristic methods. The first one
is tabu search algorithm that constructs the initial solution with a classical method (Clarke and
Wright, 1964; Gibson and Sharp, 1992) and improves it with a nested exploration of two different
neighborhoods. The second procedure is an attribute-based hill climbing (ABHC) method with two
genuine attribute sets. The most recent approach to tackle the OBP was presented in Öncan (2015),
where the author proposed several mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations to solve
the problem. More precisely, the difference among methods relies on the idea of using different
routing strategies to evaluate the solution. Additionally, the author proposed an ILS with a tabu
thresholding method that considers three different neighborhoods.

The online rescheduling OBP (OR-OBP) is a dynamic extension of the OBP (Rubrico et al.,
2011). In this variant, new orders are randomly added to the list of orders to be picked even while
the static orders are being retrieved. The number of batches is not limited and the objective function
is again the minimization of the total travel time. It is assumed that static and dynamic orders have
the same priority and all of them must be picked. Additionally, a dynamic order cannot be inserted
into a route currently being traversed by a picker. However, it can be added to a nonretrieved batch,
while capacity constraint is not violated. The OR-OBP has been recently (and simultaneously)
studied in Rubrico et al. (2011) and Henn (2012). In the former, the authors proposed a steepest
descent algorithm and a problem-dependent heuristic. Henn (2012) studied a slightly different
variant (online OBP), where there are only dynamic orders. He described a modified version of ILS
(previously used in the context of OBP) for this variant. More recently, Chen et al. (2016) studied
a more constrained version of this problem. Specifically, the authors considered the online version
with only dynamic orders but avoiding the congestion in the aisles (i.e., it is not allowed that two
or more pickers traverse the same point in an aisle at the same time). Chen et al. (2016) proposed
an ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm to solve this variant in which each ant simulates the
behavior of humans in a warehouse.

The order batching and sequencing problem (OBSP) considers on time retrievals from a ware-
house to avoid production delays. In this variant, instead of determining the quality of a solution by
means of the total travel time, the order batching has to be evaluated with respect to the tardiness
of the corresponding orders (Elsayed et al., 1993). The tardiness is defined as the positive difference
between the collecting time of an order and its due date. If an order is collected before its due date,
the tardiness associated to that order is zero. Note that the orders of a given batch have the same
collecting time but some of them might satisfy a determined due date constraint and others might
not. The goal of this problem is then to minimize the sum of the tardiness associated to each order.
The OBSP has been recently studied in Henn and Schmid (2013), using a modified version of the
ILS and ABHC methods proposed in Henn et al. (2010) and Henn and Wäscher (2012), respectively.
Azadnia et al. (2013) proposed a hybrid approach based on combining a weighted association rule
mining to determine the affinity among orders with respect to their due date, a standard genetic
algorithm to produce a feasible batch configuration, and a different genetic algorithm to construct
the routes to collect batches. The last attempt to address the problem has been driven by Chen
et al. (2015). In this paper, the authors developed first, a genetic algorithm to search near-optimal
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solutions of order batching and batch sequencing and then, an ACO algorithm that searches the
shortest path for each batch.

Henn (2015) proposed a VNS method with eight different neighborhood structures for a problem
similar to the OBSP but considering multiple pickers (MP). This new variant is known as OBSP
with MP (OBSP-MP). A solution to the OBSP-MP can be interpreted as a set of batches and the
corresponding sequences (one for each order picker). A warehouse operator collects the customer
orders included in the first batch of his/her sequence. After returning to the depot he/she collects
the customer orders in the second batch of his/her sequence and so on. The goal of this problem is
to minimize the total tardiness.

Gademann et al. (2001) introduced the min–max OBP variant, which considers that a number of
batches is collected simultaneously by a group of pickers. It is usually denominated as “wave picking
operation.” In the context of warehousing, these operations are applied when the set of orders to
retrieve is large and, thus, the collecting time is important. Min–max OBP assumes that each picker
collects the items of one batch and all the pickers start their routes at the same time. The objective
function in this variant is to minimize the maximum retrieving time of any of the batches. This
variant was exactly solved by Gademann et al. (2001) with a branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm
with four different lower bounds and a straightforward heuristic for the upper bound.

3. Problem description

The min–max OBP consists of a combination of two different tasks: batching and routing. In
particular, the warehouses considered in this paper have parallel aisles of equal length connected
by two cross aisles (one at the front and one at the back). They also have a depot located in either
the front or the back cross aisle. In Fig. 1, we illustrate an example of a warehouse layout with five
parallel aisles, two cross aisles, and a depot located at the left bottom corner.

In this problem, the warehouse receives orders and each one must be retrieved by a single picker.
An order consists of one or more order lines, where each one determines the number of items of a
given product that must be collected. The products are stored in the warehouse on different picking
positions. A position might have one or more levels organized in different shelves.

A picker retrieves the items in a given batch by following a specific route that starts and finishes at
the depot. The time employed in performing that route is known as “retrieving time” of a batch. It
is computed as the sum of the “travel time” plus the “extraction time” that includes, as mentioned
above, the time needed to localize the item and to extract it from its picking location, the associated
time employed in accelerating/decelerating the picking cart, etc. In this case, the extraction time
is considered as one unit per item retrieved. Note that the travel time is calculated by means of a
routing algorithm.

Let n be the number of orders, m the number of batches, and b = � n
m� the maximum number of

orders per batch. The number of orders that can be held into a batch is determined by its capacity
(i.e., it is assumed that the order weight/size/volume is one unit).

As mentioned earlier, the routing problem determines the value of the retrieving time. It can
be exactly solved in polynomial time (see Ratliff and Rosenthal, 1983). They presented a dynamic
programming algorithm that obtains a route by considering only six possible configurations of
traversing an aisle. Similarly, there are five different ways of going through two consecutive aisles
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Fig. 1. Warehouse layout.

Fig. 2. Optimal route.

(using either the front or back cross aisles). Thus, determining the optimal route is polynomially
solvable in O(na + ni) time, where na is the number of aisles and ni is the number of items to be
retrieved.

However, these routes might be hard to follow for human pickers, since they could imply to move
forward and backward in the same cross aisle. In Fig. 2, we show an example of how a picker
collects the items of a particular batch following this approach. The picking locations that contain
a required item are represented by black squares. Note that the route must reach the position of

C© 2016 The Authors.
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Fig. 3. S-shape strategy.

all black squares. The retrieving time is computed as the time needed to perform this route and
collect all the required items. As we can see in this example, the picker must perform a U-turn in the
front cross aisle. Therefore, this kind of solutions is usually discarded in real situations, resorting to
heuristic strategies.

The easiest heuristic routing strategy for warehouse workers is the S-shape or traversal strategy
(Goetschalckx and Ratliff, 1988). It consists of traversing an aisle, which contains at least one item
to collect, from the front cross aisle to the back cross aisle (or the other way round). If the number
of parallel aisles is odd, the last aisle is traversed until the farthest item from the front cross aisle.
In Fig. 3, we show an example of how a picker collects the items of a particular batch. Then, the
S-shape route must go through those aisles. Note that the last aisle is not fully traversed, since the
number of aisles is odd. The retrieving time is computed as the time needed to perform this route
and collect all the required items.

The largest gap strategy (De Koster et al., 1999b) is based on the idea of gap, which is defined in
a parallel aisle as the distance between two consecutive items to be retrieved within the aisle; the
distance between the front cross aisle and nearest item in the parallel aisle; or the distance between
the back cross aisle and nearest item in the parallel aisle. The largest gap distance of a parallel aisle
is the maximum of the previously defined distances. The largest gap strategy avoids to traverse the
largest gap distance, performing a U-turn when the picker reaches the position of the item where
the largest gap distance starts. In this routing strategy, the picker fully traverses both, the first and
last aisles that contain required items. The rest of the parallel aisles are partially traversed since
the picker avoids to traverse the largest gap distance. In Fig. 4, we illustrate an example of a batch
retrieving, where the required items are again represented by black squares. As we can observe in
this figure, the first and last aisles are fully traversed. The second and third aisles are entered and
exited from the back cross aisle and front cross aisle (performing two U-turns). However, the fourth
aisle is only entered and exited from the back cross aisle (performing only one U-turn).
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Fig. 4. Largest gap strategy.

Fig. 5. Combined strategy.

The combined strategy was originally introduced in Roodbergen and De Koster (2001) as a
combination of the two previously defined strategies. Afterwards, Albareda-Sambola et al. (2009)
proposed a more elaborated version of this routing algorithm. In particular, it determines whether
it is better to traverse an aisle with the S-shape or with the largest gap strategy. More precisely,
after collecting all items of one aisle, the algorithm decides whether to go to the rear end of an aisle
(S-shape) or to return to the front end (largest gap). These two alternatives are compared to each
other, selecting the one that results in the shortest route. Thus, after leaving an aisle, the algorithm
evaluates the same two alternatives for the next one. This means that there are always two possible
routes to follow. In Fig. 5, we show an example of a route obtained by the combined strategy where
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the first, second, third, and fifth aisles are traversed with the S-shape strategy and the fourth aisle is
traversed with the largest gap strategy.

In general, the implementation of the combined strategy is considerably more complex than
the other two. However, it usually produces better outcomes (Albareda-Sambola et al., 2009).
In this paper, we then select the combined strategy among the heuristic approaches to be com-
pared to the exact method (Ratliff and Rosenthal, 1983) in order to construct the routes of the
picker. This comparison could help to analyze the independence of the batching and routing
strategies.

4. VNS methodology

VNS is a metaheuristic introduced by Mladenović and Hansen (1997), which exploits the idea
of neighborhood change in a systematic way, both descending to a local optimum and escaping
from the basin of attraction of that local optimum. The original metaheuristic has been widely
evolved with many extensions. For instance, VND explores the neighborhood in a deterministic
way by using several local search procedures; reduced VNS (RVNS) explores solutions at random
in each neighborhood by perturbing the solutions with the shaking procedure; basic VNS (BVNS)
combines deterministic and random exploration of the neighborhoods.

In this paper, we propose a general VNS (GVNS) for the min–max OBP. This scheme was first
used in Caporossi et al. (1999), although they had no name yet. The pseudocode of this algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 1. This scheme has three input parameters, namely, the initial solution (S),
largest neighborhood to be explored (kmax), and maximum computing time (tmax). The influence
of the parameter kmax on the search is studied in Section 6. The tmax is set in order to match the
computing time of previous approaches in the state of the art.

The construction of the initial solution does not belong to the GVNS scheme. In fact, the initial
solution might be constructed at random, as it is usual in many papers by the VNS community.
However, as it is well documented in the related literature (see Duarte et al., 2012; Lozano et al.,
2012; Sánchez-Oro et al., 2014, 2015), a more elaborated constructive procedure might improve
considerably the quality of the best solution found. In Section 4.1, we describe the constructive
procedures proposed for the min–max OBP.

The GVNS algorithm starts by initializing k to the first neighborhood (step 3) and then, it en-
ters the main loop (steps 5–7). First, the current solution is perturbed, in the shake procedure,
by applying a random move in the kth neighborhood (see Section 4.2). Then, the obtained solu-
tion is improved within a VND procedure that considers two different neighborhoods (see Section
4.3). The VND is described in detail in Section 4.4. Finally, we use a standard implementation
of neighborhood change method. In particular, this procedure determines which neighborhood
is the next one to be explored. If the perturbed and improved solution (S′′) outperforms S, the
GVNS method considers S′′ as the new incumbent solution (S ← S′′) and resets the search to the
first neighborhood (k ← 1). Otherwise, the current solution is not updated, but a larger neigh-
borhood is explored (k ← k + 1). These three steps are repeated until the largest neighborhood
(kmax) is explored without finding an improvement. Then if the maximum computing time (tmax)
has not been exceeded, the GVNS performs a new iteration; otherwise, it returns the best solution
found.
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Algorithm 1. GVNS algorithm

1: procedure GVNS(S, kmax, tmax)
2: repeat
3: k ← 1
4: repeat
5: S′ ← Shake(S, k)

6: S′′ ← VND(S′)
7: NeighborhoodChange(S, S′′, k)

8: until k > kmax
9: t ← CPU T ime()

10: until t ≥ tmax
11: return S
12: end procedure

4.1. Constructive methods

We propose two different greedy constructive procedures. Both of these procedures fill batches
sequentially, that is, they start filling the first batch, then the second batch, and so on. Algorithm 2
shows the pseudocode of the first constructive procedure, denominated C1. It begins by initializing
the solution S to the empty set (step 2). Then, we define O as the set of orders not included yet in
the solution (step 3). Note that we do not have a complete solution until O is empty. Once these
variables are initialized, the procedure greedily selects the orders to be included in each batch (steps
4–12). In particular, batch Bi is initialized in step 5. Then, while the size constraint is not satisfied
(steps 6–10), the greedy function, denoted as g1, determines the best order to be included in the
solution under construction. Specifically, C1 selects the order O� that minimizes the retrieving time
of the current batch (step 7). When an order has been selected, it is included in the corresponding
batch (step 8) and removed from the set O (step 9). When the batch Bi is filled, it is added to S (step
11) and C1 performs a new iteration. The constructive procedure ends when all orders have been
assigned to one of the m available batches, returning the solution S.

The second constructive procedure, denominated C2, considers a different greedy function, g2.
Specifically, instead of selecting the order that minimizes the retrieving time of the batch Bi, C2
chooses the order that maximizes the relative number of shared items between the corresponding
order and the items already in Bi. Let us illustrate this new greedy function with an example. Suppose
that the batch Bi already has the orders Oa and Ob, and we want to evaluate the greedy value when
we include order Oc. Then, this value is computed as

g2(Bi, Oc) = |Oa ∩ Oc| + |Ob ∩ Oc| − |Oa ∩ Ob ∩ Oc|
|Oa ∪ Ob ∪ Oc|

.
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Algorithm 2. Scheme for the constructive algorithms

1: function C1
2: S ← ∅
3: O ← {O1, O2, . . . , On}
4: for i = 1 to m do
5: Bi ← ∅
6: while |Bi| < b and O �= ∅ do
7: O� ← arg min

O∈O
g1(Bi, O)

8: Bi ← Bi ∪ {O�}
9: O ← O\{O�}

10: end while
11: S ← S ∪ Bi
12: end for
13: return S
14: end function

Note that we subtract the intersection of Oa, Ob, and Oc to avoid double counting those items
that are simultaneously in the three orders. We do not provide the pseudocode of this procedure,
since it is completely equivalent to the procedure presented in Algorithm 2, but replacing the greedy
function g1 with g2 and min-operator with max-operator (see step 7 in Algorithm 2).

4.2. Shake strategy

The shake stage is usually introduced in VNS as an effective strategy to escape from a basin of
attraction. Given a solution S, the shake procedure randomly generates a solution S′ by applying
k moves to S. In general, it is said that solution S′ is in the neighborhood Nk(S). More precisely,
Nk(S) contains the set of solutions that can be reached by applying k consecutive moves.

There are some optimization problems where the topology of the search space is so steep that
a straightforward implementation of the shake procedure is not enough to escape from a basin of
attraction, and we require more aggressive strategies. As we will empirically show in the compu-
tational experience, the min–max OBP falls into this category (i.e., the depth and height of some
local maxima and minima are so large that it is not always possible to escape from them by simply
shaking the current solution). We overcome this situation using a more elaborated perturbation
schema (involving four different orders allocated in four different batches). This move is inspired
in the ejection chain methodology (Glover, 1992). Figure 6 illustrates how this move works. It
considers four different batches, namely, Ba, Bb, Bc, Bd and one order per batch (Oa, Ob, Oc, Od ,
respectively). The proposed shake procedure requires that, at least, one of the involved batches
presents the largest retrieving time since that batch determines the value of the objective function.
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Ba

Oa

Bc

Oc

Bb

Ob

Bd

Od

Fig. 6. Shake procedure.

The other three batches are selected at random. The four orders involved in the shake strategy are
also selected at random from its corresponding batch.

The shake procedure starts by selecting one order, Oa ∈ Ba, removing it from its current batch
and inserting it in batch Bd . In order to make room for Oa, the order Od is removed from its current
batch (Bd ) and it is inserted in Bc, producing the ejection of order Oc from Bc to Bb. Finally, order
Ob is moved from Bb to Ba finishing the chain. Note that this chain represents a perturbation within
the shake procedure (i.e., k = 1). Therefore, k = 2 implies two different chains of moves, and so on.
In this case, the batch Ba is always the batch with the largest retrieving time. Otherwise, the shake
strategy does not produce the desired effect.

4.3. Neighborhood structures

A solution to the min–max OBP is represented as a list of m batches (i.e., S = {B1, B2, . . . , Bm}),
where each batch Bj contains b orders, and each order is formed by an unfixed number of items
that must be retrieved. According to this solution representation, the swap move, denoted by
Swap(S, Oi, Bj, Ok, Bl ), produces a new solution S′ starting from the solution S, where the order
Oi is removed from its current batch (Bj) and inserted in batch Bl . Simultaneously, the order Ok is
removed from its batch Bl and inserted in Bj . Considering this move, the neighborhood associated
to the solution S is

NSwap-1(S) = {S′ ← Swap(S, Oi, Bj, Ok, Bl )

with 1 ≤ i, k ≤ n, 1 ≤ j, l ≤ m, i �= k, and j �= l}.

The second considered neighborhood is based on a composed move that con-
sists of applying the swap move two consecutive times. This move is implemented as
Swap(Swap(S, Oi, Bj, Ok, Bl ), Op, Bl , Oq, Br). Specifically, it considers four orders (Oi, Ok, Op, and
Oq) allocated in three different batches (i.e., Oi ∈ Bj, Ok ∈ Bl , Op ∈ Bl , and Oq ∈ Br). This move
swaps the orders Oi and Ok between their respective batches (Bj and Bl ) and then, swaps orders Op
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and Oq between their respective batches (Bl and Br). Note that Oi and Op might be the same order
since the inner Swap-move is always performed before the outer Swap-move. The neighborhood of
the solution S generated by this move is

NSwap-2(S) = {S′ ← Swap(Swap(S, Oi, Bj, Ok, Bl ), Op, Bl , Oq, Br)

with 1 ≤ i, k, p, q ≤ n, 1 ≤ j, l, r ≤ m, i �= k, p �= q,

i �= q, j �= l, l �= r, and r �= j}.

The complexity of exploring the whole neighborhood (the worst case) is cubic with respect to the
number of batches, i.e., |NSwap-2(S)| = O(m3). Therefore, if it is exhaustively explored, the associated
computing time could be considerably enlarged. In order to reduce this time, we fix Bj to be the
batch with the largest retrieving time. This simplification reduces NSwap-2(S) from cubic to quadratic
size in terms of the number of batches.

4.4. Improvement methods

Local search methods are likely the oldest and simplest heuristic methods used to improve solutions.
Starting from a given feasible solution, these procedures explore a determined neighborhood in each
iteration, replacing the current solution if a neighbor improves the objective function. The search
ends when all neighbor solutions are worse (i.e., larger objective function value in a minimization
problem), meaning that a local optimum is found.

There exist two typical strategies to explore the corresponding neighborhood: best improvement
and first improvement. In the former, the associated neighborhood is completely explored by a
fully deterministic procedure, performing the best associated move. In the latter, it tries to avoid the
scanning of the whole neighborhood by performing the first improving move encountered during
the exploration of the corresponding neighborhood. In general, iterations performed in the first
improvement strategy are more efficient than iterations in the best improvement strategy, since the
former only evaluates part of the neighborhood, while the latter explores it completely. On the
other hand, the improvement obtained in the first improvement strategy is typically smaller than
the improvement achieved by the best improvement strategy, requiring in general more iterations to
obtain the local optimum.

A straightforward implementation of the best improvement local search, based on swap moves,
implies to explore a relatively large neighborhood. Specifically, in NSwap-1, the swap move evaluates
for each batch and each order its potential swapping with the remaining batches and orders.
Therefore, the size of this neighborhood is m2 × b2. As it is pointed out by Hoos and Stützle (2004),
the best improvement strategy is usually more adequate to perform efficient caching and updating
mechanisms, which allows the search to efficiently explore the neighborhood. Considering the ideas
described in Clarke and Wright (1964) about saving matrices, we propose an efficient local search
method, denoted as LS1, to explore NSwap-1. It is based on a nonsymmetric n × n matrix, where
each element located in the row i and column j stores the increment (positive value) or decrement
(negative value) of the retrieving time of each batch if we swap the order Oi (in one batch) with the
order Oj (in a different batch). Table 1 shows an example of this matrix for a problem with six batches
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and four orders per batch. For the sake of simplicity, the orders are grouped together according
to their batches and lexicographically numbered. Note that if we swap two orders belonging to the
same batch, the retrieving time does not change. For example, as illustrated in Table 1, the swap of
orders O1, O2 does not produce a change in the retrieving time of the batch. In other words, the
corresponding value of row 1 (column 2; symmetrically, row 2 (column 1)) is zero. On the other
hand, if we swap the order O2 with the order O9, we would obtain a decrement of 11 time units (see
row 2 (column 9)) for the batch B1 and, simultaneously, it would produce an increment of one time
units for batch B3 (see row 9 (column 2)). The potential improvement would be the sum of these two
values. If it results in a positive value, the corresponding swap move would produce a deterioration
of the current solution; otherwise it would be considered an improving move. In the example of
swapping O2 with O9, the resulting value is −11 + 1 = −10, which means that this move eventually
improves upon the current solution.

We consider an additional array with size n that stores, for each order, the best possible swap with
another order. We do not show this array since it can be easily derived by computing the minimum
value of each row of the matrix. The best improving move is then the minimum value of this array.
In the example described above, the best available move is to swap O2 with O9, reducing the value
of the retrieving time of B1 in 11 time units.

Once we perform a swap move, the matrix must be updated. In particular, if we perform the best
move, that is, Swap(S, O2, B1, O9, B3), we only need to recalculate part of this matrix. In particular,
we need to reevaluate the retrieving time of the batches involved in the corresponding move. In
Table 2, we show the new matrix after performing the best move, where the modified values are
highlighted in gray.

The second neighborhood NSwap-2 is constructed by applying the swap move for two consecutive
times, affecting three different batches. As it was mentioned above, one of these is set to the batch
with the largest retrieving time. Therefore, the size of this neighborhood is m2 × b3 in the worst case,
which is even larger than NSwap-1. This neighborhood can either be explored using the first or best
improvement strategy. We select the former since NSwap-2 is scanned within a VND procedure, where
it first explores NSwap-1 (until reaching a local optimum with respect to that neighborhood), and then
NSwap-2. If we explored NSwap-2 with the best improvement strategy, we should use a matrix similar
to the matrix described for NSwap-1. Then, after performing a move in NSwap-1, we should update
both matrices (although the method does not perform a move in NSwap-2). Even worse, once we get
a local optimum with respect to NSwap-1, the VND method explores NSwap-2 where it is likely that,
after a few iterations, it finds an improvement, returning again to NSwap-1. Therefore, this matrix
is not exhaustively exploited, but requires large effort to keep it updated. We have experimentally
confirmed this fact. Therefore, the local search method, denominated LS2, responsible of scanning
NSwap-2, is based on the first improvement strategy.

4.5. Alternative objective function

The objective function value of the min–max OBP consists in minimizing a maximum value. Con-
sequently, there may be many different solutions with the same objective function value, since it is
only determined by the batch with the largest retrieving time. These problems are a challenge for
local search based methods, since these are based on improving moves and most of these reduce
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the retrieving time of a batch but not the time that determines the value of the objective function.
Therefore, the value of the objective function is not modified.

Let S = {B1, B2, . . . , Bm} be a solution of the min–max OBP. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the batches are sorted in a descending order of the corresponding retrieving time
(i.e., tB1

≥ tB2
, · · · , ≥ tBm

). Then, the value of solution S is tB1
. It is not possible to improve the

current objective function by performing a move without considering B1. To overcome the lack
of information provided by the move value in terms of the objective function, we extend here the
meaning of “improving.”

Let tB j
and tBl

be the retrieving times of batches Bj and Bl . Symmetrically, tB′
j

and tB′
l

are the
retrieving times of B′

j and B′
l . A swap move, Swap(S, Oi, Bj, Ok, Bl ), produces a new solution

S′ = {B′
1, B′

2, . . . , B′
m}, where

tBs
= tB′

s
, s �= j, s �= l

B′
j = Bj \ Oi ∪ Ok

B′
l = Bl \ Ok ∪ Oi.

In order to evaluate the quality of this move, we identify

tmax = max{tB j
, tBl

}
tmin = min{tB j

, tBl
}

t′
max = max{tB′

j
, tB′

l
}

t′
min = min{tB′

j
, tB′

l
}.

Then, we assume that the swap move improves the current solution if t′
max < tmax or, alternatively,

t′
max = tmax and t′

min < tmin. Let us illustrate it with an example. Suppose that the retrieving time
of batches Bj and Bl are tB j

= 10 and tBl
= 2, respectively. Let us assume that after performing a

move, the new retrieving times are t′
B j

= 4 and t′
Bl

= 9. Then, although the retrieving time of B′
l has

been considerably deteriorated (from 2 to 9), the corresponding move is accepted since the largest
retrieving time has been reduced (from 10 to 9).

5. Parallel VNS

Nowadays, as a result of the evolution of computer architectures, modern computers are able to
execute different programs simultaneously, since they have several processors. Computer scientists
have been using this capability to increase the performance of their programs. This fact is particularly
effective in the case of heuristics and metaheuristics (see Alba, 2005; Talbi, 2009). However, to make
the most of the multiprocessor architecture, algorithms must be redesigned to be adapted to the
specific architecture.

There exists several parallelization technologies that are suitable for implementing parallel al-
gorithms (threads, OpenMP, CUDA, etc.). We refer the reader to Cook (2012), Gao et al. (2008),
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Oaks and Wong (2004) for some tutorials on parallel programming. In this paper, we focus on
the use of threads. In programming languages, a thread is defined as a fragment of code that is
independently executed in a processor. “Pthreads” and “Java threads” are considered the most rep-
resentative tools. In particular, Pthreads (POSIX threads) was defined in the mid-1990s as an effort
to provide a unified set of C library routines in order to make multithreaded programs portable.
Java threads is a version of Pthreads for Java programming language, which offers the advantages of
the portability inherent to Java programs. In addition, Java threads can be easily used to tackle task
parallel applications. Therefore, we select this technology to implement our parallel algorithms.

The parallelization of a metaheuristic must be intended to either reduce the computing time of the
sequential algorithm or to explore a wider portion of the search space (Garcı́a-López et al., 2002).
The first step in parallelization is to identify which parts of the sequential algorithm can be redesigned
to be executed in parallel efficiently. In this paper, we investigate an efficient parallelization of the
VNS methodology (for some successful examples, see Garcı́a-López et al., 2002; Crainic et al.,
2004).

As far as we know, the first attempt to parallelize VNS was presented in Garcı́a-López et al.
(2002). Specifically, the authors proposed three different approaches: synchronous parallel VNS
(SPVNS), replicated parallel VNS (RPVNS), and replicated shaking VNS (RSVNS). The idea
behind the first approach, SPVNS, is to parallelize the local search method of a sequential VNS
with the goal of reducing the computational time. This is mainly because the local search method
is usually the most time-consuming part of the VNS algorithm. More precisely, SPVNS splits the
execution of the local search in several threads. The second approach, RPVNS, explores a wider
portion of the solution space using a multistart strategy. Specifically, RPVNS executes several VNS
methods in parallel, each one in a different thread. The last variant, RSVNS, follows a classical
master–slave scheme. In particular, the master executes the VNS, and each slave executes the shake
and local search methods.

Later, Crainic et al. (2004) proposed a new parallel VNS approach called cooperative neighbor-
hood VNS (CNVNS), which also uses the master–slave scheme. CNVNS considers the cooperative
exploration of different neighborhoods by different threads. The master is responsible for maintain-
ing, updating, and communicating the current overall best solution. It also initiates and terminates
the algorithm executed in each thread. Each slave performs the exploration of a different neighbor-
hood and communicates its local best solution to the master process. Then, the master communicates
the best solution found to the slaves every time it is updated, making the slaves to continue the search
from the new best solution.

To select the most suitable parallel VNS strategy for the current problem, it is essential to evaluate
how each variant fits to the min–max OBP. The local search methods proposed for this problem
are mainly sequential, that is, each iteration depends on the previous iteration. This fact makes
the parallelization of the local search worthless. Therefore, SPVNS approach is not suitable for
this problem. The RPVNS approach is well suited for VNS variants that use a multistart strategy.
However, the algorithms proposed in this paper to construct solutions does not follow a multistart
strategy. Then, the RPVNS approach is also discarded. The CNVNS is basically conceived for
optimization problems where different type of moves are defined, determining different topologies
of the search space. However, the moves associated to the min–max OBP are always based on
swap moves (i.e., interchanging orders between batches). Therefore, the CNVNS cannot be easily
adapted to this problem. This paper therefore focuses on the RSVNS methodology to redesign the
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Fig. 7. Replicated shaking VNS.

general VNS described in Section 4 as a parallel procedure. This methodology allows the search to
explore simultaneously p solutions (where p is the number of threads) in the current neighborhood.
Therefore, in a single iteration, this variant is able to explore p solutions, while the sequential version
explores only one. Note that if p processors are available, the computing time of the parallel and
sequential versions should be similar, since the objective of RSVNS is not to reduce the computing
time, but to explore a wider portion of the solution space.

In Fig. 7, we graphically show the proposed parallel procedure. In particular, the algorithm starts
from an initial solution, S, constructed with the method proposed in Section 4.1, which becomes
the current best solution. The algorithm then creates p threads, where each one perturbs the current
solution S with the shake procedure, generating a new solution S′

i in the current neighborhood. It
is important to remark that for each neighborhood, instead of generating only one solution (as the
sequential implementation does), we generate p different shaken solutions, increasing the explored
portion of the solution space.

Then, each solution is improved with the VND procedure described in Section 4.4, resulting in p
local optima S′′

i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ p). The algorithm program waits until all the threads have finished the
search with a barrier synchronization method. Then, the best solution, S′′, among them is selected.
Finally, the algorithm executes the NeighborhoodChange procedure defined in Section 4. It basically
determines whether to perform a new parallel iteration (k < kmax) or not (k = kmax), returning the
best solution found during the search. Note that this procedure is executed in the master thread
(i.e., it is the only part of the VNS procedure not executed in parallel).

6. Computational experiments

In this section, we present the experiments performed to empirically study the influence of the
proposed strategies and then to compare our best variant with the best algorithm identified in the
state of the art (Gademann et al., 2001). We implemented our algorithms in Java 7, which were run
on an Intel Core i7 with 2.5 GHz and 4 GB of RAM with Linux Mint Debian Edition 64 bit OS.
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We consider two sets of instances previously used in the context of OBP. All of these are available
at http://www.optsicom.es/mmobp/. We have divided the description of each set of instances into
three different parts: warehouse layout, item distribution, and customer orders.
Set HW (Henn and Wäscher, 2012). This set contains 2560 instances whose main features are as

follows:� Warehouse layout: It consists of 900 storage locations, where each one stores a different article
(item). The warehouse has 10 aisles with 90 storage locations each (45 on either side of each aisle).
The length of each storage location is set to 1 length unit (LU). When the picker leaves an aisle,
it is assumed that he/she moves 1 LU (from either the first or last storage location to the cross
aisle). Finally, the picker spends 5 LU to move from the current aisle to the next aisle. The depot
is located 1.5 LU away from the first storage location in the leftmost aisle.� Item distribution: There are two different scenarios: (a) ABC distribution and (b) random distri-
bution. In the first scenario, items can be grouped into three classes. The first scenario contains
very demanded items (Class A), where 10% of the articles represent 52% of the demand. The
second class contains items with medium demand (Class B), where another 30% of the articles
accounts for 36% of the demand. Finally, Class C contains items with low demand and represents
the final 60% of the articles that represents the 12% of the demand. Articles of Class A are stored
in the first aisle, articles of Class B in the second, third, and fourth aisles, and articles of Class C
in the remaining six aisles. Note that items are randomly located within a demand class. In the
second scenario, items are randomly distributed among the storage locations.� Customer orders: This set of instances considers four different sizes of orders, n = {40, 60, 80, 100},
where the number of items per order is uniformly distributed in {5, 6, . . . , 25}. The capacity of
the picking device C (defined as the maximum number of items that can be assigned to a batch)
has been fixed to 30, 45, 60, and 75.

Set AAMD (Albareda-Sambola et al., 2009). This set contains 2400 instances whose main features
are as follows:� Warehouse layout: It considers four different warehouses: W1, W2, W3, and W4. The first ware-

house has four parallel aisles with 60 storage locations (30 per side) and a total aisle length of
50 m. The distance between two consecutive aisles is 4.3 m and the picker speed is set to 0.6
m/second. W2 contains 10 aisles (20 storage locations on each side) with a length of 10 m. The
separation between aisles is 2.4 m and the picker speed is also 0.6 m/second. The third warehouse
has 25 aisles (25 storage locations per side) of length 50 m. The distance between two consecutive
aisles is 5 m, and the picker speed 2 m/second. Finally, W4 has 12 aisles (16 storage locations per
side) of 80 m length. The distance between two consecutive aisles is 15 m, and the picker speed is
1 m/second.� Item distribution: This set of instances also considers an ABC distribution and random distribu-
tion. In this case, Class A contains 20% of the articles representing 80% of the demand. Class
B contains 20% of the articles representing 10% of the demand. Finally, Class C contains the
remaining 60% of the articles that represents 10% of the demand. Items belonging to each class
are assigned to aisles according to these percentages. The random distribution is equivalent to the
aforementioned distribution.
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Table 3
Comparison between constructive methods

Constructive Time (seconds) Dev. (%) #Best

C1 0.78 0.16 11
C2 0.01 2.93 6

� Customer orders: The order size for W1, W2, W3, and W4 is, respectively, U (1, 7), U (2, 10),
U (5, 25), and U (1, 36), where U indicates a uniform distribution. The weight of each item is
set to 1 for W1, W2, and W3. In the fourth warehouse, W4, the weight is randomly generated
according to an uniform distribution U (1, 3). Finally, the capacity of the picking device, C, is set
to 12, 24, 150, and 80 for each warehouse, respectively.

The number of instances in the original sets is huge (totalizing 4960 instances). In particular, the
set HW contains 64 groups of 40 similar instances. Similarly, the set AAMD has 80 groups of 30
similar instances. Therefore, we propose to use only one instance per group, selected at random, to
ease future comparisons, reducing the original dataset from 4960 to 144 instances. We have observed
that there are no significant differences between using the whole dataset or the reduced dataset.
To this end, we have empirically tested this hypothesis by performing a previous experiment with
simple heuristics (constructive procedure coupled with a local search). The obtained results were
very similar, on average, in both datasets, which validates our original hypothesis.

In order to study the robustness of our proposal, we have considered different number of batches
(i.e., m = {5, 10, 20, 25}). Considering that the instances reported in the literature establishes that the
number of orders must be a multiple of the number of batches, we have then selected m = {5, 10, 20}
for Set HW and m = {5, 10, 25} for Set AAMD. Therefore, the 144 instances previously selected
becomes 432 instances, since we consider three values of m per instance.

6.1. Preliminary experimentation

In this section, we show the merit of the proposed search strategies by conducting several experiments
with a representative subset of the instances selected, with different properties (10% of the whole
set). We first study the performance of the proposed constructive procedures (see Section 4.1).
Table 3 summarizes, for each method, the average execution time in seconds (Time (seconds)), the
average percentage deviation with respect to the best results found in the experiment (Dev. (%)),
and the number of times that each method matches the best sotion (#Best).

As expected, the computing time of these procedures is almost negligible (less than a second).
In particular, C1 is considerably slower than C2. This difference in the computing time is mostly
due to the fact that C1 executes a routing algorithm (see Section 3). Attending to the average
deviation and the number of best solutions found, C1 seems to be better than C2. However, we have
performed a Wilcoxon pairwise nonparametric test to certify whether the differences are significant
or nonsignificant. The obtained p-value is 0.018, which indicates that there are statistically significant
differences between both constructive methods, when considering a standard significance level of
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the execution time when using the “matrix-based” implementation or “direct-based”
implementation in the local search.

Table 4
Comparison between LS1, LS2, and VND

Method Time (seconds) Dev. (%) #Best

LS1 6.37 0.52 7
LS2 2.06 2.48 7
VND 9.62 0.12 12

α = 0.05. We then select C1 as a constructive procedure since it presents better performance and the
computing time is not relevant when comparing it with the execution time of the whole algorithm.

In the next experiment, we study the influence of the matrix of retrieving times in the performance
of the local search, LS1 (see Section 4.4). In order to do so, we constructed solutions (with C1) and
improved them with the two variants of LS1: using the cached information about retrieving times
(matrix) or not (direct). In Fig. 8, we depict a bar diagram where the X -axis represents the instances
in the preliminary set and Y -axis reports the computing time required to obtain a local optimum
with both methods in the corresponding instance. As it is clearly shown in Fig. 8, the saving in
computing time when using the “matrix-based” implementation is significant. Specifically, for these
14 instances “direct” needs 12.82 seconds on an average to obtain a local optimum, while “matrix”
requires 6.37 seconds on an average to obtain the same local optimum, that is, two times faster. We
then use the “matrix” variant for the remaining experiments.

In the third preliminary experiment, we compare the performance of the VND (see Section 4.4),
with the local search procedures in isolation (i.e., LS1 and LS2). Typically, VND explores the
neighborhoods from the smallest to the slowest and largest. Consequently, our VND first considers
NSwap-1 and then NSwap-2. Results in Table 4 confirm that the VND procedure compares favorably
with respect to simple local search methods. We have additionally confirmed this fact by conducting
a Friedman nonparametric test, which ranks the algorithms according to their quality. The resulting
p-value of 0.044 indicates that there exists statistical differences among the local search methods
(considering α = 0.05). Specifically, VND achieves the lowest deviation (0.12%) and a rank value
of 1.64, compared to the two local search methods tested (0.52% with ranking 2.00 and 2.48%
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Table 5
Influence of kmax on the performance of the GVNS

kmax Time (seconds) Dev. (%) #Best

3 22.60 3.06 7
4 32.92 2.92 9
5 43.94 0.40 11
6 53.23 0.37 12
7 70.10 0.00 14

with ranking 2.36 for LS1 and LS2, respectively). It is worth mentioning that the results of LS2
in isolation seem to be quite bad. However, when coupling LS1 and LS2 in a VND strategy, the
resulting algorithm obtains the best outcomes.

The next experiment consists in determining the influence of the parameter kmax on the perfor-
mance of GVNS. In particular, we consider kmax = {3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. In Table 5, we show the associated
results. As expected, the higher the value of kmax, the better the results. In this case, the Friedman
test again highlights the statistically significant differences among the tested algorithms (p-value
<0.001), becoming kmax = 7 the first algorithm in the ranking (2.39), closely followed by kmax =
6 (2.61) and kmax = 5 (2.79). The remaining values (i.e., kmax = 4 and kmax = 3) have a lower perfor-
mance with an associated ranking values of 3.43 and 3.79, respectively. It is worth mentioning that
the computing time increases with the value of kmax, so we set kmax = 5 as a compromise between
computing time and quality.

According to Crainic and Michel (2003), the classical performance measure for parallel algorithms
(i.e., speedup described by Barr and Hickman, 1993) is not adequate to evaluate the performance
of parallel metaheuristics. This is due to the fact that asynchronous interactions between threads
generally induce significant differences in search behavior, not only for the global parallel method,
but also for each process participating in cooperation. Therefore, the sequential and parallel methods
may then be viewed as different metaheuristics, requiring a redefinition of speedup and other
performance measures. This situation is further aggravated by the randomness embedded in the
VNS methods considered in this paper. However, it is important to note that a parallelization
strategy should accelerate the search or, alternatively, produce better results than the sequential
method. Consequently, we compare the quality of the solutions obtained by the sequential and
parallel VNS methods to evaluate the quality of the parallel design strategy. In particular, the next
experiment compares the performance of the GVNS (Section 4) and its parallel redesign following
the RSVNS methodology (Section 5). We conduct this experiment on a computer able to execute
up to eight processes (threads) simultaneously. Therefore, we consider one thread (i.e., sequential
version), and two, four, and eight threads. In Table 6 we report the associated results, where the
parameter in parenthesis indicates the number of threads. Notice that, in this table, RSVNS(1) is
equivalent to GVNS.

In Table 6, we show that all parallel versions outperform the sequential VNS method, RSVNS(1),
according to the statistics in the table. In this experiment, the p-value associated to the Friedman
test is 0.026, which indicates that there are statistically significant differences among all the variants,
emerging RSVNS(8) as the best method in the experiment. These results can be partially explained
by the fact that the proposed parallel methods explore larger portions of the search space. We also
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Table 6
Comparison of different configurations of RSVNS when varying the number of threads

No. of threads Time (seconds) Dev. (%) #Best

RSVNS(1) 43.94 1.73 6
RSVNS(2) 40.01 1.55 6
RSVNS(4) 51.78 0.99 6
RSVNS(8) 78.17 0.36 12

observe that the best outcomes are obtained with eight threads. It presents an average deviation
of 0.36% and 12 best-found solutions (out of 14), which compares favorably with the sequential
version (1.73% and 6). Computing times of the sequential version and parallel versions with two
and four threads are similar (about 50 seconds). This is mainly because the objective of RSVNS is
not the reduction of the computing time, but the exploration of a larger portion of the search space.
However, the parallel version with eight threads has a considerably larger computing time. This
deviation is mainly due to one instance, where the RSVNS(8) uses more than 400 seconds while the
computing time of the other three variants is about 80 seconds. However, this extra time drives to
a much better local optimum. We therefore select the parallel variant with eight threads as the best
procedure for our final experimentation.

6.2. Final experimentation

Once we have identified the best parameters and strategies among our proposed variants, the final
experiment is intended to compare the performance of our best proposal with the best previous
approaches in the state of the art. In particular, we have selected C1 as a constructive procedure,
VND as improvement strategy, and RSVNS with eight threads as the best RSVNS variant, to
compose our best algorithm. For the sake of simplicity, our method is named as RSVNS. This
approach is then compared to the heuristic algorithm described in Gademann et al. (2001), denoted
in the following as Heur-Gademann et al., and with the exact procedure also described in the same
paper, denoted as B&B-Gademann et al.

For this final comparison, we considered the full set of 432 instances. In order to have a fair
comparison, the heuristic methods are executed for a similar computing time. On the other hand,
the exact method has been executed for a maximum computing time of 600 seconds, as suggested by
the authors. Results in Table 7 are split into two main groups, since we have considered two routing
strategies. Specifically, we test the performance of the three compared methods (Heur-Gademann
et al., B&B-Gademann et al., and RSVNS) by joining them with a heuristic and exact routing
strategies (combined and Ratliff and Rosenthal methods, respectively). Note that we do not report
the optimal value when using the combined strategy, since it does not guarantee the optimal route.

The first conclusion that we can extract by analyzing these results is that the new proposal
clearly outperforms the previous methods in the state of the art when considering both routing
strategies. In particular, considering the whole set of instances (432), RSVNS obtains the lowest
average deviation and the highest number of best solutions found in the same (or even lower)
computing time. Specifically, RSVNS achieves an average deviation of 0.17% and 0.14% when using
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Table 7
Comparison of our best proposal with the algorithms in the state of the art, considering the combined and Ratliff and
Rosenthal routing strategies

Combined routing strategy

Instances Algorithm Time (seconds) Dev. (%) #Best #Opt

AAMD (240) Heur-Gademann et al. 113.68 1.27 80 –
B&B-Gademann et al. 473.31 1.17 95 –
RSVNS 134.78 0.18 211 –

HW (192) Heur-Gademann et al. 0.95 1.38 49 –
B&B-Gademann et al. 509.09 0.73 77 –
RSVNS 2.70 0.15 163 –

Total (432) Heur-Gademann et al. 64.07 1.13 129 –
B&B-Gademann et al. 489.21 0.98 172 –
RSVNS 76.08 0.17 374 –

Ratliff and Rosenthal routing strategy

Instances Algorithm Time (seconds) Dev. (%) #Best #Opt

AAMD (240) Heur-Gademann et al. 198.03 1.34 69 38
B&B-Gademann et al. 479.42 1.27 83 51
RSVNS 227.53 0.16 205 39

HW (192) Heur-Gademann et al. 9.18 1.15 32 10
B&B-Gademann et al. 512.31 0.97 58 33
RSVNS 11.48 0.11 164 11

Total (432) Heur-Gademann et al. 114.10 1.26 101 48
B&B-Gademann et al. 494.04 1.13 141 84
RSVNS 131.50 0.14 369 50

the combined and Ratliff and Rosenthal strategies, respectively. The deviation of the second best
method (B&B) is, on average, 1% higher than our proposal in both routing strategies, requiring
more than four times the computing time of RSVNS. Regarding the number of best solutions
found, we can observe the quality of our proposal, which obtains 374 (combined) and 369 (Ratliff
and Rosenthal) of 432 best solutions found, when the B&B is able to obtain only 172 and 141,
respectively.

When considering the number of optima, we can only make reference to the results obtained by
B&B-Gademann et al. when paired with Ratliff and Rosenthal routing strategy. As expected, the
exact procedure finds the largest number of optima (84 out of 432) and, our approach, is able to
find 50 of them. Note that since our method finds the largest number of best solutions (369 out of
432), some of them could also be optimal but we cannot certify it because the exact procedure was
not able to solve them in allowed computing time.

We confirmed these results by conducting the Friedman statistical test, which ranks the algorithm
according to their quality. The ranks obtained when considering the combined strategy are 1.46
(RSVNS), 2.17 (B&B-Gademann et al.), and 2.37 (Heur-Gademann et al.), resulting in a p-value
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Fig. 9. Search profile of the average deviation, for a 20-second run on eight large instances.

lower than 0.001, which indicates that there are statistically significant differences among the com-
pared methods. Similarly, when considering the Ratliff and Rosenthal strategy, the ranks obtained
are 1.42 (RSVNS), 2.18 (B&B-Gademann et al.), and 2.40 (Heur-Gademann et al.), again with a
p-value lower than 0.001. These results support the superiority of our proposal, independent of the
routing strategy used.

We have additionally conducted a statistical test for pairwise comparisons. In particular, we
compared our method (RSVNS) and the best previous algorithm in the state of the art (B&B-
Gademann et al.) with the well-known Wilcoxon test. The resulting p-value lower than 0.001 (using
both routing strategies) indicates that the values compared come from different populations (using
the typical significance level of α = 0.05 as the threshold between rejecting or not rejecting the null
hypothesis).

Finally, we illustrate the behavior of the two heuristic methods over the time. In Fig. 9, we show
the average deviation of the methods with respect to the best-known values. In particular, we report
this average every 0.5 seconds over a set of eight representative instances. Again, we left the state-of-
the-art method to finish its execution and then adjusted our time to the time needed by that method.
As we can observe in the figure, the method by Gademann et al. (2001) produces good-quality results
from the very beginning of the search. However, its performance falls drastically after three seconds
of execution. On the other hand, our algorithm needs a little more time to produce better results
than the method by Gademann et al. (2001), but after four seconds of execution, it consistently
produces the best values until the end of the experiment.

7. Conclusions

This paper presented a parallel VNS algorithm for solving the min–max OBP. First, we designed
a sequential GVNS. Then, we adapted the previous GVNS to a parallel version based on the
RSVNS methodology. To find a good configuration for our best heuristic, we have introduced two
constructive procedures based on different greedy strategies, called C1 and C2. We also proposed
two local search strategies, LS1 and LS2, based on swap moves. It is important to highlight that

C© 2016 The Authors.
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both local search procedures incorporate a new definition of the improvement move, which allows
them to deal with flat landscapes. As opposed to the standard way of applying GVNS, where the
starting solution is random, the sampled greedy constructed solution is used.

Additionally, we introduced a novel scheme for calculating the objective function, based on
a matrix of retrieving times, which substantially reduced the computing time (by a factor of 2)
when compared to the straightforward implementation. This new approach opens a new avenue of
research with high interest for this field, since many practical applications could make use of the
advantages of parallel designs.

The extensive experimental comparison performed showed that the parallel version of the al-
gorithm, RSVNS, clearly outperformed the best previous approaches by Gademann et al. (2001),
in the state of the art. These results were confirmed by nonparametric statistical tests, emerging
RSVNS as the new state-of-the-art algorithm for the min–max OBP.

Finally, given the positive results obtained with the parallel implementation of VNS, we note the
possibility of applying the presented strategies to other variants of this problem, which are already
in the literature. Additionally, our parallel approach is not unique. The study of other parallel
strategies, such as RPVNS or CNVNS open the door to a wide variety of possibilities that invite
closer examination and may give an interesting basis for future research.
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Abstract—Order Batching is an optimization problem related
to the picking process of orders in a warehouse. It consists in
grouping the orders (each order is composed by a list of items
to be collected) received in a warehouse in a set of batches of
a maximum fixed capacity. Then, a route to collect the items in
the same batch must be conformed. In this paper we tackle a
variant of this problem known as Order Batching and Sequencing
Problem where each order has a certain due date. This variant
consists in grouping the orders into batches and then sequencing
them, in such a way that the tardiness of each order (the extra
time over the due date needed to collect it) is minimized. In this
paper we propose a Variable Neighborhood Search algorithm to
tackle the problem. Our approach outperforms previous attempts
in the state of the art.

I. INTRODUCTION

Warehouse management systems have become an essential
part of the supply chain strategy. They mainly focus on moving
and storing materials within a warehouse by performing differ-
ent transactions (including shipping, receiving, and picking).
The success of warehouse management strongly depends on
how customer orders (containing a set of goods or items) are
retrieved. The picking process consists in collecting articles
(items) in a specified quantity before shipment to satisfy the
orders of the customers. This picking process may consume up
to 60% of the total time of all labor activities in the warehouse
(Drury, 1988), which can suppose more than half of the total
operating costs.

Given a set of orders received in the warehouse, there
are two basic order-picking strategies: strict-order picking and
order batching. In the first one, each picker collects all the
items included in one order. Once he/she finishes, the picker
continues with the second order and so on. In the order
batching strategy, several orders are put together into batches.
Then, each batch is assigned to a picker, who can retrieve
the items of any order grouped into the assigned batch, and
satisfies a capacity constraint (fixed by a maximum weight).

As it is well documented in the literature, reducing travel
time of picking operations improves order picking productiv-
ity. This is why batching strategies are used in warehouses.
According to De Koster et al. (1999), if batching and routing
are simultaneously considered, the associated benefits can be
considerably increased, reducing travel times more than 35%.
Although in this paper we focus on the batching and sequenc-
ing strategies to minimize the total tardiness, the objective
function is evaluated by means of the routing algorithm.

In this paper we deal with an optimization problem which
is a variant of the Order Batching Problem (OBP). The OBP
consists in minimizing the total time needed to collect all the
orders received in a warehouse, when the batching policy is
considered. An order is composed of several items, and these
items are placed at specific pick locations in the warehouse.
A set of orders grouped together conform a batch. Batches
have a maximum capacity fixed in advance. This capacity can
not be exceeded by the weight of the items in the orders
grouped in the same batch. This problem has been proved
to be NP-hard for general instances, but it is solvable in
polynomial time if each batch does not contain more than
two orders (Gademann and Velde, 2005). Unfortunately, real
warehouse instances do not usually fall into this category.
Therefore, the OBP has been heuristically approached in the
last few years. Among the most recent approaches to tackle the
problem, Albareda-Sambola et al. (2009) proposed a Variable
Neighborhood Descent (VND) algorithm that considered 6
different neighborhood structures. Henn et al. (2010) pro-
posed two procedures. An Iterated Local Search (ILS) and a
straightforward implementation of a Rank-Based Ant System.
Later, Henn and Wäscher (2012) improved previous results
by proposing two metaheuristic-based methods: a Tabu Search
algorithm and an Attributed-Based Hill Climbing (ABHC)
method with two genuine attribute sets. Öncan (2015) proposed
several Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formula-
tions, one for the batching problem and three for the routing
problem. Additionally, this author also proposed an Iterated
Local Search with a Tabu Thresholding method. As far as we
know, the most recent approach to tackle the OBP is Menéndez
et al. (2015), where the authors explored different Variable
Neighborhood Search strategies to tackle the problem.

The addressed variant in this paper, known as Order
Batching and Sequencing Problem (OBSP), involves not only
grouping the orders into batches and retrieving the items in
each order from their location, but also achieving the time
requirements of customers. These requirements mean that each
order has to be delivered before a determined due date. From
this perspective, it turns out that if an order is not delivered on
time, it has associated a tardiness. This tardiness is the extra
time over the due date needed to collect an order. The aim of
the OBSP is then to minimize the sum of the tardiness of all
orders received in the warehouse. Then, from an optimization
point of view, we can identify three different problems: how
to group orders into batches (batching), how to determine the
order to collect the conformed batches (sequencing) and how
to design the corresponding routes to collect them (routing).



However, in this variant, instead of determining the quality of
a solution by means of the total travel time (as in the case of
the OBP), the order batching has to be evaluated with respect
to the tardiness of the corresponding orders (Elsayed et al.,
1993). It is also important to notice that the orders received
must be retrieved by a single picker.

In this paper we will tackle the batching and sequencing
tasks (see Section III), since routing strategies have been
deeply studied in the associated literature (see Section II).
In particular, we tackle the version of the OBSP where
warehouses have parallel aisles of equal length connected
by two cross aisles (one at the front and one at the back).
Warehouses considered have a depot located in the front cross
aisle. In Figure 1 we illustrate an example of a warehouse
layout with 5 parallel aisles, 10 shelves with 6 pick locations
each, 2 cross aisles, and a depot located at the left bottom
corner. Additionally, we have represented with darkened tiles
the position of several items to be retrieved. Later, we will
illustrate several routes to collect these items.

Fig. 1: Layout of a warehouse.

The OBSP has been recently studied in Henn and Schmid
(2013), by using a modified version of the Iterated Local
Search and the Attribute-Based Hill Climbing methods pro-
posed in Henn et al. (2010) and Henn and Wäscher (2012),
respectively. Hossein et al. (2013) proposed an hybrid approach
based on combining a Weighted Association Rule Mining, a
binary integer programming model, and two different Genetic
Algorithms. The authors first determine the affinity among
orders with respect to their due date, based on an Integer Linear
Programming model. Then, they construct the batches and,
finally, they apply two Genetic Algorithms: one to determine
the sequence of the previously created batches and another
one to construct the routes to collect the batches. The last
attempt to address this problem has been driven by Chen et al.
(2015). In that paper, the authors developed a new Genetic
Algorithm to search near-optimal solutions of order batching
and sequencing, and an Ant Colony Optimization algorithm for
routing. However, these last two approaches only considered
very small test cases.

In this paper we propose an algorithm based on the
Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) methodology to address
the OBSP. In particular, we center our attention in the batching
and sequencing strategies, making use of previously defined
algorithms for the routing. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In Section II we introduce some of the most relevant

routing strategies in the literature. Later, in Section III we
present a VNS algorithm to tackle the batching and sequencing
duties. Finally, computational experiments and the associated
conclusions are presented in sections IV and V, respectively.

II. ROUTING STRATEGIES

The routing operation determines a sequence of steps to
collect all the items in the same batch. Additionally, it also
helps to determine the time needed to collect the orders. A
picker retrieves the items in a given batch by following a
specific route, which starts and finishes at the depot. The
time employed in performing that route is known as retrieving
time of a batch. It is computed as the sum of the travel time
plus the extraction time which includes, as mentioned above,
the time needed localize the item, the time needed to extract
it from its picking location, the associated time employed
in accelerating/decelerating the picking cart, etc. The routing
problem, which actually determines the value of the retrieving
time, can be exactly solved in polynomial time (see Ratliff
and Rosenthal, 1983). However, as it is well documented, the
optimal routes can be illogical for human pickers. Therefore,
this kind of solutions are usually discarded in real situations,
resorting to heuristic strategies.

The easiest routing strategy for warehouse workers is the S-
Shape or Traversal strategy. It consists in traversing any aisle,
that contains at least one item to be collected, from the front
cross aisle to the back cross aisle (or the other way round). If
the number of parallel aisles is odd, the last aisle is traversed
until the farthest item from the front cross aisle. In Figure 2
we show an example of how a picker collects a set of items
grouped in the same batch (previously presented in Figure 1)
following the S-Shape strategy. Notice that the last aisle is not
fully traversed since the number of aisles is odd. The retrieving
time is computed as the time needed to perform this route and
to collect all the required items.

Fig. 2: Route obtained with the S-Shape strategy.

In order to evaluate this solution, and for the sake of
simplicity, in Figure 2 we assume that each picking position
has a length/width equal to 1. Then, the picker traverses 6 units
of length when he/she goes from the front to the back cross
aisles. Similarly, going from one parallel aisle to the next one
has an associated distance of 2 units of length. Notice that
we do not consider the distance associated to the turn and the
distance to leave/enter the depot. Then, in this example, the



length of the route followed by the picker to collect all the
items is 52 units.

The Largest Gap strategy is based on the idea of gap. A
gap is defined in a parallel aisle as: the distance between two
consecutive items within the aisle; or the distance between
the front cross aisle and the nearest item in the parallel aisle;
or the distance between the back cross aisle and the nearest
item in the parallel aisle. The largest gap distance of a parallel
aisle is the maximum of the previous defined distances. The
Largest Gap strategy avoids to traverse the largest gap distance,
performing a U-turn when the picker reaches the position of
the item where the largest gap distance starts. In this routing
strategy, the picker fully traverses both, the first and the last
aisles that contain required items. The rest of the parallel
aisles are partially traversed since the picker avoids to traverse
the largest gap distance. In Figure 3 we illustrate the route
conformed by the Largest Gap strategy for the same example
depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Fig. 3: Route obtained with the Largest Gap strategy.

As we can see in Figure 3, the first and the last aisles
are fully traversed. The second aisle is only entered and
exited from the back cross aisle (performing only one U-turn).
Finally, the third and fourth aisles, are entered and exited from
the back cross aisle and from the front cross aisle (performing
two U-turns). In this case, the length of the route followed
by the picker to collect all the items is 50 units. This factor
indicates that the Largest Gap strategy for this configuration
of items to be retrieved is better than the S-Shape strategy.

However, Largest Gap is not always better than S-Shape,
since it depends on the particular instance (warehouse distri-
bution and items to be collected). For example, in Figure 4 we
show a different configuration of items to be collected into the
same warehouse. In this case, the picker traverses 40 units if
he/she chooses the S-Shape strategy (see Figure 4a), while the
length of the route is 42 units if he/she chooses the Largest
Gap strategy (see Figure 4b).

III. BATCHING AND SEQUENCING ALGORITHM

Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) (Mladenović and
Hansen, 1997) is a metaheuristic which exploits the idea
of neighborhood change in a systematic way. The aim is
to descend to a local optimum or, alternatively, to escape
from the basin of attraction from that local optimum. The
original metaheuristic has been widely evolved with many

(a) Route obtained with the S-Shape strategy in a different order configuration.

(b) Route obtained with the Largest Gap strategy in a different order
configuration.

Fig. 4: S-Shape and Largest Gap strategies for the same
configuration of items to be collected.

extensions. For instance: Reduced VNS (RVNS) explores
solutions at random in each neighborhood by perturbing the
solutions with the shaking procedure; Variable Neighborhood
Descent (VND) explores the neighborhood in a deterministic
way by using several local search procedures; Basic VNS
(BVNS) combines deterministic and random explorations of
the neighborhoods; and General VNS (GVNS) presents a
similar schema to BVNS but changing the Local Search to
explore the solution space with a VND. See Hansen et al.
(2008) for a thorough review of the most common approaches.
More advanced implementations of the methodology include: a
variant based on changes of the formulation of the problem to
deal with hard min-max/max-min optimization problems with
flat landscape (Pardo et al., 2013); a variant to tackle Multi-
Objective optimization problems (Duarte et al., 2014); or even
a parallel implementation of this metaheuristic Duarte et al.
(2013).

In this paper we propose a General Variable Neighborhood
Search for the Order Batching and Sequencing Problem. The
pseudocode of this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
This scheme has three input parameters: the initial solution
(S), the number of neighborhoods to be explored (kmax),
and the maximum computing time (tmax). The influence of
the parameter kmax on the search is studied in Section IV.
The parameter tmax is set in order to match the computing
time of previous approaches in the state of the art. Finally,
the construction of the initial solution does not belong to



the GVNS scheme. In fact, it could even be constructed at
random. However, as it is well documented in the related
literature, a more elaborated constructive procedure might
improve considerably the quality of the best solution found. In
Section III-A, we describe the constructive procedure proposed
for the OBSP.

The GVNS algorithm starts by initializing k to the first
neighborhood (step 3), and then it enters in the main loop
(Steps 5, 6, and 7). First, the current solution, S, is perturbed
in the shake procedure by applying a random move in the k-th
neighborhood (see Section III-C). Next, the obtained solution,
S′, is improved within a VND procedure, which considers
two different neighborhoods (see Section III-B). The VND is
deeply described in Section III-D. Finally, we use a standard
implementation of the neighborhood change method (Step 7).
In particular, this procedure determines which neighborhood
is the next one to be explored. If the perturbed and improved
solution (S′′) outperforms S, the GVNS method considers
S′′ as the new incumbent solution (S ← S′′) and resets
the search to the first neighborhood (k = 1). Otherwise, the
current solution is not updated, but a larger neighborhood is
explored (k = k + 1). These three steps are repeated until
the last neighborhood (kmax) is explored without finding an
improvement. Then, if the maximum computing time (tmax)
has not been exceeded, the GVNS performs a new iteration.

Algorithm 1 GVNS algorithm.
1: procedure GVNS(S, kmax, tmax)
2: repeat
3: k ← 1
4: repeat
5: S′ ← Shake(S, k)
6: S′′ ← V ND(S′)
7: NeighborhoodChange(S, S′′, k)
8: until k > kmax

9: t← CPUTime()
10: until t ≥ tmax

11: return S
12: end procedure

A. Constructive method

As it has been previously mentioned, in many implemen-
tations of VNS it takes a random feasible solution, but a more
elaborated constructive procedure might improve considerably
the quality of the best solution found. Based on this idea, the
initial solution is constructed by means of the Earliest Due
Date (EDD). This constructive algorithm first sorts all orders
according to their due date in such a way that orders with a
closer due date come first. Next, orders are successively as-
signed to batches following the previously defined organization
ensuring that the capacity constraint is not violated. In this
sense, the first batch is filled out until the next order coming
does not fit into the batch. Then, a new empty batch is created,
the previous order is assigned to this batch, and so on.

B. Neighborhood structures

A solution to the OBSP is represented as a list of m
batches, i.e., S = {B1, B2, . . . , Bm}, where each batch Bj

contains an unfixed number of orders that do not overcome

the capacity of the picking cart (i.e., |Bj | ≤ C, where |Bj |
denotes the weight of the batch Bj and C denotes the capacity
of the cart), and each order is formed by an unfixed number
of items that must be retrieved. The free space of a batch Bj

is denoted as Bj . According to this solution representation,
an insert move, denoted by Insert(S,Oi, Bj , Bk), produces a
new solution S′ where the order Oi is removed from its current
batch (Bj) and it is included in Bk. As it was previously
mentioned only feasible moves are considered. Then, Oi is
admitted in Bk if and only if Bk has enough free space (i.e.,
|Oi| ≤ Bk).

In Figure 5 we illustrate the Insert move with an example.
In this case, the initial configuration (Figure 5a) of the batches
includes two batches: Bj (with three orders, O1, O2, and O3)
and Bk (with two orders, O4 and O5). Given this configu-
ration, we illustrate how to perform Insert(S,O2, Bj , Bk).
This move tries to insert the order O2 ∈ Bj in Bk. Once
the move has been performed, the new configuration of Bj

is Bj = {O1, O3} and the new configuration of Bk is
Bk = {O2, O4, O5} (see Figure 5b).

Fig. 5: Example of an Insert move.

Considering the Insert move previously introduced, we
can define the neighborhood N1 of a solution S as:

N1(S) = {S′ ← Insert(S,Oi, Bj , Bk)}

where Oi ∈ Bj ; 1 ≤ i ≤ n, being n the number of orders;
1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and j 6= k, being m the number of
batches.

We now introduce an additional move, the swap move,
denoted by Swap(S,Oi, Bj , Ok, Bl). Given a solution S, the
Swap move produces a new solution S′ where the order Oi is
removed from its current batch (Bj) and then it is inserted in
the batch Bl. Simultaneously, the order Ok is removed from its
current batch (Bl) and inserted in Bj . This move is performed
if and only if S′ is a feasible solution (i.e., |Oi| ≤ Bl + |Ok|
and |Ok| ≤ Bj + |Oi|).

In Figure 6 we illustrate the Swap move with an ex-
ample. In this case, in the initial configuration the batch
Bj is composed by {O1, O2, O3} while Bl is composed by
{O4, O5} (see Figure 6a). In particular, we show how to per-
form Swap(S,O2, Bj , O5, Bl). This move involves the orders
O2 ∈ Bj and O5 ∈ Bl, and results in a new configuration
of batches where Bj is composed by {O1, O3, O5} and Bl is
composed by {O2, O4} (see Figure 6b).



Fig. 6: Example of a Swap move.

Considering the Swap move previously introduced, we can
define the neighborhood N2 of a solution S as:

N2(S) = {S′ ← Swap(S,Oi, Bj , Ok, Bl)}

where Oi ∈ Bj , Ok ∈ Bl; 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, being n the
number of orders; 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ m, and j 6= k, being
m the number of batches.

C. Shaking strategy

The shake stage is usually introduced in VNS as an
effective strategy to escape from a basin of attraction. Given
a solution S, the shake procedure randomly generates a new
solution S′ in the k-th neighborhood (denoted as Nk(S)) by
applying k moves. More precisely, Nk(S) contains the set of
solutions that can be reached by applying k consecutive moves.

In the OBSP, the move applied for the shaking strategy
is based on Swap moves. In particular the shake procedure
applies a random Swap, k consecutive times.

D. Improvement methods

Local search procedures are heuristic methods designed
with the aim of reaching a local optimum. Starting from a
given feasible solution, these procedures explore a determined
neighborhood. In each iteration, the method replaces the cur-
rent solution if a neighbor solution improves the objective
function. The search ends when all neighbor solutions has an
associated objective function worse than the current one (i.e.,
larger objective function value in a minimization problem).
The end of the search means that a local optimum has been
found.

There exist two classical strategies to explore a neigh-
borhood: best improvement and first improvement. In the
former, the associated neighborhood is completely explored by
a fully deterministic procedure, performing the best associated
move. In the latter, the first improvement strategy, the method
tries to avoid the exploration of the whole neighborhood
by performing the first improving move encountered during
the exploration. In general, iterations performed in the first
improvement strategy are more efficient than those in the best
improvement one, since the former only evaluates a part of the
neighborhood, while the latter explores it completely. Although
the time needed to perform a best improvement strategy is
usually larger, we cannot ensure that the obtained improvement

with this strategy is better than the one obtained with a first
improvement strategy.

In this paper, we propose a Variable Neighborhood Descent
method as the local search procedure. This VND method
explores the two aforementioned neighborhoods (see Section
III-B) with a first improvement strategy. In both neighbor-
hoods, N1 and N2, only feasible moves that improve the value
of the objective function of the solution are considered. Given
the neighborhood N1, we define a local search procedure LS1
as the one that explores N1 using a first improvement strategy.
This local search starts from a random point and performs
Insert moves until no further improvement is achieved. Simi-
larly, we define LS2 as the local search procedure that explores
N2 also using a first improvement strategy. Again, this local
search starts from a random point, but in this case it performs
Swap moves until a local optimum is reached.

Once the two previous neighborhoods are defined, we
propose the combination of both of them in a VND method.
In particular, in Algorithm 2 we show the pseudocode of this
procedure. This method receives as input parameter the initial
solution S. In this algorithm, kmax = 2 since there are two
neighborhoods to be explored. Notice that the neighborhoods
are sorted in such a way that N1 is explored first and N2 is
explored in second position. As it is common in the VNS
community, neighborhoods are explored from the smallest
and fastest to explore to the largest one. In this case, N1

(based on insert moves) is usually shorter than N2 (based on
swap moves), since the number of batches is normally smaller
than the number of orders, the order within the batch is not
taken into account, and, additionally, only feasible moves are
considered. The procedure in Step 4 chooses the neighborhood
to be explored, while the procedure in Step 5 has the same
behavior than the one in Algorithm 1. This method finishes
when there are not improvements in any of the neighborhoods.

Algorithm 2 VND algorithm.
1: procedure VND(S)
2: k ← 1
3: repeat
4: S′ ← ChooseBestNeighbor(S, k)
5: NeighborhoodChange(S, S′, k)
6: until k > kmax

7: return S
8: end procedure

IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section we present the experiments performed to
empirically study the influence of the proposed strategies and
then to compare our best variant with the best algorithm
identified in the state of the art (Henn and Schmid, 2013). We
have implemented our algorithms in Java 7 and the experiments
were run on an AMD Phenom II X6 1050T with 2.8 GHz and
4 GB of RAM with Ubuntu 14.04 64 bit OS. The section also
includes a detailed description of the instances used in the
experimentation.

A. Instances

We have considered a set of instances previously used
in the literature for this optimization problem. In particular



we have selected the Set HS (Henn and Schmid, 2013).
This set contains 4800 instances whose main features are
described below. In order to have an easier understanding
of the instances, we have divided the description of them in
three different parts: warehouse layout, item distribution, and
customer orders.

• Warehouse layout: It consists of 900 storage locations,
where each one stores a different article (item). The
warehouse has 10 aisles with 90 storage locations each
(45 on either side of each aisle). The length of each
storage location is set to 1 length unit (LU), while the
width is 1.5 LU. When the picker leaves an aisle, it is
assumed that he/she moves 1 LU (from either the first
or the last storage location to the cross aisle). Finally,
the picker spends 5 LU to move from the current aisle
to the next one. The depot is located 1.5 LU away from
the first storage location in the leftmost aisle.

• Item distribution: There are two different scenarios:
(1) ABC distribution and (2) random distribution. In
the first one, items can be grouped into three classes.
The first one contains very demanding items (Class
A), where 10% of the articles represent 52% of the
demand. The second class contain items with medium
demand (Class B), where another 30% of the articles
accounts for 36% of the demand. Finally, Class C
contains items with low demand and represents the
final 60% of the articles that represents 12% of the
demand. Articles of Class A are stored in the first
aisle, articles of Class B in the second, third and
fourth aisles, and articles of Class C in the remaining
6 aisles. Notice that items are randomly located within
a demand class. In the second scenario, items are
randomly distributed among the storage locations.

• Customer orders: This set of instances considers 4
different sizes of orders (n = {20, 40, 60, 80}), where
the number of items per order is uniformly distributed
in {5, 6, . . . , 25}. The capacity of the picking device
C (defined as the maximum number of items which
can be assigned to a batch) has been fixed to 45 and
75.

The time needed by an order picker to collect all the items
in a batch is the sum of three times: the time needed to walk
through the warehouse (collecting time), the time spent picking
the items (picking time) and the time required to process the
batch at depot (depot time). The collecting time equals to the
total distance gone through divided into the move speed of 0.48
LU/second. The picking time is 6 seconds per item and the
depot time is 3 minutes, no matter the amount of orders in the
batch. These parameters are set according to the configuration
of the instances.

This set of instances also considers the Modified Traffic
Congestion Rate (MTCR) parameter. High values of MTCR
mean that the due dates of the orders are very close one to each
other, while low values of MTCR mean that the due dates are
more scattered. The MTCR values considered are 0.50, 0.55,
0.60, 0.65, 0.70 and 0.75.

We have experimentally tested that it is not necessary to
use the whole set of instances, since a small representative

subset can produce similar results. Therefore, we have selected
a subset of 96 instances from the previously described Set
HS. In particular, we have selected one instance per type in
order to perform our experiments.

B. Preliminary experiments

In this section we adjust the parameters of our algorithm
(value of kmax, local search to use, and selection of the routing
strategy) by conducting several preliminary experiments with
12 out of the 96 instances selected.

We first compare the performance of the VND (see Section
III-D), with respect to the local search procedures separately
(LS1 and LS2). In order to perform this comparison, we
constructed a solution with the EDD and then we applied each
improvement method (LS1, LS2 and VND) to the same initial
solution.

In Tables I and II we summarize, for each improvement
method, the average value of the objective function (Tardiness),
the average execution time in seconds (CPU t (s)), the average
deviation from the EDD constructed solution (Dev. (%)), the
number of times the method has obtained the best solution
(#Best) and the number of times the method has obtained
a tardiness value of 0 (#Zeros). In Table I we coupled each
algorithm with the S-Shape routing strategy and in Table II we
coupled each algorithm with the Largest Gap routing strategy.
Results in those tables confirm that the VND procedure com-
pares favorably with respect to simple local search methods
when using both: S-Shape and Largest Gap routing strategies.

Local search LS1 LS2 VND
Tardiness 28462 20665 16603
CPU t (s) <1 <1 <1
Dev. (%) 21.13% 31.76% 38.75%
#Best 3 4 11
#Zeros 1 1 1

TABLE I: Comparison of LS1, LS2 and VND with the S-Shape
routing strategy.

Local search LS1 LS2 VND
Tardiness 17012 17418 12040
CPU t (s) <1 <1 <1
Dev. (%) 14.10% 17.96% 26.68%
#Best 3 4 9
#Zeros 1 1 1

TABLE II: Comparison of LS1, LS2 and VND with the Largest
Gap routing strategy.

As we can see in the tables, VND achieves the maximum
deviation from the EDD method in both, the S-Shape and
the Largest Gap comparisons. In particular, VND obtained
38.75% in the S-Shape comparison and 26.68% in the Largest
Gap one, while LS1 obtained 21.13% and 14.10%; and LS2
obtained 31.76% and 17.96%, in the S-Shape and Largest Gap
comparisons, respectively. If we pay attention to the number of
best solutions found, again VND also achieves the maximum
number of best solutions found in the experiment (11 versus
3 and 4 in the S-Shape comparison and 9 versus 3 and 4
in the Largest Gap comparison). It is worth mentioning that
the results of LS2 in isolation seem to be consistently better



than the ones by LS1. Therefore, we select VND as our
improvement strategy for the next experiments.

If we compare the deviation with respect to the EDD
solution obtained with S-Shape and Largest Gap, it seems
that S-Shape is a better routing strategy. However, this is not
necessarily true, since the deviation is calculated with respect
to the EDD solution routed with the corresponding routing
strategy. In fact, if we have a look to the average tardiness
obtained by the methods, it is considerably better in the case
of the Largest Gap.

The next experiment consists in determining the influence
of the parameter kmax on the performance of GVNS, fixing
the local search procedure as the VND method. The execution
time in this next experiment depends on the number of orders
(100 ms × number of orders in the instance) and the results are
compared with respect to the EDD method. In particular, we
consider kmax = {10, 15, 20} as the size of the perturbation
within the shaking procedure. In Table III we show the
associated results for each routing strategy. We present the
same rows as the ones in Table I. For each routing strategy,
the best kmax value is 15 since it obtains the best value of
deviation from the EDD and the maximum number of best
solutions found. It also achieves the highest value for #Zeros
for both routing strategies.

Routing S-Shape Largest Gap
kmax 10 15 20 10 15 20
Tardiness 11590 11383 11672 9895 10032 10116
CPU t (s) 3.36 3.37 3.42 3.30 3.32 3.36
Dev. (%) 53.72% 53.82% 53.70% 47.99% 49.43% 49.36%
#Best 9 11 9 10 10 10
#Zeros 1 1 1 2 3 3

TABLE III: Influence of kmax on the performance of GVNS.

C. Final experiments

Once we have identified the best parameters and strategies
among our proposed variants, the final experiment is intended
to compare the performance of our best proposal with the
best previous approach. In particular, we have selected VND
as improvement strategy and kmax = 15 to compose our
best algorithm. We have conformed a GVNS method with
the previous parameters and we have compared it with the
ILS algorithm described in Henn and Schmid (2013) in both
contexts: S-Shape and Largest Gap routing strategies.

For this final comparison we considered the full set of
96 instances selected. The algorithms ran for the same time,
which is set by the ILS algorithm with a maximum time of
300 seconds per instance.

In tables IV and V we report the results obtained by the ILS
algorithm compared to our proposed GVNS over the whole
set of instances. In Table IV we refer to the results obtained
using the S-Shape routing strategy and in Table V we refer to
the results obtained using the Largest Gap routing strategy. In
these tables we present the same rows as in previous tables.

The first conclusion that we can extract by analyzing
these results is that the new proposed procedure outperforms
the previous method in the state of the art. This experiment
shows that for the algorithms running with the S-Shape routing

strategy there exist no significant differences. Although ILS
performs better in terms of deviation from the EDD (53.50%)
than the GVNS (53.13%), our proposed algorithm obtains a
higher number of best solutions (75, while ILS obtains 74). In
order to confirm the previous observations, we have performed
a test of Wilcoxon. The obtained p-value of 0.981 indicates
that there are not significant differences between both methods,
with a level of significance of α = 0.05.

Algorithm ILS GVNS
Tardiness 15654 15697
CPU t (s) 9.26 8.60
Dev. (%) 53.50% 53.13%
#Best 74 75
#Zeros 11 11

TABLE IV: Best methods on set HS with the S-Shape
routing strategy.

Having a look at Table V, it seems that in this case the
differences between the methods are larger. The deviation from
the EDD achieved by the GVNS (50.00%) is better than the
one achieved by the ILS (49.44%). Additionally, GVNS was
able to achieve 86 best values while ILS was only able to
achieve 69. Again, in order to confirm our observation, we
performed a test of Wilcoxon. The obtained p-value of 0.001,
with a level of significance of α = 0.05, indicates that there
are significant differences between the algorithms.

Algorithm ILS GVNS
Tardiness 13952 13622
CPU t (s) 111.21 97.31
Dev. (%) 49.44% 50.00%
#Best 69 86
#Zeros 14 14

TABLE V: Best methods on set HS with the Largest Gap
routing strategy.

In Tables VI and VII we present the results divided by
groups depending on the MTCR parameter. In particular, we
report the average deviation with respect to the EDD method
for each algorithm using the S-Shape routing strategy (Table
VI) and Largest Gap routing strategy (Table VII). From this
perspective, it is interesting to point out that the maximum per-
formance of ILS and GVNS with respect to EDD is achieved
when MTCR equals 0.60. After that value, it decreases.

MTCR ILS GVNS
0.50 38.36% 35.95%
0.55 36.27% 36.48%
0.60 66.85% 67.30%
0.65 60.03% 60.09%
0.70 57.37% 57.31%
0.75 62.14% 61.83%

TABLE VI: Average deviation with respect to the EDD con-
sidering the S-Shape routing strategy.

Despite of the results shown in Tables IV and V, it is fair
to say that the Largest Gap routing strategy is the best routing
algorithm for this set of instances. This fact is shown in Table
VIII, where data from Table IV and Table V is mixed. In this
table we compare the four previous algorithms (ILS+SS and
GVNS+SS for the algorithms that use the S-Shape method,
ILS+LG and GVNS+LG for the algorithms that use the Largest



MTCR ILS GVNS
0.50 38.96% 39.08%
0.55 33.38% 34.67%
0.60 60.97% 61.21%
0.65 57.52% 57.65%
0.70 51.34% 52.39%
0.75 54.46% 55.00%

TABLE VII: Average deviation with respect to the EDD
considering the Largest Gap routing strategy.

Gap method). In this case we do not report the deviation
against EDD since the comparison point is different in the
case of S-Shape and Largest Gap. However, instead of that
value we reported the deviation against the best found solution
(Dev. Best (%)) by any of the methods (notice that the higher
the deviation, the worse the algorithm). When the objective
function value is zero, the deviation can not be reported, so we
also reported the number of optimum values found (#Zeros).
Results in Table VIII help us to confirm that the proposed
algorithm (GVNS) using the Largest Gap routing strategy is
the best strategy since it achieves the lowest deviation with
respect to the best value of the experiment (1.25%) and the
highest number of best values found (79 times out of 96
instances).

Algorithm ILS+SS GVNS+SS ILS+LG GVNS+LG
Tardiness 15654 15697 13952 13622
Dev. Best (%) 44.75 56.35 3.40 1.25
#Best 18 16 64 79
#Zeros 11 11 14 14

TABLE VIII: Comparison of the best four methods considering
the deviarion with respect to the best solution found.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present a General Variable Neighborhood
Search (GVNS) algorithm to tackle the Order Batching and
Sequencing Problem (OBSP). Specifically, we make use of
the well-known constructive method Earliest Due Date (EDD).
The GVNS explores two different neighborhoods coupled in
a Variable Neighborhood Descent method. The algorithm was
paired with two well-known routing methods: S-Shape and
Largest Gap. After testing the best configurations for our
method, we compared it with the best previous algorithm, over
a set of instances referred in the literature. This comparison
was statistically supported, and it favors our proposal.
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Abstract

Warehousing has been found as an essential issue by the industry in the last few years, being a key part of
the supply chain management. It mainly focuses its attention on moving and storing materials in warehouses
by performing different activities such as shipping, receiving, and picking operations. The profits obtained
by warehouse management systems strongly depends on how customer orders, containing a set of goods,
are collected. This picking process consists in collecting goods (items) before shipment to satisfy the orders
of the customers. The Order Batching and Sequencing Problem (OBSP) involves the process of collecting
orders in a warehouse by grouping orders into batches with a maximum fixed capacity. In the context of the
OBSP, each order has a certain due date, i.e., it must be collected before a specific time. Otherwise, it has
associated a tardiness penalty. The problem then consists in grouping orders into batches, sequencing the
batches and finding a route to collect each batch, in such a way that the total tardiness is minimized. In this
paper we propose a heuristic approach based on the Variable Neighborhood Search methodology to address
the problem. Additionally, we provide an extensive experimental comparison between our procedure and
the best previous method found in the related literature. The experimentation reveals that our algorithm
improves the state of the art in both, quality and computing time. This fact is finally confirmed by non-
parametric statistical tests.

Keywords: Warehousing, Order Batching and Sequencing Problem, Optimization, Heuristics, Variable
Neighborhood Search.

1. Introduction

Supply chain management involves many activities such as designing, planning, executing, controlling,
or monitoring. Some of the main objectives of these activities are creating net value, building a competitive
infrastructure, boosting worldwide logistics, synchronizing supply with demand, or measuring performance
globally. Within this discipline, warehousing has emerged as an essential issue in the last few years. Specif-5

ically, common activities in a typical warehouse involve shipping, receiving, and picking operations. Among
others, the profits obtained by the industry depends on how customer orders are collected. This picking
process consists in collecting goods (items) before shipment to satisfy the orders of the customers. As it is
stated in Drury (1988), the picking process in a warehouse may consume up to 60% of the total time of all
labor activities, which can suppose more than half of the total operating costs.10

When receiving orders in a warehouse, there exist two basic order-picking strategies: strict-order picking
and order batching. In the former, each picker collects all the items included in one order. Once he/she
finishes, the picker continues with the second order and so on. In the latter, several orders are put together
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into batches. Then, each batch is assigned to a picker, who can retrieve the items of any order grouped
into the assigned batch, satisfying the capacity constraint (fixed by a maximum weight). According to15

De Koster et al. (1999b), if routes that pickers follow to collect items are properly designed, it is possible to
reduce the travel time up to 35%. Moreover, these benefits can be considerably increased if batching and
routing are simultaneously considered.

In this paper we deal with an optimization problem which involves three main actions: (i) grouping the
orders into feasible batches, i.e., the sum of the weight/size does not exceed the capacity of the corresponding20

batch, (ii) retrieving the items in each order from their location, and (iii) satisfying the time requirements
determined by customers. The optimization problem is usually known as Order Batching and Sequencing
Problem (OBSP), where the focus resides in the fact that each order has to be delivered before a determined
due date. More precisely, if an order is not delivered on time, it has associated a tardiness penalty (i.e.,
proportional to the extra time over the due date needed to collect an order). The aim of the OBSP is then25

to minimize the sum of the tardiness of all orders received in the warehouse. This problem considers that
each batch is retrieved by a single picker. Notice that when multiple pickers are considered (Henn, 2015), it
is a different optimization problem.

From an optimization point of view, we can identify three different sub-problems within the OBSP:
batching (how to group orders into batches), sequencing (how to determine the next batch to be collected),30

and routing (how to design the routes to collect the batches). The quality of a solution is finally determined
by the sum of the tardiness of each order, if there is any (Elsayed et al., 1993).

As far as we know, there is not theoretical demonstration of the hardness of the OBSP. However, as it is
pointed out in Du and Leung (1990), the problem of minimizing the total tardiness for a set of independent
jobs on a single machine is a special case of the OBSP, which is NP-hard Du and Leung (1990). Therefore,35

as Henn and Schmid (2013) conclude, the OBSP is also NP-hard, justifying the use of heuristic approaches
to tackle the problem.

As it is customary in the related literature, we consider warehouses with parallel aisles of equal length
connected by two cross aisles (one at the front and one at the back). These warehouses have a depot located
in the front cross aisle, which is the starting and ending point of the route. The depot is then the point40

where the picker receives the information of the batch that he/she will collect and where the picker leaves
the retrieved items after the route. In Figure 1, we illustrate an example of a warehouse layout with 5
parallel aisles, 10 shelves with 6 picking locations each, 2 cross aisles, and a depot located at the left bottom
corner. Additionally, we have represented the position of several items to be retrieved with darkened tiles.
Later, we will illustrate several routes to collect these items.45

Figure 1: Layout of a warehouse.

In this paper we propose an algorithm based on the Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) methodology

2



(Mladenović and Hansen, 1997) to address the OBSP. In particular, we center our attention in the batching
and sequencing strategies, making use of previously defined algorithms for the routing. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the most relevant approaches previously reported in the
related literature. In Section 3, we describe some of the main routing strategies previously used. Later, in50

Section 4, we define the structures used in our VNS algorithm, shown in Section 5, to tackle the batching
and sequencing duties. Finally, computational experiments and the associated conclusions are presented in
Sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2. Literature review

The OBSP has been recently studied in Henn and Schmid (2013), by using a modified version of the55

Iterated Local Search (ILS) and the Attribute-Based Hill Climbing (ABHC) algorithms. These two methods
were originally introduced in Henn et al. (2010) and Henn and Wäscher (2012), respectively, to solve the
Order Batching Problem (OBP), which is closely related to the OBSP. In particular, the OBP consists in
grouping a set of orders into batches (with a capacity limit) and then, for each batch, defining the route
to collect the corresponding orders. Therefore, the objective function looks for the configuration of batches60

that minimizes the time needed to collect all of them. As a conclusion, although the OBSP and the OBP are
related, we should not expect a method developed for the OBSP to perform well on the OBP. Indeed both
problems have been treated independently in the related literature. Therefore, we restrict our attention to
solution methods specifically designed for the OBSP.

The ILS algorithm aforementioned starts with a feasible solution generated by means of the Earliest65

Due Date (EDD) algorithm. Then, the procedure applies a local search method in order to reach a local
optimum. Next, it enters in a loop which has a perturbation phase and a local search procedure. The
perturbation phase consists in swapping, at most, the 50% of the orders of two batches selected at random,
while the local search procedure applies two different kind of moves: swaps (an order is removed from its
current batch and it is added to another batch and vice versa) and shifts (an order is removed from its70

current batch and it is added to another one). A move is accepted when it results in an improvement of
the objective function. Otherwise, after 40 iterations without improving, the algorithm accepts the move in
any case. This is considered as a deterioration move. The algorithm stops after performing 10 consecutive
deteriorations without improving the best solution found.

On the other hand, ABHC algorithm constructs solutions that contain a set of desired attributes. Specif-75

ically, this algorithm considers two sets of attributes: (i) pairs of orders which are assigned to the same batch
and (ii) orders assigned to a given batch. ABHC starts by constructing a feasible solution (with the EDD
procedure) and then improving it with a local search method. This solution is further improved by means
of a complex strategy. In particular, it explores the set of neighborhoods previously defined with a first
improvement mechanism, selecting the best solution among all the visited ones. If the selected solution80

improves upon (at least) one attribute, it performs a new iteration, updating the set of attributes. The
method finally stops when no further improvement can be made in any of the considered attributes.

The authors compared these two algorithms by considering the relative improvement with respect to the
EDD method. They also introduced a huge set of instances, which covers different parameters such as the
capacity of the picking cart, the number of orders used, or the Modified Traffic Congestion Rate (MTCR)85

(Elsayed and Lee, 1996). This last parameter is relevant for the OBSP since it determines the tightness of
the problem regarding the due dates. The larger the MTCR, the closer the due dates, and vice versa.

Hossein et al. (2013) proposed a hybrid approach based on combining different techniques to tackle the
OBSP, referred to as ATGH. First of all, the algorithm starts by calculating associations between orders
within each batch with a Weighted Association Rule Mining procedure, denoted as MINWAL (Chen and Wu,90

2005). With this procedure, orders with similar due dates and similar items have larger probabilities of being
in the same batch. Next, a Binary Integer Clustering model is applied to construct batches maximizing the
associations among orders within each batch. Afterward, a Genetic Algorithm identifies the most suitable
travel path. Finally, the method applies another Genetic Algorithm for sequencing the constructed batches
to minimize the tardiness. Notice that both Genetic Algorithms have almost the same parameters except95

for the population size. Again, the authors determined the quality of the proposed algorithm by considering
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the relative improvement with respect to the EDD method. Hossein et al. (2013) also proposed a new set
of instances. Unfortunately, they are not publicly available. In addition, the authors do not describe them
with enough details to generate an equivalent set of instances.

As far as we know, the last attempt to address this problem has been driven by Chen et al. (2015)100

that presents both, exact and approximate approaches. The first one is based on a Non-linear Integer
Optimization model. This model considers the OBSP with a unified perspective, i.e., batching, sequencing,
and routing together in a unique model. As the authors describe in the paper, this model can only be used
for small instances. Therefore, they proposed a heuristic method based on a hybridization between a Genetic
Algorithm and an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) procedure. The first one looks for near-optimal solutions105

for the order batching and sequencing sub-problems. Then, the evaluation of the solutions generated with
the Genetic Algorithm is achieved with the second algorithm. Specifically, the ACO minimizes the total
travel time of each batch. The authors use two objective functions to illustrate the quality of their proposals.
The former is the total distance traversed by the picker to collect all the items of each batch. This value
corresponds to the Order Batching Problem (Gademann and Velde, 2005). The latter is directly the total110

tardiness associated to the batches (i.e., the objective function of the OBSP). The authors compared their
proposal with a two-stage Genetic Algorithm developed by Tsai et al. (2008) originally designed for the
OBP. In particular, they compare the algorithms with respect to the EDD method. Chen et al. (2015)
introduced a new set of instances defined in terms of the MTCR parameter (as in Henn and Schmid, 2013).
They only consider 12 instances of small size derived from one type of warehouse with just three aisles and115

a total of 12 picking locations.

3. Routing strategies

The sequence of steps taken to collect all the items in the same batch by the picker is determined by
the routing algorithm. Additionally, it also helps to determine the time needed to collect the orders. The
specific route followed by the picker starts and finishes at the depot, where the items are dropped once the120

picker has collected them. The time employed in performing that route is known as retrieving time of a
batch. It is computed as the sum of the travel time plus the extraction time. The travel time is directly the
time employed by the picker to traverse those aisles that contain at least one item to collect. The extraction
time includes the time needed to localize the item, the time needed to extract it from its picking location,
the associated time employed in accelerating/decelerating the picking cart, etc.125

Computing the retrieving time for a batch is known as a routing problem, which is usually solved by
using heuristic or metaheuristic procedures. As far as we know, metaheuristics does not provide an actual
improvement with respect to heuristic approaches in the context of planning the routes of a picker in a
warehouse, as the one described in this paper (see Figure 1). Therefore we restrict our revision strictly to
heuristic methods. Indeed, these procedures have been widely referred in the related literature.130

One of the oldest heuristic strategies for warehouse workers is the S-Shape or Traversal strategy
(Goetschalckx and Ratliff, 1988). It consists in traversing an aisle that contains, at least, one item to
be collected from the front cross aisle to the back cross aisle (or the other way round). If the number of
parallel aisles is odd, the last aisle is traversed until the farthest item from the front cross aisle. In Figure 2,
we show an example of how a picker collects a set of items grouped in the same batch, following the S-Shape135

strategy. This example is based on the warehouse layout depicted in Figure 1. Notice that the last aisle is
not fully traversed since the number of aisles is odd. The retrieving time is computed as the time needed to
perform this route and to collect all the required items.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that each picking position has a length/width equal to 1 in the
example shown in Figure 2. Then, the picker traverses 6 units of length when he/she goes from the front140

to the back cross aisles. Similarly, going from one parallel aisle to the next one has an associated distance
of 2 units of length. Notice that we do not consider the distance associated to the turn and the distance
associated to leave/enter the depot. Then, in this example, the length of the route followed by the picker
to collect all the items is 52 units.

The Largest Gap strategy (De Koster et al., 1999a) is based on the idea of avoiding to traverse a part145

of some aisles (named largest gap) by performing U-turns within a given aisle. More precisely, the gap not
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Figure 2: Route obtained with an S-Shape strategy.

traversed is defined in a parallel aisle as the maximum of (i) the distance between two consecutive items
to be collected within the aisle, (ii) the distance between the front cross aisle and the nearest item to be
collected in the parallel aisle, or (iii) the distance between the back cross aisle and the nearest item to be
collected in the parallel aisle. As mentioned above, this strategy avoids to traverse the largest gap distance,150

performing a U-turn when the picker reaches the position of the item where the largest gap distance starts.
In this routing strategy, the picker fully traverses both, the first and the last aisles that contain required
items. The rest of the parallel aisles are partially traversed since the picker avoids to traverse the largest
gap distance. Considering again the warehouse example shown in Figure 1, we illustrate in Figure 3 the
route conformed by this strategy.155

Figure 3: Route obtained with a Largest Gap strategy.

As we can see in Figure 3, the first and the last aisles are fully traversed since they contain required items
(highlighted in gray). The second aisle is only entered and exited from the back cross aisle (performing only
one U-turn). Finally, the third and fourth aisles are entered and exited from the back cross aisle and from
the front cross aisle (performing two U-turns). In this case, the length of the route followed by the picker
to collect all the items is 50 units, which is better than the solution obtained with the S-Shape strategy (52160

units of length).
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The third heuristic routing algorithm reviewed in this paper, called Combined, was introduced by
Roodbergen and De Koster (2001). As its name states, it is a combination of the two previously defined
strategies. Specifically, this approach determines whether it is better to traverse an aisle with the S-shape
strategy or with the Largest Gap one. The original heuristic creates order picking routes that visit every165

aisle that contains items exactly once. The aisles are visited sequentially from left to right and then the
picker returns to the depot. It performs a small dynamic programming algorithm, consisting in choosing the
best option between fully traversing the aisle (S-Shape) or entering and exiting from the same side (Largest
Gap). Menéndez et al. (2016) introduced a variant of this strategy in which the picker can collect items
when returning to the depot. With this strategy, the picker always traverses the first and the last aisle that170

have, at least, one item to collect. Then, the Combined strategy labels with LG or SS each aisle. Specifically,
an aisle will be labeled with LG when it is better to be traversed with the Largest Gap strategy. Similarly,
an aisle will be labeled with SS when it is better to be traversed with the S-Shape strategy. We refer the
reader to Menéndez et al. (2016) for a more detailed description. In Figure 4, we illustrate the route devised
with the Combined strategy for the same warehouse introduced in Figure 1.175

Figure 4: Route obtained with a Combined strategy.

As it was aforementioned, the first and the last aisles are fully traversed. The second aisle is only entered
and exited from the back cross aisle (performing only one U-turn), as in the Largest Gap strategy. Finally,
the third and the fourth aisles are traversed as in the S-Shape strategy. In this way, the length of the route
followed by the picker to collect all the items is 46 units, which is better than the routes obtained with
S-Shape (52 units) and Largest Gap (50 units) strategies.180

It is worth mentioning that it is not possible to determine the superiority of one strategy over the others.
In fact, it depends on the particular instance (warehouse distribution and items to be collected). However,
the Combined routing strategy usually produces better outcomes (Albareda-Sambola et al., 2009). We then
select the Combined strategy as the one to construct the routes of the picker in this paper.

4. Neighborhood structures and improvement strategies185

A solution to the OBSP is represented as a list of m batches, i.e., s = {B1, B2, . . . , Bm}, where each
batch Bj contains an unfixed number of orders that does not overcome the capacity of the picking cart
(i.e., |Bj | ≤ C, where |Bj | denotes the weight of the batch Bj and C denotes the capacity of the cart).
Additionally, each order is formed by an unfixed number of items that must be retrieved. The free space of
a batch Bj is denoted as Bj . It can be trivially computed as Bj = C − |Bj |.190

According to this solution representation, an insert move, denoted by Insert(s,Oi, Bj , Bk), produces a
new solution s′ where the order Oi is removed from its current batch (Bj) and it is included in Bk. It is
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worth mentioning that this move is referred as to Shift in Henn and Schmid (2013).
We only consider feasible moves, so Oi is admitted in Bk if and only if Bk has enough free space

(i.e., |Oi| ≤ Bk). In Figures 5a and 5b, we illustrate the Insert move with an example, where the order195

involved in the move is highlighted in gray (encircled with a dotted line). The arrow graphically indicates
the corresponding move. In this case, the initial configuration of the solution s (see Figure 5a) includes
two batches: Bj (with three orders, O1, O2, and O3) and Bk (with two orders, O4 and O5). Given this
configuration, we illustrate how to perform Insert(s,O2, Bj , Bk). This move tries to insert the order O2 ∈
Bj in Bk. Once the move has been performed, the new configuration of Bj and Bk are, respectively,200

Bj = {O1, O3} and Bk = {O2, O4, O5}, as it is shown in Figure 5b.

(a) Configuration before the Insert move. (b) Configuration after the Insert move.

Figure 5: Example of configuration of batches before and after the Insert(s,O2, Bj , Bk) move.

Considering the Insert move previously introduced, we can define the neighborhood NI of a solution s
as:

NI(s) = {s′ ← Insert(s,Oi, Bj , Bk)}
where Oi ∈ Bj with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1, and j 6= k, being n and m the number of orders
and batches, respectively. Notice that the destination batch might be a non-existent batch (m+ 1). In this205

special case, a new batch is created before the order Oi is moved from its original batch to the destination
batch.

We introduce a second additional move denoted by Swap(s,Oi, Bj , Ok, Bl). Given a solution s, the Swap
move produces a new solution s′ where the order Oi is removed from its current batch (Bj) and then it is
inserted in the batch Bl. Simultaneously, the order Ok is removed from its current batch (Bl) and inserted in210

Bj . This move is performed if and only if s′ is a feasible solution (i.e., |Oi| ≤ Bl+ |Ok| and |Ok| ≤ Bj+ |Oi|).
In Figure 6 we illustrate the Swap move with an example. In this case, in the initial configuration, the

batch Bj is composed by {O1, O2, O3} while Bl is composed by {O4, O5} (see Figure 6a). In particular, we
show how to perform Swap(s,O2, Bj , O5, Bl). This move involves the orders O2 ∈ Bj and O5 ∈ Bl, and
results in a new configuration of batches where Bj is composed by {O1, O3, O5} and Bl is composed by215

{O2, O4} (see Figure 6b).
Considering the Swap move previously introduced, we can define the neighborhood NS of a solution s

as:

NS(s) = {s′ ← Swap(s,Oi, Bj , Ok, Bl)}
where Oi ∈ Bj and Ok ∈ Bl with 1 ≤ i, k ≤ n and 1 ≤ j, l ≤ m, being n and m the number of orders and
batches, respectively. Notice that we consider i 6= k and j 6= k in order to discard void moves.220

4.1. Standard improvement strategies

Local search procedures are heuristic methods designed with the aim of reaching a local optimum.
Starting from a given feasible solution, these procedures explore a determined neighborhood. In each
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(a) Configuration before the Swap move. (b) Configuration after the Swap move.

Figure 6: Example of configuration of batches before and after the Swap(s,O2, Bj , O5, Bl) move.

iteration, the method replaces the current solution if a neighbor solution improves the objective function.
The search ends when all neighbor solutions have an associated objective function worse than or equal to225

the current one. The end of the search means that a local optimum has been found.
There exists two classical strategies to explore a neighborhood: best improvement and first improve-

ment. In the former, the associated neighborhood is completely explored by a fully deterministic procedure,
performing the best associated move at each step. In the latter, the method tries to avoid the exploration of
the whole neighborhood by performing the first improving move encountered during the search. In general,230

iterations performed in the first improvement strategy are more efficient than those in the best improvement
one, since the former only evaluates a part of the neighborhood, while the latter explores it completely.
Although the time needed to perform a best improvement strategy is usually larger, we can not ensure
that the obtained improvement with this strategy is better than the one obtained with a first improvement
strategy. We refer the reader to Hoos and Stützle (2004) to deeply explore these ideas.235

In this paper, we propose to explore the aforementioned neighborhoods by means of a first improvement
strategy since we have experimentally found more promising results. We only consider feasible moves that
improve the value of the objective function. Given the neighborhood NI , we define a local search procedure
LSI as the one that explores NI using a first improvement strategy. Given a feasible solution (constructed
at random or with a more elaborated procedure), this local search starts from a random batch and performs240

Insert moves until no further improvement is achieved. In other words, given a solution s, whose quality is
evaluated with a routing algorithm (see Section 3), we can affirm that s is a local optimum in NI(s) if its
value is smaller than or equal to the value of any neighbor in NI(s).

Similarly, we define LSS as the local search procedure that explores NS also using a first improvement
strategy. Again, this local search starts from a random batch, but in this case it performs Swap moves until245

a local optimum is reached.

4.2. Advanced improvement strategy

We have experimentally tested that, when there exist a certain tardiness in a particular batch, a good
strategy to reduce or even eliminate the tardiness of that batch is to move one or more orders from the
batch that has associated this tardiness penalty to another batch. Notice that reducing the tardiness of a250

particular batch does not necessarily guarantee an improvement in the objective function of the solution,
since other batches could acquire a tardiness penalty after the move. Additionally, the solution might fall
in an infeasible state due to exceeding the capacity of a singular batch. To avoid this drawback, an option
is to perform a chain of moves. In this case, these moves should start from the batch that exceeds the
capacity constraint in each iteration of the algorithm. The corresponding move ends when feasibility is255

again guaranteed. This approach is based on the ideas of Ejection Chain (Glover, 1996).
Specifically, we propose in this paper a more aggressive strategy to explore solutions beyond traditional

neighborhood structures even by entering in the unfeasibility region. In particular, this procedure traverses
all the batches in the solution following a predefined sequence. More precisely, a solution s is represented as
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a list of batches, {B1, B2, . . . , Bm}, sorted according to the order in which they are retrieved (i.e., the batch260

B1 in the first position, the batch B2 in the second, and so on). The proposed algorithm tries to improve
the current solution by selecting only those batches that contain, at least, one order with an associated
tardiness. For those batches, the procedure only focuses on orders without a tardiness value, since they
could be retrieved later (but before its due date) without affecting the objective function. Indeed, the
move of these orders to a different batch could positively affect to those that currently have an associated265

tardiness, since the picker should retrieve less orders in a single trip (which usually implies the reduction of
the retrieving time).

In Algorithm 1, we show the pseudocode of the proposed strategy, denoted as LSEC . The procedure
first enters in a loop while there is, at least, one non-evaluated batch with a certain tardiness value (steps
3 to 18). Then, at each iteration, it obtains the next batch to be evaluated (step 4), which is denoted as270

B⋆. Notice that we consider a circular design, i.e., the next batch after the last one is the first batch in the
solution s.

After that, the method selects the subset Z ⊂ B⋆ of the orders with zero tardiness (step 5). In order
to evaluate a wide variety of moves, we construct the set Z of all possible combinations of orders taken
from Z (step 6). For example, let us assume that we are dealing with a batch B⋆ that contains four275

orders, O1, O2, O3, O4, where only order O1 has an associated tardiness. Then, Z = {O2, O3, O4} and
Z = {{O2}, {O3}, {O4}, {O2, O3}, {O2, O4}, {O3, O4}, {O2, O3, O4}}. In general, the size of this set is:

|Z| =
|Z|∑

i=1

(|Z|
i

)

Algorithm 1 Local search based on the Ejection Chain strategy.

1: procedure LSEC(s)
2: finished← false
3: while not finished do
4: B⋆ ← NextBatchWithTardiness(s)
5: Z ← OrdersWithoutTardiness(B⋆)
6: Z ← GenerateSubsets(Z)
7: improve← false
8: while (not improve) and |Z| > 0 do
9: z ← GetF irstBySizeAndDueDate(Z)

10: Z ← Z \ z
11: s′ ← EC(s,B⋆, z)
12: if f(s′) < f(s) then
13: s← s′

14: improve← true
15: end if
16: end while
17: finished← not improve and AllScanned(s)
18: end while
19: return s
20: end procedure

Notice that if this value is unacceptably large for a given instance, we truncate the generation of sets to
a reasonable value. After that, the algorithm enters in a loop (steps 8 to 16) that first selects z (step 9) by
considering the size of each subset (the smaller the number of orders, the first to be scanned), where ties are280

broken by considering the average due date in the corresponding set (the largest, the first); then updates
Z (step 10); and finally redistributes the orders z ∈ Z among the subsequent batches by using using an
Ejection Chain strategy (step 11). As we will describe below, it always produces a feasible solution s′.
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The advanced improvement method determines whether s′ improves upon s or not (steps 12 to 15). If so,
the method updates the incumbent solution and finishes the loop. On the contrary, LSEC tries to improve285

the current solution by considering the next subset z ∈ Z. The global method ends when there is not an
improvement on the solution and all the batches that contains orders with tardiness have been scanned
(step 17). The method AllScanned(s) is responsible of determining whether, after a move in the solution,
all batches with tardiness have been scanned without further improvement. Finally, the method returns the
best solution found (step 19).290

The Ejection Chain strategy, performed in step 11 in Algorithm 1, is presented in more detail in Algorithm
2. This method receives a solution, s, the batch where the chain starts, B, and a set of orders to be ejected
from that batch, z. For convenience of annotation, let us name as B′ the batch placed immediately after
B in the sequence of batches of the solution s (step 2). The procedure inserts all orders in z (currently
in batch B) into B′ (steps 3 to 5). It is important to remark that the Insert move does not consider in295

this particular case the capacity constraint (step 4). If this constraint is not violated, the Ejection Chain
procedure ends by returning a feasible solution to the LSEC method; otherwise, s needs to be repaired.
Therefore, the method first identifies the minimum set of orders that overtakes the capacity C (step 7),
where ties are broken by considering the average due date (the largest, the first). Finally, the procedure
performs a recursive call (step 8) with the current solution, the new batch (B′), and the minimum number300

of orders needed to satisfy the capacity constraint (z′). This process is repeated until a feasible solution is
constructed. Notice that if the considered batch, B, is the last one in the solution, B′ will be a new empty
batch. Then, the chain always ends with a feasible solution.

Algorithm 2 Ejection Chain method to repair the solution.

1: procedure EC(s,B, z)
2: B′ ← Next(B, s)
3: for all O ∈ z do
4: Insert(s,O,B,B′) {*Capacity constraint is ignored in this Insert move*}
5: end for
6: if |B′| > C then
7: z′ ← GetExtraOrders(B′)
8: s← EC(s,B′, z′)
9: end if

10: return s
11: end procedure

In order to clarify how the procedure LSEC works, we illustrate it with an example. For the sake of
simplicity, let us suppose that all orders have the same weight (equal to 1) and all batches the same capacity305

(equal to 3). We highlight with a thick border those orders which have associated a tardiness penalty larger
than 0. When an intermediate solution is unfeasible (i.e., the capacity constraint is violated), the extra
orders are depicted above the corresponding batch. Finally, batches represented with a dotted line are the
ones involved in a move.

In Figure 7, we show the initial configuration of a solution with three batches, each one with three orders.310

Let us assume that orders O1 and O3 have a tardiness penalty (highlighted with a thick border). This means
that the retrieving of that particular orders can not be delayed (moved to a subsequent batch), since the
tardiness value could be even larger. In this context, the procedure LSEC selects the order O2 (is the only
one with tardiness equal to zero), inserting it in batch B2.

We show in Figure 8 the resulting solution after the first move. In this situation, the batch B1 has now315

only two orders (O1 and O3) and the batch B2 has one more order (O2). Let us suppose that now order O3

has not tardiness value associated. This assumption is based on the fact that the time used to retrieve B1

could be smaller since in this configuration it is only required to retrieve O1 and O3. However, an order in
B2 could now have a tardiness penalty because we need to retrieve O2. Let us suppose that O5 has now an
associated tardiness value larger than 0. Additionally, in this situation there are four orders in the batch320
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Figure 7: First step in the LSEC example.

Figure 8: Second step in the LSEC example.
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B2, which means that the capacity constraint is violated. The algorithm, then, selects all the orders without
tardiness in B2 (i.e., O2, O4 and O6), constructs all the possible sets of orders ({O2}, {O4}, {O6}, {O2,
O4}, {O2, O6}, {O4, O6}, {O2, O4, O6}), and tries to insert them in the next batch (B3), starting from the
smallest size set. Finally, it results in an Insert move of the order O2 to the batch B3 (assuming that this
order is the one with the largest value of due date).325

Figure 9: Third step in the LSEC example.

In Figure 9, we show the new configuration of the batches. After removing the order O2 from the batch
B2, the tardiness value associated to the order O5 could be eliminated, returning to its initial state in Figure
7. However, the new configuration of batch B3 does not satisfy the capacity constraint due to the last move.
Therefore, the algorithm selects again all the orders from the batch B3, sorting them from the largest to the
lowest due date and it repeats the process. In this example, it takes the order O9 and applies the move of330

inserting it in a new batch (B4).
Finally, the reached solution after applying the entire procedure is shown in Figure 10. This feasible

solution is better than the initial solution at the beginning of the process since it has just one order (out
of the two initial ones) with a tardiness value larger than 0. Therefore, the whole move is accepted since it
improves the corresponding objective function.335

Figure 10: Fourth step in the LSEC example.
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5. Batching and sequencing algorithm

In this paper we propose an algorithm based on the Variable Neighborhood Search strategy in or-
der to tackle the batching and sequencing tasks of the OBSP. Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS)
(Mladenović and Hansen, 1997) is a metaheuristic which exploits the idea of neighborhood change in a
systematic way. The aim is to descend to a local optimum or, alternatively, to escape from the basin of at-340

traction from that local optimum. The original metaheuristic has been widely evolved with many extensions.
For instance: Reduced VNS (RVNS) explores solutions at random in each neighborhood by perturbing the
solutions with the shaking procedure; Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND) explores the neighborhood in
a deterministic way by using several local search procedures; Basic VNS (BVNS) combines deterministic
and random explorations of the neighborhoods; and General VNS (GVNS) presents a similar schema to345

BVNS but changing the Local Search to explore the solution space with a VND. See Hansen et al. (2008)
for a thorough review of the most common approaches. More advanced implementations of the methodology
include: a variant based on changes of the formulation of the problem to deal with hard min-max/max-min
optimization problems with flat landscape (Pardo et al., 2013); a variant to tackle Multi-Objective optimiza-
tion problems (Duarte et al., 2014); or even a parallel implementation of this metaheuristic Duarte et al.350

(2013).
Our proposal is based on a General Variable Neighborhood Search strategy for the Order Batching and

Sequencing Problem. The pseudocode of this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3. This scheme has three
input parameters: the largest neighborhood to be explored (kmax), the maximum computing time (tmax),
and the initial solution (s). The influence of the parameter kmax on the search is studied in Section 6. The355

parameter tmax is accordingly set to match the computing time of previous approaches in the state of the
art. Finally, the construction of the initial solution does not belong to the GVNS scheme. In fact, it is usual
in the VNS community that the initial solution is constructed at random. However, as it is well documented
in the related literature, a more elaborated constructive procedure might improve considerably the quality
of the best solution found.360

We propose in this paper to construct the initial solution with the Earliest Due Date (EDD) procedure.
This particular constructive algorithm first sorts all the orders according to their due date in such a way
that orders with a smaller due date come first. Next, orders are successively assigned to batches following
the previously defined organization ensuring that the capacity constraint is not violated. In this sense, the
first batch is filled out until the next order coming does not fit into the batch. Then, a new empty batch365

is created, the previous order is assigned to this batch, and so on. Notice that the batching and sequencing
sub-problems are related one to each other. Consequently, the EDD procedure constructs a solution not
only assigning each order to a batch, but also establishing a particular sequence of batches (i.e., the first
batch created will be the first one in the sequence, the second batch created will be the second one in the
sequence, and so on).370

The GVNS algorithm presented in Algorithm 3 starts by initializing k to the first neighborhood (step
3), and then it enters in the main loop (steps 5, 6, and 7). First, the current solution, s, is perturbed
in the shake procedure by applying a random move in the k-th neighborhood. The shake stage is usually
introduced in VNS as an effective strategy to scape from a basin of attraction. Given a solution s, the
shake procedure randomly generates a new solution s′ in the k-th neighborhood by applying k moves. In375

the OBSP, the move applied for the shake strategy is based on Swap moves. More precisely, it performs k
consecutive times the Swap move at random.

Next, the obtained solution, s′, is improved within a VND procedure, which considers different neigh-
borhoods (see Section 4) in a nested strategy. The proposed VND explores the neighborhoods in order,
i.e., from the smallest and fastest to evaluate (constructed with the swap moves), to the largest and slowest380

one (constructed with the Ejection Chain procedure). Specifically, the procedure starts by obtaining a local
optimum with respect to the first neighborhood by using LSS. Then, instead of abandon the search (as a
local search procedure), VND resorts to the following neighborhood, and explores it with the LSI , searching
for an improvement. If so, the search starts again by considering the first neighborhood. Otherwise, VND
explores the third and last neighborhood using LSEC . The VND method finally returns the best solution385

found, which is a local optimum with respect to the three considered neighborhoods.
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Finally, we use a standard implementation of the neighborhood change method. In particular, this
procedure determines which neighborhood is the next one to be explored. If the perturbed and improved
solution (s′′) outperforms s, the GVNS method considers s′′ as the new incumbent solution (s ← s′′) and
it resets the search to the first neighborhood (k = 1). Otherwise, the current solution is not updated, but a390

larger neighborhood is explored (k = k + 1). These three steps are repeated until the largest neighborhood
(kmax) is explored without finding an improvement. Then, if the maximum computing time (tmax) has not
been exceeded, the GVNS performs a new iteration.

Algorithm 3 GVNS algorithm.

1: procedure GVNS(kmax, tmax, s)
2: repeat
3: k ← 1
4: repeat
5: s′ ← Shake(s, k)
6: s′′ ← V ND(s′)
7: NeighborhoodChange(s, s′′, k)
8: until k > kmax

9: t← CPUT ime()
10: until t ≥ tmax

11: return s
12: end procedure

6. Computational experiments

In this section we present the experiments performed to empirically study the influence of the proposed395

strategies and then to compare our best variant with the best algorithm identified in the state of the art
(Henn and Schmid, 2013). We have implemented our algorithms in Java 7 and the experiments were run
on an Intel Core i7 with 2.6 GHz and 6 GB of RAM with Debian 8 64 bit OS. The section also includes a
detailed description of the instances used in the experimentation.

6.1. Instances400

We have considered a set of instances previously used in the literature (Henn and Schmid, 2013) for this
optimization problem with the following features:

• Warehouse layout : It consists of 900 storage locations, where each one stores a different article (item).
The warehouse has 10 aisles with 90 storage locations each (45 on either side of each aisle). The length
of each storage location is set to 1 length unit (LU), while the width is 1.5 LU. When the picker leaves405

an aisle, it is assumed that he/she moves 0.5 LU (from either the first or the last storage location
to the cross aisle, and vice versa). Finally, the picker spends 5 LU to move from the current aisle to
the next one. The depot is located 1.5 LU away from the first storage location in the leftmost aisle.
In order to clarify the layout, we present the distances considered in Figure 11. In this figure, it is
possible to see the end of two parallel aisles, the corresponding part of the cross aisle, and the depot.410

• Item distribution: There are two different scenarios: (1) ABC distribution and (2) random distribution.
In the first one, items can be grouped into three classes. The first one contains very demanding items
(Class A), where 10% of the articles represent 52% of the demand. The second class contain items
with medium demand (Class B), where another 30% of the articles accounts for 36% of the demand.
Finally, Class C contains items with low demand and represents the final 60% of the articles that415

represents 12% of the demand. Articles of Class A are stored in the closest aisles to the depot, articles
of Class B are stored after the formers, and, finally, articles of Class C are stored in the furthest aisles
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to the depot. In this case, since the depot is placed in the left bottom corner, articles of Class A are
stored in the first aisle, articles of Class B in the second, third and fourth aisles, and articles of Class
C in the remaining 6 aisles. Notice that items are randomly located within a demand class. In the420

second scenario, items are randomly distributed among the storage locations.

• Customer orders : This set of instances considers 4 different sizes of number of orders (n =
{20, 40, 60, 80}), where the number of items per order is uniformly distributed in {5, 6, . . . , 25}. The
capacity of the picking device C (defined as the maximum number of items which can be assigned to
a batch) has been fixed to 45 and 75.425

Figure 11: Dimensions for the front cross aisle of the warehouse layout considered.

The time needed by an order picker to collect all the items in a batch is the sum of three quantities: the
time needed to walk through the warehouse (collecting time), the time spent in picking the items (picking
time), and the time required to process the batch at depot (depot time). The collecting time is calculated by
considering the total distance spent in retrieving all the orders and a move speed of 0.48 LU/s. The picking
time and distance from the depot to the closest aisle are set to 6 seconds per item and 1 unit of length (no430

matter the amount of orders in the batch), respectively. These parameters are selected according to the
description provided in the instances. The set of instances also considers the Modified Traffic Congestion
Rate (MTCR) parameter. Large values of MTCR mean that the due dates of the orders are very close one
to each other, while low values of MTCR mean that the due dates are more scattered. The MTCR values
considered are: 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65, 0.70, and 0.75. This parameter is widely referred in the literature435

since it could represent different real situations in warehousing. It is worth mentioning that, the larger
the MTCR, the larger the tardiness obtained. More precisely, small MTCR values imply that almost all
customer orders can be completed before their due dates, while large MTCR values imply that many orders
can not be completed by its due date. This fact has been empirically confirmed in Henn and Schmid (2013).

In combination with the aforementioned features, Henn and Schmid (2013) consider two set of instances,440

called S-Shape, Largest Gap. Finally, these authors construct 50 instances for each of the 96 available
classes, obtaining 4800 instances. We have made this set of instances publicly available for the research
community at http://www.optsicom.es/obsp.

6.2. Preliminary experiments

This section has two main objectives. On the one hand, to study the influence of the most relevant445

parameters of the proposed algorithms. On the other hand, to adjust the parameters of our algorithm. In
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order to avoid an over-fitting and to evaluate the degree of generalization of the proposed procedures, we
conduct this experimentation over a subset of 96 representative instances, one per available class (i.e., one
instance per value of n, C, and MTCR).

In the first experiment, we compare the performance of the VND (see Section 4.1), with respect to450

the local search procedures in isolation (LSI , LSS, and LSEC). Specifically, the four compared methods
consider an initial solution constructed with the EDD procedure (guaranteeing that all methods start the
search from the same initial solution). The evaluation of each solution is performed by using the Combined
routing strategy. In Table 1 we show the results of this comparison. We report for each method (LSI , LSS ,
LSEC , and VND), the average execution time in seconds, CPU t (s), the average deviation from the best455

solution found in the experiment, Dev. (%), the number of times the method has obtained the best solution,
#Best, and the number of times the method has obtained a tardiness value of 0, #Zeros.

Imp. method CPU t (s) Dev. (%) #Best #Zeros
LSI 0.01 1195.41 17 6
LSS 0.02 438.46 19 9
LSEC 0.01 537.85 23 11
VND 0.06 0.91 94 14

Table 1: Comparison of LSI , LSS , LSEC and VND.

As we can see in the table, the VND method clearly outperforms its competitors. Specifically, it finds
the best value in 94 out of 96 instances used in this experiment. In addition, VND finds 14 solutions where
the objective function value is equal to zero. These solutions are necessary optimal since it is not possible to460

further reduce this value. As expected, the VND procedure employs more CPU time than the local search
methods in isolation. However, it is extremely fast (less than one second). Therefore, we select this method
as the improvement strategy for our general method.

The aim of the next experiment is to determine the performance of the GVNS method (see section 5)
when it uses the VND procedure as the improvement strategy. Additionally, we evaluate the influence of the465

kmax parameter by considering four different values (5, 10, 15, and 20). The execution time of the algorithm
has been adjusted according to the number of orders in each instance (the larger the number of orders, the
larger the CPU time). In particular, it is set to 100 milliseconds multiplied by the number of orders in the
instance.

In Table 2 we report the associated results for each kmax value. We present the same information than470

the one reported in Table 1, but adding an additional column for the value of kmax. As we can see, all
variants have been executed for the same computing time (about 4.5 seconds). In this scenario, the variant
with kmax = 15 emerges as the best performing one since it obtains, on average, the best deviation from the
best solution found in the experiment. We therefore select this value for the remaining experiments.

kmax CPU t (s) Dev. (%) #Best #Zeros
5 4.32 1.25 73 16

10 4.43 1.06 76 16
15 4.75 0.65 78 16
20 4.70 1.02 79 16

Table 2: Comparison of kmax within a GVNS schema.

6.3. Final experiments475

As we describe in Section 2, there are three previous procedures designated for the OBSP. In particular,
the ILS (Henn and Schmid, 2013), the ATGH (Hossein et al., 2013) and the ACO+GA (Chen et al., 2015).
As far as we know, there is no previous comparison among the aforementioned procedures. In this sense,
in order to make a fair comparison by executing all of them over the same computing conditions, i.e.,
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instances and hardware configuration (processor, RAM, operating system, etc.), we tried to reimplement480

the methods. Unfortunately, we only succeeded in obtaining competitive results for the ILS algorithm, which
is best previous procedure considering the experimentation provided in the corresponding paper.

In the case of ATGH and ACO+GA, we were unable to reproduce its results. Specifically, our implemen-
tation of the ATGH algorithm proposed by Hossein et al. (2013) provides even worse results than the EDD
method. On the other hand, the GA+ACO algorithm is designed to solve very small instances. Indeed,485

the warehouse layout used in Chen et al. (2015) has three parallel aisles with six items per aisle. Given
this situation, we asked the authors of these two proposals for an executable version of their algorithms.
Unfortunately, we did not received any response. Therefore, we consider that the current state of the art in
the OBSP is defined by the ILS (Henn and Schmid, 2013).

Given the previous assumptions, we only compare the proposed GVNS with the ILS method over the490

4800 instances, separated in two subset of 2400 instances named S-Shape and Largest Gap, respectively. In
order to not be detrimental with the ILS, we first execute it (with the parameters suggested by the authors)
and then we run our GVNS for a similar computing time. It is important to notice that the computing time
is determined by ILS when the algorithm reaches 10 deteriorations, where each deterioration is obtained
after 40 calls of the perturbation phase in which no improvement to the best found solution was obtained.495

Additionally, considering that we are comparing heuristic procedures, we fix a maximum computing time
of 300 seconds per instance. In the case that an algorithm reaches the time limit, its output is the best
solution found in that time.

In Tables 3 and 4, we show the results obtained by the compared heuristics. Specifically, the procedure
described in Henn and Schmid (2013) considers two routing strategies: S-Shape (ILS1) and Largest Gap500

(ILS2). Therefore, results of the former method are reported in Table 3, while results of the latter are shown
in Table 4. Our GVNS procedure is configured as follows: VND as improvement strategy, kmax = 15, and
the Combined routing strategy previously described in Section 3. Considering that our batching and routing
strategies are coupled, we execute the same algorithm over the two set of instances.

The first, second, and third columns in Table 3 (similarly in Table 4) indicate, respectively, the number505

of orders, n, the capacity, C, and the MTCR. These three parameters identify a class type (i.e., a row in
the table). Each row presents the average results corresponding to 50 instances of each problem type. As
it is customary in the related literature, we report for each problem type the average improvement with
respect to the results obtained with the EDD. Notice that this method uses S-Shape as routing strategy in
Table 3 and Largest Gap in Table 4. For each compared algorithms, we show tardiness, Tar. (min), the510

improvement with respect to the EDD method, Imp. (%), and the CPU time in seconds, CPU t (s). Each
value is the result of calculating the average over the 50 instances in the corresponding class. The best
results are highlighted with bold fonts.

The main conclusion that we can extract by analyzing these results is that the new proposed procedure
outperforms the previous methods in the state of the art. In particular, the GVNS algorithm presents515

larger improvement, in terms of deviation, with respect to the EDD method in both set of instances.
Specifically, the GVNS obtains an average improvement of 65.0% and 60.7%, while the best methods in the
literature achieve a 52.0% (ILS1) and 51.1% (ILS2). This superiority is also observed when considering the
average Tardiness. In particular, GVNS obtains 35.7 min and 47.6 min in S-Shape and Largest Gap sets,
respectively, that compares favorably to ILS1 (57.0) and ILS2 (68.2). Additionally, our method obtains the520

best results in 2320 (out of 2400) and 2227 (out of 2400) instances in each subset. On the other hand ILS1
and ILS2 obtain the best result in 695 and 803 instances, respectively. Considering the execution time,
GVNS is also a competitive method since the average computing time to reach the presented results is lower
than the other two procedures. More precisely, GVNS is always faster than ILS2 and almost always faster
than ILS1 in instances larger than n = 60 (where computing time becomes significant).525

In order to confirm the previous observations, we have performed non-parametric statistical test to
evaluate whether the obtained results present significant differences or not. Specifically, to detect the
differences among our method and the best previous methods (ILS1, ILS2), we conducted a test of Wilcoxon.
Let R+ be the sum of ranks for the functions on which our method outperforms the competitor, and R−
be the sum of ranks for the opposite. Ranks corresponding to zero differences are split evenly among the530

sums. If min{R+, R−} is lower than or equal to the critical value, the test of Wilcoxon detects significant
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GVNS ILS1

n C MTCR Tar. (min) Imp. (%) CPU t. (s) Tar. (min) Imp. (%) CPU t. (s)

20 45 0.50 8.7 51.8 1.3 12.2 38.3 0.4
0.55 7.1 42.0 0.9 11.9 28.7 0.3
0.60 19.3 63.2 1.4 26.0 43.3 0.4
0.65 14.8 67.1 1.5 24.9 46.1 0.5
0.70 30.3 72.2 1.5 44.6 57.7 0.4
0.75 80.6 70.9 2.0 119.2 54.9 0.5

75 0.50 2.7 75.8 1.1 3.5 71.2 0.3
0.55 6.7 65.4 1.2 9.2 56.5 0.4
0.60 12.5 69.4 1.7 17.8 55.2 0.5
0.65 9.1 70.5 1.4 13.5 56.2 0.5
0.70 22.5 62.8 1.5 30.2 48.1 0.5
0.75 33.7 66.5 1.8 45.0 49.7 0.6

40 45 0.50 7.9 49.4 1.9 13.5 34.4 1.2
0.55 5.4 45.0 1.9 8.7 32.8 1.2
0.60 16.1 58.4 2.2 23.0 48.4 1.5
0.65 21.6 58.7 2.9 32.9 44.5 2.2
0.70 47.5 79.3 3.7 80.4 66.0 2.8
0.75 185.3 84.1 4.1 285.6 74.0 2.4

75 0.50 7.3 58.8 2.4 10.6 48.4 1.3
0.55 7.3 65.2 2.4 10.8 53.6 1.6
0.60 11.1 64.0 2.7 14.9 51.9 1.7
0.65 16.4 63.4 3.2 22.7 49.2 2.2
0.70 27.1 65.7 3.9 38.6 45.0 3.0
0.75 41.0 69.9 4.1 66.2 49.3 3.4

60 45 0.50 7.4 42.8 3.2 10.5 30.2 3.1
0.55 10.4 52.3 3.2 15.7 37.7 3.2
0.60 19.3 61.1 3.3 27.5 48.8 4.0
0.65 45.4 68.1 5.1 64.0 55.5 7.2
0.70 54.2 85.0 5.3 86.6 73.2 9.5
0.75 250.1 89.3 6.2 433.3 80.3 7.2

75 0.50 5.6 59.8 2.6 7.9 53.0 2.2
0.55 6.9 61.2 3.0 9.7 53.0 2.9
0.60 13.5 69.5 4.1 18.5 58.8 4.1
0.65 15.6 66.2 4.1 21.9 54.5 4.4
0.70 24.4 62.3 5.4 34.6 45.4 6.8
0.75 43.2 70.9 5.4 61.4 55.7 9.2

80 45 0.50 5.8 51.0 3.8 9.3 39.4 5.7
0.55 11.1 58.5 4.1 16.6 43.6 7.6
0.60 13.4 63.9 5.5 21.2 48.3 10.4
0.65 39.4 68.8 7.1 62.3 52.8 16.8
0.70 71.7 83.8 7.5 118.8 75.3 21.6
0.75 297.8 92.4 9.0 556.1 84.9 17.0

75 0.50 2.5 56.4 3.2 3.5 51.3 4.3
0.55 8.2 63.7 5.3 11.5 54.9 7.0
0.60 8.9 62.4 4.7 13.0 51.3 6.7
0.65 14.5 59.8 5.4 20.8 43.6 9.3
0.70 33.8 64.5 7.5 46.7 48.8 13.3
0.75 69.6 68.8 7.8 96.9 54.8 19.7

Average 35.7 65.0 3.6 57.0 52.0 4.9

Table 3: Average tardiness, improvement and execution time per group of 50 S-Shape instances, where each group is defined
by n, C, and MTCR.
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GVNS ILS2

n C MTCR Tar. (min) Imp. (%) CPU t. (s) Tar. (min) Imp. (%) CPU t. (s)

20 45 0.50 7.0 48.0 1.1 8.3 42.7 1.8
0.55 7.8 49.6 1.2 9.8 43.4 1.9
0.60 10.0 47.3 1.0 13.5 38.6 2.1
0.65 20.9 57.4 1.2 27.2 46.4 2.2
0.70 52.5 64.8 1.8 69.0 50.4 2.9
0.75 106.4 63.2 2.0 136.7 49.4 2.7

75 0.50 5.1 64.9 1.1 6.9 55.8 1.3
0.55 7.1 68.6 1.1 8.4 65.1 2.3
0.60 14.9 66.8 1.5 18.8 57.0 3.5
0.65 13.1 75.6 1.4 18.3 63.2 3.7
0.70 22.9 65.5 1.5 30.7 54.1 4.1
0.75 42.3 58.9 2.0 60.4 35.0 5.1

40 45 0.50 9.5 51.9 2.0 12.5 44.7 9.2
0.55 8.4 39.1 2.4 10.4 32.1 11.8
0.60 17.1 51.4 2.6 21.8 43.4 13.9
0.65 20.9 63.1 3.0 31.6 50.2 18.1
0.70 71.6 77.0 3.6 101.4 65.9 23.4
0.75 226.1 77.8 4.2 317.7 65.7 19.8

75 0.50 4.6 59.6 1.9 5.8 56.4 12.0
0.55 7.2 64.2 2.7 9.2 56.4 17.2
0.60 5.9 59.0 2.2 7.4 52.7 14.7
0.65 16.5 69.0 3.0 22.1 59.9 23.0
0.70 29.3 57.9 3.1 40.4 45.4 28.1
0.75 61.2 62.8 3.7 90.3 47.1 38.3

60 45 0.50 10.1 46.0 3.9 13.3 38.1 29.0
0.55 13.8 49.7 3.6 17.7 41.3 32.0
0.60 38.8 50.3 4.6 50.5 41.7 50.8
0.65 61.5 59.4 4.5 80.4 51.4 63.9
0.70 125.1 79.3 5.7 173.9 70.0 88.8
0.75 343.7 84.1 6.5 503.3 75.1 67.8

75 0.50 6.5 60.8 2.9 7.8 56.6 33.5
0.55 9.3 59.4 3.4 10.6 57.1 39.3
0.60 7.3 64.5 3.8 9.9 57.0 51.8
0.65 25.5 63.2 4.6 34.8 52.8 75.9
0.70 33.5 59.5 5.2 44.3 46.6 95.3
0.75 64.9 67.0 6.2 99.3 47.3 128.0

80 45 0.50 7.5 46.3 4.1 9.9 38.6 51.6
0.55 21.6 54.8 5.3 26.6 45.8 72.0
0.60 14.1 49.4 5.0 17.9 41.8 82.6
0.65 36.0 52.2 5.6 46.5 44.7 109.1
0.70 84.5 82.1 7.9 119.2 75.1 199.3
0.75 463.4 88.0 8.8 734.2 79.3 160.9

75 0.50 8.2 48.0 5.3 10.1 42.2 84.2
0.55 10.7 59.8 5.5 13.7 50.0 98.2
0.60 11.7 59.5 6.0 14.6 52.5 104.9
0.65 12.9 63.2 6.7 17.4 54.5 134.7
0.70 33.3 62.9 7.2 46.6 46.5 190.1
0.75 54.6 71.0 8.9 95.2 52.9 301.7

Average 47.6 60.7 3.8 68.2 51.1 54.3

Table 4: Average tardiness, improvement and execution time per group of 50 Largest Gap instances, where each group is
defined by n, C, and MTCR.
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differences between the algorithms, which means that an algorithm outperforms its opponent.

R− R+ p-value Significant

GVNS vs. ILS1 13701.50 1580303.50 0.001 Yes
GVNS vs. ILS2 36775.00 1530560.00 0.001 Yes

Table 5: Results of the test of Wilcoxon.

In Table 5, we summarize the results of this statistical test with a level of significance 0.05, where the
values of R+ (associated to our method) and R− (associated to the competitors) of the test are specified
in the second and third column. The fourth column reports the p-value associate to each experiment and535

the last column indicates whether test of Wilcoxon found statistical differences between these algorithms
or not. Specifically, if min{R+, R−} is lower than or equal to the critical value Wilcoxon (1945) in this
experiment, this test detects that an algorithm outperforms its opponent. In particular, if this fact occurs
and, simultaneously, R− = min{R+, R−}, then GVNS is better than the competitor. Notice that the
confidence of the test is always determined by the p-value. These results complement the ones reported in540

previous tables. Specifically, the test of Wilcoxon again confirm the superiority of GVNS over ILS1 and
ILS2.

In order to validate our reimplementation of previous approaches, we conduct a final experiment, where
we compare results published by the authors with those obtained by ourselves. We additionally include the
performance of the GVNS when it is coupled with both, Largest Gap and S-Shape routing strategies. In545

Table 6, we show the average improvement with respect to the results obtained with the EDD method and
the computing time over the two datasets previously used, i.e., S-Shape (2400 instances) and Largest Gap

(2400 instances). Our reimplementation of ILS with S-Shape obtains an improvement with respect to EDD
of 52% in 4.9 seconds. Notice that those results compare favorably to 45.8 % and 50.7 seconds reported
in the original paper (Henn and Schmid, 2013). Similarly, our reimplementation of ILS with Largest Gap550

obtains an improvement of 51.1% in 54.3 seconds, while the implementation described in Henn and Schmid
(2013) obtains 44.9 % in 108.3 seconds. The increase of the performance of the methods in the literature,
with respect to the original ones, can be partially explained by the fact that they make use of the data
structures that we propose for our own algorithms.

S-Shape Largest Gap

Algorithm Imp.(%) CPUt (s) Algorithm Imp.(%) CPUt (s)
GVNS+Combined 65.0 3.6 GVNS+Combined 60.7 3.8
ILS+SS (Reimp) 52.0 4.9 ILS+LG (Reimp) 51.1 54.3
GVNS+SS 51.6 3.9 GVNS+LG 49.6 4.8
ILS+SS 45.8 50.7 ILS+LG 45 108.3

Table 6: Summary of the results.

Results in Table 6 also allow us to separately analyze the batching and routing strategies since we have555

included the results of GVNS coupled with both S-Shape and Largest Gap strategies. As it can be observed
in this table, the GVNS batching method coupled with the Combined routing strategy clearly obtains the
best results in both set of instances. Particularly, in the S-Shape set, it achieves a 65.0 % in 3.6 seconds,
followed by our reimplementation of ILS with S-Shape (52% in 4.9 seconds), closely followed by GVNS with
S-Shape (51.6% in 3.9 seconds). This analysis is also valid for the Largest Gap set, but substituting the560

S-Shape routing strategy with the Largest Gap one.
It is worth mentioning that GVNS has been designed by considering that the routing strategy is indeed

the Combined one. Then, substituting it by other routing strategy can result in a smaller performance.
However, the improvement obtained by GVNS is still larger than the original ILS in both datasets and only
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the implementation of ILS with our data structures, ILS (Reimp) obtains a similar performance to GVNS565

paired with S-Shape and Largest Gap, respectively.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have tackled the Order Batching and Sequencing Problem (OBSP). We accomplished
this goal by considering the Variable Neighborhood Search methodology. In particular, we have proposed
the used of the General Variable Neighborhood Search (GVNS) variant. The algorithm make use of three570

different neighborhood structures within its improvement phase. The evaluation of the solution is performed
by a routing algorithm. In this case, we have selected the well-known Combined strategy to configure our
algorithm. We identified the previous methods in the state of the art and we compared our proposal with the
best variants found. We finally performed an extensive computational testing over a set of 4800 instances.
The results obtained in the experiments clearly show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the best575

method identified in the state of the art. This fact is further corroborated by non-parametric statistical
tests.

Considering the proposed strategies, we would like to highlight the combination of different neighborhood
structures within the VND scheme, since each of the explored ones in isolation does not produce remarkable
results. It is worth mentioning the novelty of LSEC which allows the method to explore beyond local opti-580

mality reached by classical neighborhoods. On the other hand, as it is well documented in the literature, the
right combination between the batching and routing strategies can substantially improve the correspond-
ing outcomes. In this sense, as it was shown in the experimentation, the General Variable Neighborhood
Search method, responsible of the batching strategy, is effectively coupled with the Combined method, in
charge of the routing strategy. This combination clearly produces the best outcomes, emerging as the new585

state-of-the-art algorithm of this problem.
Given the positive results obtained with our method, we note the possibility of applying the presented

strategies to other variants of this problem, which are already in the literature. For example, considering
multiple pickers simultaneously or different layout configurations of the warehouse.
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Appendix





A. Resumen en castellano

La optimización es una disciplina que puede ser considerada como una piedra angular
para diversas áreas, tales como Ciencias de la Computación, Inteligencia Artificial o
Investigación Operativa, entre otras. Con ella, se trata de encontrar soluciones factibles de
la mejor calidad posible a problemas de la vida cotidiana y tiene aplicaciones en ingeniería,
medicina, economía, logística y otros muchos campos.

Dado el interés práctico que tienen muchos problemas de optimización, es necesario
disponer de técnicas eficientes para abordarlos. Una posible clasificación de las técni-
cas existentes en la actualidad podría dividirlas en exactas y aproximadas. Las técnicas
exactas son capaces de encontrar la solución óptima a un problema determinado, pero
generalmente requieren un tiempo de cómputo elevado, por lo que son inviables cuando
el tamaño del problema es grande, como suele ser el caso de las aplicaciones reales. De
entre las técnicas aproximadas destacan los algoritmos heurísticos, capaces de encontrar
soluciones de alta calidad en un tiempo de cómputo razonable, pese a no poder certificar
si la solución encontrada es óptima ni cómo de lejos está de ella.

El Problema del Empaquetado de Pedidos (OBP, del inglés Order Batching Problem)
es un problema de optimizaciónNP-Difícil cuyo objetivo es minimizar el tiempo total
de recogida de un conjunto de pedidos recibidos en un almacén. Para ello, se sigue la
estrategia de agrupar los pedidos en lotes, de modo que los pedidos de un mismo lote se
recogen de manera simultánea. Existen diversas variantes del problema original en las
que la función objetivo varía, tales como la minimización del tiempo máximo de recogida
de cada lote, o la minimización del tiempo de retraso cuando los pedidos tienen una hora
límite de entrega.

En esta Tesis Doctoral se proponen algoritmos heurísticos para la resolución de proble-
mas relacionados con el OBP. Todos los algoritmos propuestos hacen uso de lametodología
de Búsqueda de Vecindad Variable (VNS, del inglés “Variable Neighborhood Search”), bien
en alguna de sus variantes más comunes como VNS Básica o VNS General, bien en su
variante paralela o bien embebida en un esquema multiarranque. Estos algoritmos han
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sido probados en diferentes variantes del OBP sobre diferentes conjuntos de instancias,
mejorando los resultados obtenidos por los métodos existentes en el estado del arte.

Hipótesis

En diferentes campos de la ciencia, la optimización se concibe como el proceso de
intentar encontrar la mejor solución posible a un problema de optimización, general-
mente en un tiempo limitado. Así, se puede decir que un problema de optimización es,
simplemente, un problema en el que hay varias (en general, muchas) posibles soluciones
y alguna forma clara de comparación entre ellas, de manera que este existe si y solo si se
dispone un conjunto de soluciones candidatas diferentes que pueden ser comparadas.

Existe un subconjunto de problemas cuyos algoritmos de resolución presentan una
complejidad computacional polinómica, es decir, el tiempo de ejecución de estos algorit-
mos crece de forma polinómica con el tamaño del problema. Este tipo de problemas se dice
que pertenecen a la clase P . Sin embargo, para la mayoría de problemas que tienen interés
práctico o científico no se conoce un algoritmo de complejidad polinómica que los resuelva
de forma exacta. Este tipo de problemas pertenecen a una clase conocida comoNP . Dado
el interés práctico que tiene la resolución de muchos problemas pertenecientes a la clase
NP y la dificultad que existe en resolver dichos problemas de forma exacta, se plantea
la opción de encontrar soluciones aproximadas de alta calidad en tiempos razonables,
aunque estas soluciones no sean óptimas.

Para la búsqueda de soluciones aproximadas se propone la utilización de algoritmos
heurísticos y metaheurísticos. Concretamente, los algoritmos heurísticos son procedi-
mientos simples, a menudo basados en el sentido común, que se supone que obtendrán
una buena solución a problemas difíciles de un modo sencillo y rápido. En cambio, los
algoritmos metaheurísticos son métodos aproximados que están diseñados para resolver
problemas difíciles en los que los heurísticos no son efectivos. Estos últimos proporcionan
un marco general para crear nuevos algoritmos híbridos combinando diferentes conceptos
derivados de la inteligencia artificial, la evolución biológica y los mecanismos estadísticos.

La hipótesis de partida es, por tanto, que la combinación de algoritmos heurísticos
y metaheurísticos permitirá obtener soluciones de mejor calidad que las previamente
encontradas por los algoritmos del estado del arte de las variantes del problema ante-
riormente comentadas. Así pues, los algoritmos heurísticos propuestos se usarán bajo
técnicas metaheurísticas, las cuales se han mostrado como procedimientos eficaces a la
hora de abordar problemas de optimización. En particular, el uso de la metodología de
Búsqueda de Vecindad Variable (VNS, del inglés Variable Neighborhood Search) permite
alcanzar estos objetivos.

El objetivo principal de esta tesis doctoral se deriva directamente de la hipótesis
enunciada anteriormente y consiste en desarrollar algoritmos de resolución para las
diferentes variantes complejas del problema denominado Order Batching Problem desde
un punto de vista heurístico. Los algoritmos heurísticos propuestos se complementarán
con las técnicas metaheurísticas que entran dentro del marco de Variable Neighborhood
Search (VNS) [75].
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Objetivos

Para alcanzar el objetivo principal descrito es necesario cubrir los siguientes objetivos
parciales por cada variante:

Conocer el estado del arte del problema: se debe hacer un estudio bibliográfico de
la variante del problema estudiada, recopilando las diferentes técnicas utilizadas
para la resolución del mismo, tanto con algoritmos heurísticos como con algoritmos
exactos. Además, se recogerán los conjuntos de instancias sobre los cuales han sido
evaluados dichos algoritmos.
Diseñar y desarrollar un algoritmo heurístico para la resolución de la variante del
problema estudiada: para ello se hará uso de técnicas metaheurísticas. En concreto,
el trabajo se centrará en el desarrollo de un algoritmo basado en las metaheurísticas
anteriormente comentadas, incluyendo algoritmos constructivos y de mejora.
Validar el algoritmo heurístico: se debe comprobar que las soluciones proporcionadas
por el algoritmo propuesto son factibles y que este refleja las ideas propuestas.
Comparar experimentalmente el algoritmo propuesto con los algoritmos del estado
del arte: se debe realizar una comparación exhaustiva entre las diferentes propuestas
sobre un conjunto de instancias de referencia.
Someter los resultados parciales del trabajo de investigación a procesos de revisión
por parte de instituciones independientes: los resultados de la investigación serán
enviados a congresos y revistas de reconocido prestigio nacional e internacional en
el área para su posible publicación.

Problemas relacionados con el empaquetado de pedidos

En esta Tesis Doctoral se aborda una familia de problemas relacionada con el empa-
quetado de pedidos en el proceso de recogida de productos en almacenes. Concretamente,
se han considerado tres problemas: el Problema del Empaquetado de Pedidos (OBP, del
inglés Order Batching Problem), el Problema Min-Max del Empaqutado de Pedidos (Min-
Max OBP, del inglésMin-Max Order Batching Problem) y el Problema del Empaquetado y
Secuenciación de Pedidos (OBSP, del inglés Order Batching and Sequencing Problem). A
continuación, se realiza una revisión del estado del arte de la familia de problemas y una
pequeña descripción de cómo se ha abordado cada uno de ellos. Los algoritmos propuestos
para cada una de estas variantes han obtenido los mejores resultados del estado del arte
para cada uno de ellos, convirtiéndose en referencia para el estudio de los mismos.

Revisión del estado del arte

En los últimos años, el almacenamiento de productos se ha convertido en un tema
central para la industria, especialmente como parte de la cadena de suministro. Entre
otros, el éxito del almacenamiento depende del proceso de recogida de productos. Puede
consumir hasta el 60% del tiempo total de las actividades laborales de un almacén, lo que
puede llegar a suponer más de la mitad del total de los costes operacionales [18, 24]. En el
proceso de recogida se pueden identificar dos problemas de optimización: el agrupamiento
de un conjunto de pedidos y la ruta para recogerlos. El objetivo de ambos problemas en
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conjunto es minimizar el tiempo total necesario por un trabajador para recoger todos
los artículos de los pedidos (OBP), aunque existen otras variantes en las que se pretende
minimizar el tiempo máximo de recogida de un paquete (Min-Max OBP), o el retraso al
recoger pedidos que tienen que salir a una hora en concreto (OBSP).

Los problemas anteriormente mencionados son problemas de optimización que caen
dentro de la categoríaNP-Difícil [31]. En este sentido, diferentes autores han propuesto
algoritmos para encontrar soluciones, tanto exactas como aproximadas, para las distintas
variantes del problema.

Concretamente para el OBP, Albareda-Sambola et al. [2] propusieron un algoritmo
basado en la metodología Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND) y Henn et al. [59] y Henn
and Wäscher [58] propusieron diferentes heurísticas embebidas en distintas metaheu-
rísticas, como Iterated Local Search (ILS), Rank-Based Ant System (RBAS), Tabu Search
(TS) y Attribute-Based Hill Climbing (ABHC). Para la variante Min-Max OBP, Gademann
et al. [32] propusieron un algoritmo heurístico sencillo que le servía para obtener una
cota superior para el algoritmo exacto basado en Branch & Bound, así como diferentes
cotas inferiores. En el caso del OBSP, Henn and Schmid [57] propusieron variantes del ILS
y ABHC para este problema. También, Azadnia et al. [5] propusieron una aproximación
híbrida entre Genetic Algorithm (GA) y Weighted Association Rule Mining. Finalmente,
Chen andWu [11] propusieron también un GA combinado con un Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO).

Problema del Empaquetado de Pedidos

El problema del OBP se ha abordado siguiendo la metodología VNS. En concreto, se
ha publicado un primer trabajo en el que se propone un algoritmo basado en General
VNS (GVNS). En él, la solución inicial se obtiene de manera aleatoria y la búsqueda local
sigue el esquema Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND) con dos estructuras de vecindad
diferentes. Dado un conjunto de instancias del estado del arte, se compara el algoritmo
desarrollado con el propuesto en [2] para un diseño de almacén concreto. En los resultados
se muestra la superioridad del GVNS propuesto sobre el algoritmo del estado del arte.

Posteriormente, se publica un segundo trabajo con el objetivo demejorar los resultados
del primero. En este caso, se parte de una solución inicial que parte con un pedido en
cada paquete para después aplicar una búsqueda local basada en Elite Candidate List
(ECL). A continuación, se aplica un algoritmo Basic VNS (BVNS) cuya búsqueda local
es una combinación de las propuestas en el trabajo anterior. Finalmente, se ejecuta un
algoritmo de post-optimización considerando un cambio en la formulación del problema.
Estas tres fases quedan embebidas en una estrategia multi arranque. Además, se introduce
un algoritmo de encaminamiento alternativo. La propuesta algorítmica se compara con
los algoritmos VND y ABHC del estado del arte. Los resultados obtenidos muestran,
nuevamente, la superioridad del algoritmo propuesto en un conjunto de instancias mayor
y más diverso.

Con estos dos trabajos, se aporta un estudio extensivo sobre el OBP. Un desarrollo
basado en la implementación clásica de GVNS se ha mostrado efectivo para abordar el
problema. Aun así, se ha evolucionado dicha implementación para embeber un algoritmo
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BVNS en una estrategia multi arranque, junto con un procedimiento constructivo compe-
titivo y un proceso de post optimización que mejora las soluciones obtenidas. No solo se
ha desarrollado un algoritmo de empaquetado capaz de posicionarse como el mejor del
estado del arte, también se ha propuesto una nueva estrategia de enrutado.

Gracias al estudio de la combinación entre diversificación e intensificación sobre la
metodología VNS, se han podido determinar los beneficios de dicha combinación. Se ha
investigado cómo mejorar al máximo posible los resultados para el OBP, obteniendo como
conclusión de que VNS aisladamente no es capaz de obtener resultados suficientemente
buenos, pero en combinación con otros algoritmos obtiene los mejores resultados. Esta
aproximación podría ser usada en problemas relacionados con el OBP.

Como resultado de la investigación sobre el OBP se han publicado todos los resultados
en dos artículos. El primero de ellos con los resultados preliminares en una revista no
indexada en el índice JCR: General Variable Neighborhood Search applied to the picking
process in a warehouse [72]. El segundo, en cambio, se ha publicado en una revista indexada
en el JCR bajo el título Variable Neighborhood Search strategies for the Order Batching
Problem [73]. Ambos están incluidos en los capítulos 6 y 7 de la Parte II, respectivamente.

Problema Min-Max del Empaquetado de Pedidos

El problema del Min-Max OBP se afronta en un trabajo siguiendo también la metodo-
logía VNS, siguiendo en este caso el esquema General VNS (GVNS). Concretamente, el
algoritmo comienza con un método constructivo que selecciona de manera iterativa el
mejor pedido a añadir al paquete actual que minimiza su tiempo de recogida. Una vez está
este lleno, se añade a la solución y se itera nuevamente. Mientras que el procedimiento
de diversificación se basa en una estrategia de Ejection Chain propuesta por Glover [42],
el método de intensificación sigue el esquema VND cond dos estructuras de vecindad
diferentes. Para acelerar la búsqueda, se propone usar una caché.

Dado que la función objetivo de este problema consiste en la minimización de un
valor máximo, existen muchas y diferentes soluciones con el mismo valor de la función
objetivo, puesto que esta está determinada solamente por el paquete con el mayor tiempo
de recogida. De esta forma, no es posible mejorar el valor de la función objetivo si no se
incluye otro paquete en el movimiento que se desee hacer. Extendiendo el significado de
“mejora” a cada movimiento que hace decrecer el tiempo total de recogida de manera local
para los paquetes envueltos en el movimiento, se puede realizar un mayor número de
movimientos que podrían mejorar las soluciones.

Todas estas ideas se ponen en conjunto en una implementación paralela para explorar
una zona más amplia del espacio de soluciones. Se hace uso, pues, del esquema Replicated
Shaking VNS para obtener p soluciones diferentes, replicando los procedimientos de
diversificación e intensificación. Después de la ejecución de p hilos, el algoritmo selecciona
la mejor de las soluciones y comienza de nuevo, repitiendo este esquema hasta que haya
transcurrido el tiempo máximo de ejecución.

Dados los resultados obtenidos tras aplicar el algoritmo propuesto, se podría decir
que los resultados pueden ser llevados a otras variantes de esta familia de problemas. En
concreto, la estrategia best improvement con caché ha dado excelentes resultados a la
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hora de reducir el tiempo de ejecución, a la vez que se obtienen óptimos locales.

Los resultados derivados de este trabajo se han publicado en un artículo para una
revista indexada en el JCR titulado Parallel variable neighborhood search for the minâĂŞmax
order batching problem [74], incluido en el Capítulo 8 de la Parte II de esta tesis doctoral.

Problema del Empaquetado y Secuenciación de Pedidos

El problema del OBSP se ha abordado en dos trabajos diferentes. En el primero, se
aplica un algoritmo GVNS, obteniendo así soluciones competitivas. En el segundo, en
cambio, se incluye un procedimiento de búsqueda local avanzada embebida en un esquema
VND para mejorar las soluciones obtenidas.

Ambos trabajos se pueden considerar como la evolución natural desde un punto de
arranque naïve a un algoritmo más elaborado que lo convierte en el mejor método para
este problema del estado del arte. Se hace uso de dos vecindades ya estudiadas en trabajos
previos para otros problemas de la familia, intengrándolas en un procedimiento VND
con un procedimiento de búsqueda local que permite al algoritmo explorar más allá de
óptimos locales alcanzados por vecindades clásicas.

Dados los resultados positivos obtenidos por elmétodo desarrollado, se podrían utilizar
las presentes estrategias en otras variantes del problema que ya están en la literatura. Por
ejemplo, considerando múltiples trabajadores simultáneamente.

La investigación llevada a cabo para el OBSP ha dado como resultado la publicación
de dos artículos. El primero de ellos, presentado en un congreso del IEEE, se titula An
algorithm for batching, sequencing and picking operations in a warehouse [9] y está incluido
en el Capítulo 9 de este documento. El segundo, enviado para su posible aceptación a una
revista indexada en el JCR, se titula General Variable Neighborhood Search for the Order
Batching and Sequencing Problem y está incluido en el Capítulo 10 de la Parte II.

Contribuciones principales y trabajos futuros

A lo largo de esta Tesis Doctoral se han desarrollado estrategias heurísticas que, em-
bebidas en otras de más alto nivel como son las metaheurísticas, han dado lugar a los
mejores resultados del estado del arte para los problemas de optimización afrontados.
Todos estos resultados han sido publicados en diferentes artículos de revista:

“General Variable Neighborhood Search applied to the picking process in a warehou-
se”. Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, Abraham Duarte, Antonio Alonso-Ayuso, y
Elisenda Molina. Electronic Notes in Discrete Mathematics, 47, 77–84, 2015 (Capítulo
6).
“Variable Neighborhood Search strategies for the Order Batching Problem”. Borja
Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, Antonio Alonso-Ayuso, Elisenda Molina, y Abraham
Duarte. Computers & Operations Research, 78, 500–512, 2016 (Capítulo 7).
“Parallel Variable Neighborhood Search for the Min-Max Order Batching Problem”.
Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, Jesús Sánchez-Oro, y Abraham Duarte. Interna-
tional Transactions in Operational Research, 24(3), 635–662, 2016 (Capítulo 8).
“An algorithm for batching, sequencing and picking operations in a warehouse”.
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Manuel Bustillo, Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, y Abraham Duarte. Interena-
tional Conference on Industrial Engineering and Systems Management (IESM), IEEE
Conference, ISBN: 978-2-9600-5326-5, 842–849, 2015 (Capítulo 9).
“General Variable Neighborhood Search for the Order Batching and Sequencing
Problem”. Borja Menéndez, Manuel Bustillo, Eduardo G. Pardo, y Abraham Duarte.
Submitted to European Journal of Operations Research (Capítulo 10).

Además de los trabajos referenciados anteriormente, se han publicado varios resultados
parciales en congresos nacionales e internacionales:

Congresos internacionales:
• “An algorithm for batching, sequencing and picking operations in a warehouse”.
Manuel Bustillo, Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, and Abraham Duarte.
International Conference on Industrial Engineering and Systems Management
(IESM, Oct. 2015).
• “Review of several optimization problems in a warehouse when orders are
grouped into batches”. EduardoG. Pardo, BorjaMenéndez, andAbrahamDuarte.
15th EU/ME Workshop (EU/MEeting, Sep. 2015).
• “General Variable Neighborhood Search applied to the picking process in a
warehouse”. Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, Abraham Duarte, Antonio
Alonso-Ayuso, and Elisenda Molina. 3rd International Conference on Variable
Neighborhood Search (Oct. 2014).

Congresos nacionales:
• “Búsqueda de Vecindad Variable General aplicada al proceso de recogida de
productos en almacenes”. Borja Menéndez, Eduardo G. Pardo, and Abraham
Duarte. II Jornadas sobre Algoritmos Evolutivos y Metaheurísticas (JAEM-CAEPIA,
Nov. 2015).
• “Un algoritmo para empaquetado, secuenciación y operaciones de recogida en
un almacén”. BorjaMenéndez,Manuel Bustillo, EduardoG. Pardo, andAbraham
Duarte. 3er Workshop sobre Metaheurísticas Inteligentes en la Planificación Logís-
tica (MIPL-CAEPIA, Nov. 2015).
• “Metaheuristics applied to the Order Batching Problem”. Borja Menéndez,
Eduardo G. Pardo, Antonio Alonso-Ayuso, Elisenda Molina, and Abraham Duar-
te. XXXV Congreso nacional de Estadística e Investigación Operativa (SEIO, May
2015).
• “Búsqueda de Vecindad Variable Básica para la minimización del tiempo máxi-
mo en el Problemadel Empaquetamiento de Pedidos”. BorjaMenéndez, Eduardo
G. Pardo, and Abraham Duarte. X Congreso Español de Metaheurísticas, Algorit-
mos Evolutivos y Bioinspirados (MAEB, Feb. 2015).

Durante el desarrollo de una Tesis Doctoral, es común identificar líneas de trabajo
abiertas que pudieran resultar en un punto de partida para investigaciones futuras. Así, se
proponen los siguientes trabajos futuros:

Dado que los problemas abordados son eminentemente prácticos, sería de interés
general ejecutar dichos algoritmos en problemas para almacenes reales y comparar
las soluciones obtenidas con las que se dan en la realidad.
Como se ha mencionado en la Sección 2.4, existen más variantes que aquellas pre-
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sentadas en esta Tesis. Así, afrontar la versión en tiempo real del OBP, donde la
replanificación de los pedidos es tan desafiante como la primera planificación, se-
ría también de gran interés. También lo es el problema del OBSP con múltiples
trabajadores simultáneos.
En relación con la versión en tiempo real y su literatura, es fundamental proponer
un marco de comparación para este tipo de problemas. Dado que cada uno de los ar-
tículos encontrados en el estado del arte considera una versión ligeramente distinta,
tiene importancia capital aunar esfuerzos en definir el problema de una manera más
concreta.
A pesar del justificado interés de usar una metaheurística como VNS en la que
se mejora iterativamente una única solución, supondría también un reto aplicar
otras metaheurísticas basadas en poblaciones de soluciones para esta familia de
problemas.
Algorítmicamente hablando, la hibridación de metaheurísticas con métodos exactos,
como Primal-Dual VNS o VN Branching, podría dar lugar a soluciones de una mayor
calidad o incluso óptimas en tiempos de cómputo aceptables. Esta técnica, que se
conoce como “matheurísticas”, es un área cada vezmayor en Investigación Operativa.
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